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Partly cloudy
Tonight, partly cloudy. Low
30 to 35. Light wind. Sunday,
partly sunny. High around 50.
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WORLD — NATIONAL
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — A united Germany could stay with
the NATO alliance and still carve out a special military status for the
present territory of East Germany, alliance officials and analysts say.
WASHINGTON — Former President Reagan will give a videotaped
deposition for John Poindexter's trial in his first in-depth questioning
on the Iran-Contra affair since his two interviews with the Tower
Commission.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Sixteen days before the presidential
election, the leftist government honored a pledge and freed nearly
1,000 Contra guerrillas and the last 39 jailed members of former President Anastasio Somoza's National Guard.
WASHINGTON — The resignation of a key official in President
Bush's beleaguered savings and loan bureaucracy is worsening fears
the government may be botching the selling of failed thrifts and their
repossessed real estate.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says Democratic legislators who question the soundness of their party can demonstrate their
sincerity by killing a runoff primary bill now moving through the General Assembly.
MOUNT STERLING — Incentive packages and union concessions
weren't enough to keep Whirlpool Corp. from deciding to close its
650-employee dishwasher plant here by early 1991.
FRANKFORT — The state Senate moved to rectify a potentially
costly constitutional problem with Kentucky's income tax by exempting federal pensions.
FRANKFORT — Legislation to prevent courts from shedding public light on private decisions in voting booths easily cleared the House,
and the bill's sponsor says its enactment wouldn't hamper effortvto
halt vote fraud.
NEWPORT — State Superintendent of Public Instruction John
Brock has asked Campbell County's newly-chosen school superintendent to step aside while a search is conducted to fill the position.

SPORTS
TOKYO —James "Buster" Douglas has fought on four shows featuring Mike Tyson, but he never stayed around to watch the heavyweight champion in action. Douglas will get a close look at Tyson this
Lime when he challenges him for the heavyweight championship.
MIAMI — David Robinson the player will make his NBA All-Star
debut Sunday, but concedes it'll be difficult to leave David Robinson
the fan at home.
ROSEMONT, Ill. — Baseball owners still are locked in to a lockout, whether they say it that way or not. But, behind the threats, rhetoric and closed doors, there is hope that spring training will not be shut
down.
PHOENIX — At this rate, the only swinging major league baseball
players will be doing this spring will be with golf clubs and fishing
rods.
t.
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BUSINESS — FINANCE
•

NEW YORK (AP) — Bond prices rose sharply, rallying after the
successful completion of the Treasury Department's $30 billion quarterly refunding auction.
BONN, West Germany (AP) — The deteriorating condition of the
East German economy has heightened concern among officials but
both German governments denied that collapse is imminent.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Daniel P. Kearney, a key official in the
savings and loan bureaucracy, quit after only four months on the job,
dealing another blow to President Bush's dissension-plagued bailout
program.
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Gibraltar Financial Corp. has
filed for protection from creditors under federal bankruptcy law, nearly
a year after regulators seized its main unit, Gibraltar Savings.
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Higdon boosting MSU's chances for arena
Murray State is one step closer
to getting legislative approval of a
multi-purpose activity center.
Sen. Greg Higdon began maneuvering Thursday to add an $18
million arena to the 1990-92
budget asking that it be included on
a wish list that will be debated by
the Capital Construction and Bond
Oversight Committee next week,
according to a report by The Padu-

Church's clothes
ministry still
active after 25
years of service

cah Sun Friday.
Higdon, who represents Murray,
is a member of the Capital Construction Committee and was its
chairman until two years ago when
he was named chairman of the
Senate Agriculture and Natural
Resources Committee.
Part of the maneuvering, Higdon
said, was to add the funds under
the economic development categ-

ory of the budget, rather than the
higher education budget.
"It is important to the economy
of this region," he said. "It not only
would be an arena for the university but a facility that would be used
extensively by the community and
the entire Purchase region."
As envisioned, the center would
include seating for up to 10,000
people, for sporting events, con-

ventions, concerts and meetings.
Recreational facilities similar to
those of a YMCA also would be
featured.
Higdon said discussions next
week would include methods of
financing. "It would be a community project...and include some community funds," said Higdon, noting
(Cont'd on page 2)

25 years in the clothing ministry

By TODD 0.

ROSS
Murray ledgiar S Times Staff Writer

It started in 1965 in the basement of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ as a benevolent
project for the community, and 25
years later, and ea move by the
church to Glendale Road, the
Church of Christ clothes ministry is
still open and serving the public.
Mrs. Bertha Hughes directed the
clothes drive for more than 15
years until Patty Burkeen took
over, said Jim Thurmond, elder of
the Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Fern Smith, current manager of, the ministry, has been serving the community for 2 1/2 years.
The basement of the church
became too small for the number of
clothes that were being donated,
and the clothes ministry was
moved into houses on Elm Street,
which were owned by the church.
The ministry stayed in those houses
for 12-14 years, Thurmond said.
"Then when the church sold that
property, we had to move it back to
the old location (the Seventh and
Poplar building)," he said.
"That was a job moving all those
clothes," Smith said.
The clothes ministry is open
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday. "Monday and Wednesday I
work in clothes and get them ready
to hang out," Smith said. "Tuesday
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
people come in to get clothes."
(Cont'd on page 2)

MSU regents
set to discuss
presidential
candidates
The Murray State University]
Board of Regents is set to discuss
the pros and cons of its five presidential candidates at a closed-door
session today and will include the
opinions of some of the school's
administrators, faculty, staff and
students in its deliberations.
Although the board will not select
a president this weekend, an announcement 4plgpected by the
board's Feb. ft Meeting.
Today's meeting, scheduled for 3
p.m, will convene in open session
but will likely move into executive
session to discuss the five candidates: Robert Ramsey, Richard
Manahan, Keith Lovin, Ronald
Kurth and John Darling.
Here is a brief synopsis of the
candidates,all of which have visited
Murray and concluded interviews
on campus:
Robert Ramsey - currently a
higher education consultant, Ramsey served as interim vice president
for finance at Murray in 1987.
Ramsey' also served as Virginia's
secretary of education and as deputy
commissioner for the higher education system in Texas. Ramsey received his doctorate degree in education from Havard University.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Fern Smith (above), director of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ clothes ministry,
takes time between appointments to hang up
some nightgowns. The ministry, which is
controlled by the church's elders, is currently using the old Seventh and Poplar church
building as a distribution center where people can drop off old clothes (at right), and
others can pick up needed clothing. Clothes
may be dropped off only on the first Wednesday of the month, but the church is looking to expand the number of days it will
accept donations.
Staff photos by Todd 0. Roos

Financial aid applications now available
Applications for student financial
aid for the 1990 summer term at
Murray State University are now
available in the Student Financial Aid
Office, according to director Johnny
McDougal.
"Students must complete an application separate from the one filed for
the regular school year," he said.
"Eve% students currently receiving
loans'br grants or who are working
under the student employment prograrns need to complete a separate
summer term application."
A limited number of financial aid
programs will be available for the

summer term, McDougal added, and
students are urged to file the necessary forms before the March 1 filing
date.
Assistance programs offered for
the 1990 summer term include: ,
- Stafford Loan - Eligible students
who have not already borrowed the
maximum amount for the 1989-90
academic year ($2.625 for freshmen
and sophomores, $4,000 for juniors
and seniors and $7,500 for graduate
students) may apply for Stafford
Loans. The interest rate varies from 7
to 9 percent, depending on the date of
the first loan. New borrowers are

currently charged 8 percent. Interest
is paid by the federal government
while the student is in school and for
six months after the student leaves
school Repayment of principal and
interest begins approxmiatley six
months after the borrower !c‘avc
school.
- Nursing Student Loan - AvailapiC
to eligible students who are enrolled
in the Deparmtent of Nursing. Repayment at 5 percent interest over a 10year period after the borrower leaves
school.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Wilkinson: succession outlook 'bleak'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says he
hasn't given up all hope, but concedes his prospects for wringing a
succession amendment from the
General Assembly are "bleak."
If a proposed constitutional
amendment was introduced right
now, "it would fail in the Senate,"
Wilkinson said Friday. "It would
pass on the ballot (in November)
but fail in the Senate."
Wilkinson also said ih a news
conference that he believed the
House would pass his $1 billion
tax hike bill and that -television
commercials condemning the legislature's handling of lottery money

have ended, but his controversial
political consultant is staying.
On succession, Wilkinson also
said "some Democratic senators"
would be willing to sponsor an
amendment bill, contradicting
assertions of the Senate's Democratic leaders.
Wilkinson wants an amendment
that, if ratified by voters in November, would allow him to seek reelection. Kentucky governors are
bound by the state's 1891 constitution to a single four-year term.
"It looks bleak in the Senate. I
think we could pass it in the
House," Wilkinson said.
House leaders, however, do not

anticipate having to vote on the
issue. They said early that a succession amendment would have to
originate in the Senate, which has
shown no inclination to produce
one.
Asked if succession still was a
high priority 'for him, Wilkinson
said: "1 would like to have it, but
I'm not going to let it ruin" the
rest of his agenda. Asked if he
remained hopeful of an amendment, he said: "I never give up
hope."
Wilkinson said there would be ,
no more showings of his now(Coat'd on page 2)
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House passes bill protecting vote information
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation to prevent courts from
shedding public light on private
decisions in voting booths easily
cleared the House, and the bill's
sponsor says its enactment
wouldn't hamper efforts to halt
vote fraud.
The chamber voted 96-0 Friday
to pass House Bill 134, which

financial aid...
(Cont'd from page 1)
- Perkins Loan - Available only to
eligible seniors who have completed
eight semesters of school and who
will graduate after completing the
1990 summer term. Repayment at 5
percent interest over a 10-year period
after the borrower leaves school.
- Pell Grant - non-repayable federal grants available to eligible students who have not received the grant
for two semesters during the 1989-90
academic year.
University Student Employment On-campus employment opportuni-

stems from the jailing of two Monroe County residents who refused
to divulge their votes in a lawsuit
claiming voting irregularities in a
Republican primary for magistrate.
The two people, jailed for contempt, were freed after seven days.
Rep. Richard Turner, the bill's
sponsor, said its enactment would
prevent similar incidents and would
des with a rate of pay expected to be
$3.80 an hour. Employing departments set the number of hours per
week a student may work.
Financial assistance programs that
will not be available for the 1990
summer term are Norris Student Loan
(short-term). Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance
Authority
(KHEAA)grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity grants and the
Federal Work-Study Program.
Applications for summer term assistance may be obtained in the
Student Financial Aid Office in the
basement of Sparks Hall on the
Murray State campus. Additional information may be obtained by calling
(502) 762-2546.

holey."
Director of the clothes ministry
started
out as a voluntary position,
{Coned from page 1)
she said, but now it is a paid posiSmith said people come in by tion and almost a full-time job.
appointment 'to keep things organ"For the month of January, I
ized. She said she keeps a file of served 166 families," Smith said.
more than 500 area families and "Besides that I had 12 emergeninstitutions who come in to get cies. It keeps me busy."
clothes.
An "emergency," Smith said, is
"For people to get clothes, we
when
a family's home bums or if a
take an application on them if they
family
has just come into town. "I
are not already in our files," she
take lots of emergencies," Smith
said.
Smith said the applications, files said. "I don't take applications on
• and appointments are all done to them."
• • keep the ministry organized and
Besides families, the clothes
ministry also helps Needline, sends
• serve as many people as possible.
"I did a lot of reorganizing when clothes to missionaries in Canada,
I took it over," she said. "I grew up sends clothes to the Potter's Childin a store so I organized ren's Home in Bowling Green, and
sends clothes to correctional insti• tverYthing."
tutions
in Eddyville and La
• She also said she only takes
'clothes from donors the first Wed- Grange.
nesday of every month. "If I took
"One girl from one of these
clothes any more often than that I institutions was being sent to Chiwould be swamped."
cago and she needed a coat because
it was cold," Smith said.
She did say, however, that the her up really well. We "We fixed
church has decided to take clothes anybody who needs reach out to
help."
more often than that, but they
But for all of its service to the
would have more volunteers work- community, the ministry
has a
ing during the week to arrange the somewhat uncertain
future.
clothing.
The former church building,
She said it would be too much where the clothes are stored and
work to arrange the clothes into distributed, was recently sold to the
sizes, but everything is separated county to be used as a community
into men's, women's and children's center.
shoes and clothing.
"I don't know where the clothes
"We just put out the nicest drive will go," Smith said. "It
things," Smith said. "We don't put won't stay here and won't go to the
out things that are wrinkled and Glendale site."

Ministry...

recognize that a person's vote is
"nobody's business."
"We want honest elections, but
we don't think it's anybody's business" to know how someone else
voted, Turner, R -Tompkinsville,
said in an interview. "What this
does is establish the moral weight
of the General Assembly and the
public on the side that says we
don't want innocent people jailed,
period."
The measure, which now goes to
the Senate, would guarantee each
voter the right to a secret ballot,
and would prohibit courts, public
officials or anyone else from forcing a person tb diclose his vote.
"Some people feel it might
make it easier to cheat when they
vote, but I don't see that," Turner
said.
Compelling people to testify
about their votes isn't always a
reliable method to uncover vote
fraud because they may try to mislead the court, he said.
One of the best remedies for
vote fraud is strict supervision by
public officials to make sure people
are following all the voting proce-

Higdon...
(Cont'd from page 1)
that the community has pledged to
raise at least $I million.
"It might be that the most feasible package would include a direct
general fund allocation and a bond
issue."
Higdon said the bonding alternatives include the bonds being
repaid entirely by the state, or
entirely with funds raised from rent
on the facility, or a combination.
Members of several chambers of
commerce were in Frankfort Thursday and Friday to meet with lawmakers and discuss projects of
interest to the region.
Chamber officials from Murray,
in a private dinner Thursday night,
asked area lawmakers to support
Higdon's effort.
A new arena has been a top capital construction priority for Murray
State for more than 10 years, and
was high on the legislative list of
the university's Board of Regents.
The state Council on Higher
Education did not include the arena
among its recommendations to
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Murray officials say the 36-yearold, 5,500-seat Racer Arena needs
to be replaced.
The first step toward success
would be approval from the Capital
Construction committee. Then

Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
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Richard Manahan- currently vice
president for administration and development at East Tennessee State University, Manahan has served as vice
president for business affairs at Radford University and holds a doctorate
degree in higher education administration from Illinois State
University.
Keith Lovin - currently provost
and vice president for academic and
student affairs at the University of
Southern Colorado, Lovin served in a
similar role at Millersville University
and received his doctorate in philoso-

dures, he said.
Attorney General Fred Cowan
said he would study the legislation
to determine whether it would
affect efforts to crack down on vote
fraud.
Before adjourning for a threeday weekend, the House also
passed two bills to give free hunting and fishing privileges to resident servicemen on furlough and
Kentucky residents who are totally
and permanently disabled.
The measures, which now
advance to the Senate, would waive
the requirement that those two
groups of people obtain licenses
before hunting or fishing.
Other bills that won passage
would:
—Require automobile insurers to
notify customers in renewal notices
that they can add uninsured motorists, underinsured motorists and
personal injury protection coverages. House Bill 264, which would
take effect Dec. 1, was passed
94-0.
—Consolidate the various rules
of evidence, which proponents said
would improve judicial efficiency.
would come a review and a decision by budget committees of the
House and Senate, and finally
approval by the membership of
both houses.
Should the project be included
into the economic development
budget, a formidable obstacle could
be the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Committee members on Wednesday were critical of twd other higher education projects that Wilkinson recommended for funding
through economic development.
Yet Higdon says he believes he
can make a compelling argument
for Murray's economic development case, since the region
has no such arena facility for any
activity.
Should all else fail, western
Kentucky lawmakers will try to
add the project when the budget
goes to a free conference committee at the end Of the session.
The free conference committee
works out differences in House and
Senate versions of the budget. The
committee has authority to make
wholesale changes in the budget,
even adding projects not previously
recommended or those already
rejected earlier.
"At the very least, I hope we can
get funds to do final planning for
the project, so that we can be ready
for construction funding in 1992,"
Higdon said.
phy from Rice University.
Ronald Kurth - currently president of the Naval War College, Kurth
has served as a U.S. Defense Department attache at the American Embassy in Moscow and assisted U.S.
negotiators with the Incidents at Sea
Agreement with the Soviet Union. He
received his doctorate degree in political science from Havard
University.
John Darling - currently provost
and vice president for academic affairs at Mississippi State University,
Darling has served as vice president
for academic affairs and research at
Texas Tech University. Darling received his doctorate degree in marketing from the University of Illinois.
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This radio broadcast is dedicated to answering Bible
Questions and responding to Bible Comments from
listeners ofthe Searching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast
and the Searching the Scriptures television program. If
you have any questions concerning the Word of God and
would like to have them answered on radio, or TV, then
send them to . .

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

BY

Berry
Craig

Researching the history of the famous
cheeseburger'can be tasty learning
I'm ever on the lookout for the champion cheeseburger.
That may be a fool's quest in these days of oat bran and outer heartsmart, healthy foods.
But I got hooked on cheeseburgers as a kid and my habit continued at
Murray State. For my Money; the best burgers in town came off the grill
at Trenholm's just off campus. •
Maybe it's because I turned intp a history teacher. But I just had to find
out where burgers came from. I'll confess. Visits to Trenholm's didn't make me think of Tartars chopping each other up with swords on some cheerless stretch of Siberian
steppe. But the ancestors of the all-American cheeseburger were Medieval alter-battle snacks enjoyed by Tartar warriors.
I didn't make that up. It came from "Extraordinary Origins of Everyday
Things," a book by Charles Panati.
"Low-quality, tough meat from Asian cattle grazing on the Russian
steppes was shredded to make it more palatable and digestible," Panati
wrote. "As the violent Tartars derived their name from the infernal abyss,
Tartarus, of Greek mythology, they in turn gave their name to the phrase
'catch a tartar,' meaning to attack a superior opponent, and to the shredded raw meat dish, tartar steak, known popularly today by its French
appellation, steak tartare."
Russian Tartars introduced shredded beef to the Germans sometime
before the turn of the 14th century. The Germans added regional spices to
the low-quality meat.
Cooked and raw it became a staple among folks who couldn't afford
fancier fare. The ground beef also got the name we know in the big German seaport of Hamburg, where the stuff was called "Hamburg Steak."
About a century ago, "Hamburg Steak" arrived in America with German immigrants and it eventually became "hamburger." The book said
it's not known when the patty was plopped on a bun.
"But when served at the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair, it was already a
sandwich, with its name further abbreviated to "hamburg."
The name "hamburger" hung on and the sandwich became as synonomously American as hot dogs (of German lineage), apple pie (16th century
English) and tomato ketchup (Roman, 300 B.C.).
However, the cheeseburger is evidently a Kentucky dish, invented at
Kaelin's restaurant in Louisville in 1934. "Karl Kaelin was experimenting
around with different foods and decided to throw a lump of American
cheese on ground beef," said Sean Hanley, who runs the restaurant's cash
register. "He made a few 'cheeseburgers' for some of the college kids at
Bellarmine. They liked it and it took off real big."

Positions open for Upward
Bound teachers, advisors
Positions are open for teachers and
resident advisers for the 1990 SUMMeT
residency program of the Upward
bound Project at Murray State University
Scheduled for six weeks in June
and July, the summer residency program is one phase of the Upward
Bound Project at Murray State, which
serves students from the eight Kentucky counties of the Jackson purchase. It is part of a nationwide program
funded by the U.S. department of
Education.
Part-time summer teaching positions in the program are available in
English, mathematics and science
(physics, chemistry, biology). Upward Bound teachers must be certified to teach and have at least one year
of teaching experience. A computer
teacher and lab coordinator are also

needed.
Resident advisers provide live-in
supervision and tutoring for students
in the program. They must have
completed at least two years of college, have some experience in working with high school youth, have a
grade-point average of at least 2.50,
and must be 21 years of age.
Tutors are also needed and must
have a grade-point average of at least
2.50.
Applications for the positions as
teachers and resident advisers should
be submitted no later than Friday,
March 9, according to Barbara Keel,
Upward Bound director.
Further information about Upward
Bound at Murray State and the available summer positions may be obtained by calling the Upward Bound
Office at (502) 762-4327.

Wilkinson...

political consultant who conceived
the ads, but Wilkinson said Carville "will still be working for me."
Asked if commercials were in
the works to blast any possible
attempt to raise the sales tax, Wilkinson said there was "not a ghost
of a chance" any sales-tax hike
would pass.
His own tax proposal — a $1
billion plan that includes adoption
of the federal tax code and elimination of the state deduction for federal income tax payments — is
"by far the best revenue package"
produced in years, Wilkinson said.

(Coned from page 1)
famous commercial, in which he
accuses legislators of "trying to
grab" millions from the Kentucky
lottery by having lottery proceeds
accrue in the state's General Fund.
The commercials infuriated some
lawmakers, including House
Speaker Don Blandford and Senate
President Pro Tern John "Eck"
Rose. Several legislators called for
the firing of James Carville, a
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Board raises
emissions test
to $9 per car

Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
You'll be participating more in a
group activity in the next few weeks.
Your social graces are an asset to you
in business. Steady application brings
results on the job.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
It could be a busy round of
business negotiations for you in the
coming weeks. Talks with those in
high places are favored. Pleasure
pursuits and romance are happily
accented now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Some unexpected but good news
will be coming from a distance. You'll
be studying something new in the
coming weeks. You may be entertaining at home tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4E
You'll find others very responsive
to your ideas now. The exchange of
romantic sentiments is favored. You
may be taking up a course of study
related to the job.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You may be soon signing a contract. The dialogue improves between
you and a close tie. It should be a
productive day for you at work.
Business and pleasure combine
favorably.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
S1V
An assignment will be coming to
you soon that you'll truly enjoy.
Today is an excellent time for making
important phone calls. Affections are
reciprocated tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Today accents quiet pursuits and
domestic interests. You'll be doing
something special with the children
in the weeks ahead. You may also be
taking up a new hobby.

Pit

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Today should be an active time for
you socially. Personal popularity is at
a peak tonight. The coming weeks
will find you doing more reading and
some of you will begin a writing
project
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
fie
A creative pursuit will be on your
agenda in the coming weeks. Today
places a happy accent on career
concerns. You impress those you
contact and money prospects
improve.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll be doing some extra shopping in the weeks ahead. Luck is with
you in dealings with agents and
advisers today. You may also be
invited away for a trip.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Self-confidence is on the rise and
you'll be speaking out about the
issues that concern you. Play your
cards close to the chest on financial
interests.
PISCES
Ass.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
010104
You'll be engaging in a research
project in the coming weeks or
perhaps you'll be engrossed in a good
book then. Social life now leads to
increased popularity and romantic
success.
YOU BORN TODAY are a person
who marches to the beat of your own
driunmer. You're both intuitive and
inventive and not likely to be on the
side of convention. Though you're
usually willing to take a risk, you'll
need self-discipline to make the most
of your talents. You have an interest
in world problems and may be drawn
to a religious, scientific, political or
artistic career. Birthdate of: Thomas
Edison, inventor; Kim Stanley,
actress; and Eva Gabor, actress.

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
Northern Kentucky Air Quality
Board has voted unanimously to
raise the cost of auto emissions
testing from $6 to $9 per car.
The board said the raise would
be used to improve the program
and meet federal guidelines.
The matter now goes to fiscal
courts in Boone, Campbell and
Kenton counties for final approval.
Boone County Judge-Executive
Bruce Ferguson and Campbell
Judge-Executive Ken Paul said
they won't fight the increase. Kenton Judge-Executive Clyde Middle
ton said he would study the matter
before making a decision.

Cheryl Pratt of Eddyville,a junior at Murray State University, will serve a two-year term as the international
student representative to the executive board of the Association for Childhood Education International(ACED.
She is shown discussing her election with Acting President James L. Booth (left) and Dr. James B. Carlin, the
faculty adviser to the ACEI student branch at Murray State. An elementary education major, Miss Pratt is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pratt.

Murray student elected representative
to international education convention
Cheryl Pratt of Eddyville, a junior
at Murray State University, has been
elected as the international student
representative to the executive board
of the Association for Childhood
Education International (ACEI).
Her two-year term will begin in
April at the international convention
in Pittsburgh. Miss Pratt is the fourth
Murray State student to hold the

executive board student representative position since it was established
in 1972.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charless Pratt, and an elementary
education major.
ACEI is an organization of more
than 15,000 members in 60 nations of
the world. Since 1892, it has focued
on children and their needs as it helps

14-year-old takes top honors in fight
to stop gang recruitmeliat in schools

FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. IV)
Olt
You're inclined to be extravagant in
connection with a domestic interest
today. You're on the same wavelength
with a partner. Expect a stimulating
exchange of ideas.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Some you deal with today are
inclined to exaggerate, but your
thinking is on target In Career interests. A talk with someone in a high
position goes very well.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Except for a tendency to spend too
much money, this should be a good
day for you. Dealings with children
and advisers are favored. Joy also
comes through a hobby.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4E
The buying and selling of property
are favored. It's a good day to meet
with realtors and insurance agents.
Keep expenses down. Guard against
inordinate use of credit.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A partner remains your best confidant on this day when someone you
deal with exaggerates the truth. You
also should watch your own inclination to hear yourself talk. Don't hog
center stage.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're efficent and on the ball
where work interests are concerned
now. However, when socializing, you
could make errors in judgment in
spending. Remain level-headed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
One business idea you have now
may be a bit far-fetched. You'll really
get through to a child now. Mental
and creative interests are happily
highlighted.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Get more than one estimate of
household repairs. You'll be pleased
with what you hear in a private
conversation with a family member.
Mental work is favored tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Once again you're tempted to tap
into credit too heavily. You'll be
—getting along very well with your
friends today. Be sure to accept
social invitations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
This is a good day to talk to bosses
about raises and other important
career matters. Make sure you follow
through on a promise made to a close
tie. Don't procrastinate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If*
You might not get much accomplished early in the day. Guard
against distractions. However, you
are good at getting your ideas across
to others now.
PISCES
)eire
ishat
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A financial plan should be kept
under wraps for now. Try not to
overspend in the pursuit of pleasure.
Childen are fun to be with but they
could tire you out.
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
with a variety of interests. Often, you
experiment before settling on a
career. You have a natural interest in
reform and usually are on the side of
the underdog. At times you can be
expedient, but your greatest success
is when you take a chance on the
development of your natural talents.
You're good at communicating your
ideas and will have success in such
fields as writing, public relations,
acting and politics. Bifthdate of:
Lorne Greene, actor; Omar Bradley,
U.S. General; and Franco Zeffirelli,
!Urn director.
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Maklaktelipteciall
Feb 12-13-14
Dresses
1 -piece

$239

2-piece

$119
IP

NO LIMIT

Pleats Extra

One HOUR
cLeaneRs
Drive-in Location
Central Center
753-9525

HOURS:
Mon.-Frl. 7 a.m.4 p.m.,
Sat. 7 a.m..2 p.m.
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Complete
Alteration
Center

Trust Your Best To A Professional

CHICAGO (AP) — Norwell
Smith is a I4-year-old freedom
tighter in her own neighborhood.
Approached by tough gang recuiters at age 12, she decided to resist
— a decision that has won her top
honors at school.
Norwell travels mean streets to
and from John Hope Community
Academy, streets where wearing
the wrong color, or just walking
home, can be a fatal mistake.
In January, a 13-year-old classmate was killed in after-school
crossfire between rival gangs, the
second student slain while going to
or from the public junior high
school in the past six years.
"I lived in a gang environment
all my life," Norwell, the youngest
of seven children raised by a single
mother, said Friday. "My momma
told us to stay away from all those
bad ideas and get an education —
and that's what we're doing."
This week the school, with the
help of a drug- and gangprevention program called Project
Serve, held a "Drug and Gang
Awareness Super Bowl" to honor
students who are working to end
the violence.
And seventh-grader Norwell was
the show-stopper at an assembly of
the school's 950 students.
"You could hear almost a pin
drop — that's how good it was,"
eighth-grade teacher Jacqueline
Cooney said of the girl's awardwinning speech.
In the speech, Norwell told her
classmates: "I'm sick and tired of
these people coming into our
neighborhoods, frightening our
friends and families and putting
ideas into our little brothers' and
sisters' minds that gangs are cool.

"I say, the only thing that you
can get out of being in a gang is a
hole in your head or 6 feet under
— take your choice."
John Hope Community
Academy, in the city's South Side
Englewood neighborhood, straddles
an invisible line dividing the turf of
two gangs.
The rules for survival along that
boundary are sometimes deceptively simple, students say.
"You don't go to that side of the
boulevard, and if you do, you can't
wear blue and black — you have to
wear red and black and wear caps
to the left," explains 12-year-old
Kinisha Gaston.
Assistant Principal Jim Murray
acknowledged that when students
leave school property, they face
harassment by gang recruiters —
often high school students.
But Murray said the school is
making some inroads with the help
of programs like Project Serve, in
which off-duty law-enforcement
officials work to educate students
about the dangers of drugs and
gangs.
"Our students — the vast majority of them — do not get involved
in the gang community," he said.
"The children tune in to what is
being said and they respond
positively."
Norwell said Friday that students
who join gangs do so "because
they have low self esteem (and)
want to belong."
Since winning the "Super
Bowl" this week, she said several
gang members have told her they
are thinking about her speech.
Most students, Norwell said
simply, "don't want to join a gang
and go to an early grave."

members grow in their roles as teachers, pre-service teachers, supervisors,
administrators, librarians, parents and
other care givers.
Dr. James B. Carlin,faculty adviser
to the ACEI student branch at Murray
State,said Miss Pratt has been diligent
in her efforts to promote leadership
development in the other student
member of this local branch and is
very deserving of the position.
Dr. Lewis Bossing, chairman of
the Department of Elementary and
Secondary education, agreed and
added that her selection is a great
honor for her and for teacher education at MSU.
Miss Pratt currently serves as president of the ACEI student branch. She
has also served as co-chair of the
Spell-A-Thon and was a co-presenter
at the Annual Study Conference
(1989).

37-year-old man,
partially deaf,
killed by train
ELSMERE, Ky. (AP) — A
37-year-old man with impaired
hearing who witnesses said didn't
appear to hear an approaching
train's whistle was struck and
killed while walking between the
tracks, according to police.
Keith W. Sorrell of Elsmere was
hit at about 3:20 p.m. Thursday by
a 50-car Norfolk-Southern train
traveling about 55 mph, according
to Elsmere Police Department secretary Regina Case. She said the
area where he was walking wasn't
intended for pedestrians.
"Witnesses said (Sorrell) was
walking south between the northbound rails and appeared to be
looking at something in his
hands,' Ms. Case said. "Witnesses
said he acted as if he didn't hear
the train's whistle."
Sorrell's cap and several polaroid pictures were found on the
front of the train, Ms. Case said.
She sAid no one on the train was
injured.
According to his family, Sorrell
couldn't speak and had only partial
hearing, Ms. Case said.

RIZPAH SHRINE TEMPLE
ANNOUNCING OUR

ANNUAL CIRCUS

Please
Say
Yes

Your phone will ring one of these nights and you will
he a pieasant voce asking you If you will purchase a
SPECIAL SPONSORSHIP PASS TO
THE ANNUAL SHRINE CIRCUS
This special pass will open the door to the circus for less fortunate children in our area
WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

RIZPAH SHRINE TEMPLE
P.O. Box 101
Murray, Ky. 42071

Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys
Presents

"The Peoples Law School"
Calloway County Public Library at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 15th - The Court System - Inside Looking Out
Thursday, Feb. 22nd - Designing Your Automobile Insurance
Coverage
Thursday, March 1st - Kentucky Family Law in the 90's
Thursday, March 8th - Worker's Rights in the Kentucky Workplace
Thursday, March 15th -

1990 General Assembly Issues

Thursday, March 22nd - Consumer Protection
Please plan to attend these informative sessions.

For more information call
Rick Lamkin 753-1737

The West Kentucky
Small Business
Development
Center Alf
The West Ky. SBDC can help you, the
small business owner, by analyzing
specific problems and recommending
solutions - at no cost to you. 'Our
qualified staff can help you and your
business in financial planning, accounting I bookkeeping, cash flow
analysis, computer analysis, and developing a business plan.
Call today for an appointment
in any of our three area offices:
Murray
763-2856

Hopkinsville
886-8866

All Equipt With 1.5 Liter Fuel Injection
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Power Disc Brakes
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo ETR
6 Speakers
Tinted Glass
Rear Defroster
Steel Belted Radial Tire
Cloth Interior
Full Carpeting
3/36 Bumper to Bumper
Plus 7/70 Powertrain
Warranty
Some Have Even
More Options

List Prices As High As

12,341
'Pius Tsx, Lk., Doc
Rehm* Applied

411.

IPa/

Jeep.

Owensboro
926-8086
Murray Ky. 753-6448

Cain's

Eagle

r.•
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A sampling
of state editorials
The following is a roundup of editorials published or aired by Kentucky
newspapers and broadcast stations. The editoriaLs comment on a variety of
issues of interest to Kentucky residents. SOMC editorials are not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press.
The Kentucky Advocate: Two weeks ago, we praised Gov. Wilkinson
for his "courage and leadership" in proposing tax increases that would
raise money needed for education reform and other state programs.
Now, after recent events, we find ourselves forced to pare that phrase
of praise down. When it comes to "leadership," Wilkinson has done just
about everything he could over the past two weeks to convince us that he
doesn't know the meaning of the word.
To recap the events of the past weeks:
1) The governor's political consultant, James Carville, uses an obscene
remark to describe members of the General Assembly.
2) Apparently on the advice of the same consultant, the governor begins
airing a series of television ads attacking the General Assembly. He
accused the legislators of putting lottery revenues in the state's General
Fund, as if it were a kitty that members of General Assembly use to buy
coffee and cigarettes when, in fact, it is a technical term for the main part
of the state budget.
3) As if the legislators aren't already hot enough, the governor, in his
State of the State Address, says "I wasn't sent here to get along" and
implies he loves Kentucky more than they do.
During the past two weeks, the governor has done a bang-up job of
making the rift between him and the state legislators even wider. We're
not saying the governor is to blame for Kentucky's problems, but right
now, his combative style and refusal to work with the legislature are only
hurting the people he professes to love so much.

Applied history
Eastern Europe has been occupied by Soviet forces for nearly half
a century. The closest parallel to
this in United States history was
the occupancy of some southern
states by federal troops after the
Civil War.
We seem surprised at the great
outpouring of emotions by the citizens of those countries now in radical transition. Viewing Europe, we
may have forgotten the lessons
most southerners learned. Short of
killing all residents, no imposed
occupancy is accepted gratefully.
We'll soon see that in Panama.
Gorbachev has turned out to be
the shrewdest businessman in the
world — using on a large scale
what Ile must have learned from
corporate raiders Boone Pickens
and Donald Trump. He took a long
look at the economic balance
sheets for his multinational "company" and jettisoned its unprofitable satellites.
Thus military and foreign aid
maintenance costs were eliminated.
The released countries will be
forced either to fend for themselves
as new members of the impoverished Third World countries or to
seek new owners outside the soviet
bloc.
With economies hurting as they
are among the major western powers, Gorbachev took little political

The State Journal, Frankfort: It looks more and more like Kentucky
is evolving into a three-party state — Democrats, Republicans and Wilkinsonites — the latter being Democrats recruited by Gov. Wilkinson's
people to run against incumbent Democrats the governor doesn't much
like in the Senate.
That, of course, has the incumbents in a dither, understandable since
Democrats (and, for the matter, Republicans) are supposed to stick
together. In fact, there is so much suspicion about Democrats suddenly
challenging incumbent Democrats that some of the challengers routinely
deny they're Wilkinsonites.
The evolution of the Wilkinsonite Party, however, is largely a political
Ten years ago
sideshow. The main event comes in November, when an unprecedented
Murray-Calloway County Park
number of Republicans will be on the election ballot for General Assemb- employees are pictured in a photo
ly seat opposite Democrats or Wilkinsonites.
by Staff Photographer Debbie N.
Evidently, the state Republican Party at long last realized that one of Lee removing the second of three
the functions of a political party is to field candidates in elections against old wooden picnic shelters at the
the other political party. That's a novel concept for Republicans in Ken- old Murray City Park. The shelters
tucky. And, after all, it would have been embarassing for the Republicanv will be replaced with new all-metal
Party if more Wilkinsonite Patry condidates filed against incumbent" structures.
Democrats than Republicans: Being relegated to third place in the politiBirths reported include a girl to
cal spectrum is hardly a proper place for the Grand Old Party.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Lynn Tracy and
So we can look forward to some rip-roaring contests locally and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Stom,
throughout the state this year. Among them, Wilkinsonites versus Demo- Jan. 30.
crats, Wilkinsonites versus Republicans and, the rarest of contests, RepuTwenty years ago
blican versus Republican. You'd almost think we're living in Romania.
An average of $48.07 per 100
pounds was reported for the sale of
WHAS-TV, Louisville: As Kentucky legislators arid Gov. Wilkinson dark fired tobacco on
the Murray
continue to knock each other, lawmaking has come to a virtual standstill Market, according to 011ie Barnett,
in Frankfort. The legislative session is more than a third over. If any bills reporter for the local market.
are to be considered on such vital issues as a tax increase, school funding,
Norita Ann Cassity, seventh
and succession, the debates will have to be compressed in the rush to get grade student at Faxon School and
things done before adjournment. That means that many good bills probab- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ly won't get out of committee.
Cassity Jr., won $25 savings bond
One such "good" bill is Rep. Bill L,ear's measure that would require as sinner of Calloway County Conpeople to use seat belts when riding in an automobile. Once again, Ken- servation Essay Contest, sponsored
tucky is woefully negligent in passing laws that save lives. Of all the by Louisville newspapers.
states surrounding the Blue Grass, only West Virginia does not have a
Thirty years ago
seat belt law. Seat belts save lives, yet some people still resist wearing
Bill Solomon received his Eagle
them. Most cannot give a logical reason why.
Our state needs to step in and force the issue. Here in Jefferson County, Badge in Boy Scouting in a joint
Commissioner Chris Gorman has been trying to get the county to pass a court of honor by Boy Scout
seat belt ordinance for years. He's ready to dust off his old measure in Troops 45 and 72 at Murray High
case Rep. Lear's efforts fail. That's a second-best remedy. We call on School auditorium.
Vernon Shown, director of publlegislators to stop fighting with the governor long enough to pass this
ic relations at Murray State Collife-saving bill.
lege, spoke at a meeting of New
Concord High School Beta Club,
according to Judy McCutchen,
president.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Jones, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jewell Mardis and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Don McCord.
Forty years ago
Clegg Austin, William Smith,

their bank accounts and real pur-

investments in the newly transformed countries.
The conquered and re Self-sufficiency is a very long
enfranchised South had no money way off for most of these nations,
to spend. Small farms designed for and the deficit in ow own governfamily self-sufficiency sprang up ment budgets will keep us from
everywhere, and the only dollar trying to buy the countries wholeprofits realized were by the tenant- sale with enormous annual aid outfarm stores that sold on credit. The lays. That leaves the opportunity
Depression of the 1930's was wide open for entrepreneuring
caused by having surplus goods businessmen and their shareholthat needed purchasers and too ders. It does not bode quite that
many potential purchasers without well for American workers who
incomes with which to buy the would have like the wort of makavailable goods.
ing the products for feeding the
Were economic profits are to be voracious appetites for good in the
made in eastern Europe is precisley de-occupied zones. Perhaps, howwhere Japanese, German, and Ara- ever, that too may come eventually,
bian interests are making them in as the European people find their
America today — in buying prop- own work and begin to gamer
erty and in starting industries. The resources with which to become
industries employ the unemployed consumers.
One further lesson to be learned
workers, who in turn use their
wages to buy the products they in analyzing eastern Europe change
make. The absentee owners make a in the light of Reconstruction South
profit from the sales, enhanced by history is that of philanthropy.
wage scales being kept low by Some of those northern industrialsurplus labor pools from which to ists who made money in the South
hire plenty of workers grateful for also left civic landmarks in
exchange — universities, libraries,
the work.
endowed scholarships, museums.
Just as northern capitalists came We can hope that those who capiSouth after the Civil War and used talize earliest upon and profit most
local labor to build railroads and from the new markets in eastern
start textile mills, so we can expect Europe follow their rare examples
American and other companies to and leave something wherever they
move rapidly to make capital take something.
chasing power.

risk by turning the satellites loose.
About the only nation wealthy
enough to support them is Japan —
and this step may turn Japan's
attention from buying up America
and England properties. As for the
liberated nations themselves, they
may — as did the south — prefer
poverty with self-rule to welfare
with police-rule.
The temptations of greed will be
great in these first months of political liberation. We will find
ourselves assuming that removing
politcal walls means removing
trade barriers and that new markets
for "made in America" goods will
soon be flourishing.
Here again the Reconstruction
South has a history-lesson for us to
consider. Southerners, without factories and railways, did represent
— in theory — a mass of consumers for northern industries after the
Civil War. But it was only a theory
— based on the error of counting
heads of people instead of counting

Looking Back

Letter to the Editor

BAD 2 Association
looking for members
Dear Editor,
We are trying to locate the men and
women who served in the 8th Air
Force at Warton, England with us in
World War II. Our Air Base at Warton
was a huge Air Depot. We modified
and/or repaired aircraft of all kinds,
for the 8th Air Force during the War.
At one point in 1944, there were
10,000 Americans stationed at our
base, which was listed as Base Air
Depot #2.
The BAD 2 Association will hold a
reunion, October 25, to 27, in New

Orleans, LA.,this year. Annyone who
served in any capacity, at BAD 2,
Warton, England, during WWII is
eligible for membership in the BAD 2
Association. Contact: Tom Miller,
5549 S. Afton Parkway, Baton
Rouge, LA., 70806.
For any help you can give us, we
shall be very grateful.
Ralph G. Scott,
Secretary,
BAD 2 Association.
228 West Roosevelt Avenue
New Castle, Deleware 19720

Today In History
Today is Saturday, Feb. 10, the 41st day of 1990. There are 324 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
One hundred years ago, on Feb. 10, 1890, Nobel Prize-winning author
Boris Pasternak, whose worts included the novel "Doctor Zhivago," was
born in Moscow.
Ten years ago: President Carter won the Maine Democratic caucuses
with 44 percent of the vote; Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts
placed a close second.
Five years ago: A group of American supporters of South Korean
opposition leader Kim Dae-jung detailed the rough treatment they
received from authorities in Seoul, and asked President Reagan to put off
a U.S.-South Korean summit.
One year ago: Ron Brown was elected chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, becoming the first black to head a major U.S. political party.
Today's birthdays: Opera singer Leontyne Price is 63. Actor Robert
Wagner is 60. Singer Roberta Flack is 50. Singer-songwriter Peter Allen
is 46. Olympic swimmer Mark Spitz is 40.
Thought for today: "When you get too big a majority, you're immediately in trouble." — Sam Rayburn, Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives (1882-1961).

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Mary Ann Underwood and Lochie
Faye Hart, Murray High School
students, have been accepted by
Quill and Scroll, international honor society for high school journalism students.
Murray State College Dean Matt
Sparkman will be keynote speaker
at kick off breakfast for annual Boy
Scout Fund Drive at Murray
Woman's Club House on Feb. 13,
according to Bryan Tolley, campaign chairman.
Fifty years ago
The home and contents of Mrs.
Vera Rogers on South 16th Street
were destroyed by fire on Feb. 1.
Calloway County Farm Agent
J.T. Cochran announced that a total
of $47,677.20 have been received
thus far in ACP payments for 1939
crops.
In observance of Scout Reverence Day, Murray Troop 45 of Boy
Scouts of America will hold its
annual church service at First
Methodist Church on Sunday night.
The Rev. J.M. Jenkins will speak
about "Be Prepared."
Births reported this week include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ammie
Frier, Feb. 1; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Young, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Neale and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Mott, Feb. 2; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rowdy Stalls,
Feb. 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Stalls, Feb. 5.
Among those in Memphis,
Tenn., over the week-end to see the
movie, "Gone With the Wind,"
were Mrs. C.L. Sharbrough, Miss
Marion Sharbrough, Mrs. R.R.
Meloan, Miss Margaret Graves,
Miss Carrie Allison, Mr. and Mrs.
E.S. Diuguid Jr., Miss Barbara
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Friday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
1-9-7
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Diugutit, Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Sledd
and Miss Frances Sledd.
Sixty years ago
An average of $10.50 per 100
pounds have been reported for sale
of dark fired tobacco on Murray
Market this week.
Contracts have been let locally
for enlargement of the present
Capitol Theatre booth for the addition of the very latest talking picture equipment, according to O.L.
Boren, theatre manager.
Faxon High School is another
Calloway County school which has
been promoted to Class "A,"
according to Principal O.W.

Barker.
Marriages announced this week
include Imogene Alexander to
Bryan Neale, Feb. 4.
Births reported this week include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.E. Olcott,
Jan. 26.
Sammy Kelley, Hoyt Jones,
James Sims, Harold Douglas, W.C.
Hutchens, Jessie Warren, Emma
Douglas, Laura Parks, Aughleta
Jackson, Norine Rogers, Elizabeth
Swann and Rubye MAC Williams
were members of the cast of the
play, "Star Bright," presented Feb.
1 by Junior and Senior Classes of
Lynn Grove High School.

Utopia
"College is the closest thing to a utopia (a perfect place) that there is,"
my brother Tony once said to me. I had just graduated from high school
and looked forward to attending Murray State University, which he had
attended as well. "The Buck" as Daddy called my brother, was right about
that. A college campus like Murray State is its own little self-contained
world, dedicated to the proposition that all young people are created with
a potential to be educated and endowed by their Creator to have life, liberty and the pursuit of knowledge. The first thing I noticed as I walked to
class on my first day after school began WAS how so many students looked
like other people I knew. I got used to this and began to meet people who
had interests a lot more similiar to mine than my former high school
classmates. As a political science major, I met people who followed the
news and we had many lively discussions about this and that political
issue, both during and after class. I enjoyed these "bull sessions" as much
as the classes themselves. I could be myself, and not pretend I was bored
by literature and history.
In high school, I tried not to be too different. I would use the word
"ain't" around friends and tried to fit in and be a "good old boy". I talked
more about sports than about science or the news. But inside my head I
was often wondering whether man would ever travel faster than the speed
of light, or harness the power of fusion as a cheap source of energy. I
avidly read science fiction and Time magazine. When I was a high school
freshman, I bought a paperback dictionary and carried it around, looking
up words and memorizing different nations's capitals. In my mind-I imagined I was Mr. Spock on the TV series Star Trek and my little American
Heritage Dictionary was my tricorder. I left the dictionary at home when
classmates gave me curious looks and made jokes about me reading the
dictionary for fun.
But in college, although there were some who thought life should be a
constant party and who hated anything more serious than a TV sit-corn,
there were many who thirsted for knowledge and had serious and lofty
career goals. I found friends who treated a chess pine as serious as most
treated a softball game, who picked and campaigned for a presidential
candidate, who wrote short stones and mentally,wrestled with the philosophical theories of Locke and Hume. I felt sometimes like a free citizen of
the ancient Greek city-state of Athens. Socrates, Jefferson, Lincoln, Napoleon or Dickens, Shakespeare and Hemingway Were not dead, dry, dusty
eggheads irrelevant to my own time, they came alive in the book pages I
read and in the lectures of my professors. I remember reading Ralph Waldo Emerson's essay "Self-Reliance" at three o'clock one morning in my
quiet dorm room as my roommate Mark snored across the morn. That
essay inspired me as none had before. When I finished, I just had to put
on my jacket, go outside, walk around the deserted campus, look at the
stars, and bum off some of the nervous excitement Emerson's words had
ignited in my young mind. I knew what Whitman meant then when be
said, "I was simmering, simmering, Emerson brought me to a boil."
My hibernating social life came awake then too. I met girls whose
minds I could respect while still appreciating their beauty. I began dating
a lot more than in high school and the poems..byByron, Donne, and
others expressed romantically and poetically the feelings I had a hard time
expressing.
The graduate work I'm doing now is more specialized and I may never
experience such a sustained mental renaissance like the one I had during
my undergraduate days. Years of mundawjobs arid cycles of unemployment in the "real world" have made nine.= idealistic and less naive,
more realistic and perhaps a bit cynical. But I'll never forget the world I
experienced right here in Murray m the halcyon years from 1978 to 1981.
A little bit of utopia was tasted by me then, a bit of which will always be
with me.
The American orator and U.S. Senator Daniel Webster put it well when
he said: "Knowledge, in truth, is the great sun in the firmament. Life and
power are scattered with all its beams."
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'ESP' Award

Penniston named as new Murray
Thornton receives fourth quarter Edward D. Jones representative

award from Murray Cablevision
Marilyn Thornton, customer service representative for Murray
Cablevision, recently received the
"ESP" award.
"The award is given each quarter
recognizing the• employee displaying excellence in service and performance to our customers," said
Barnette Ferguson, system
manager.

financial planning
by
Michael H.Keller CPA

Financial Resolutions
For 1990
If you make just one resolution
for 1990, let it be this: Simplify .
your tax and financial position.
The foll
f
c wing suggestions should
,Delp'y keep this resolution.
- it. iew your will. Tax law
,v" L
changes in recent years have
outdated many estate plans. If you
don't have a will, get one. Even
singles should control the disposition of their estate.
2. Eliminate consumer debt.
Only 109i of the interest is deductible in 1990. If you can't eliminate it, replace it with lower cost
debt. Cut out credit cards, or pay
the outstanding balance every
month to avoid interest charges.
3. Improve your recordkeeping. Pull all your financial records
together in one place. Have separate files for investments, insurance policies, will and estate
documents,deeds,and your home
(cost and improvements).
4. Establish a savings plan.
Begin building a savings reserve
to cower unexpected expenses and
provide funds for new opportunities.
5. Reassess your insurance
needs. Meet with us and your
insurance agent to determine if
you are overinsured in some
area underinsured in others.
6, Investigate before you invest. Develop an investment plan
and stick to it. Resolve never to
buy penny stocks, "hot tips," or
any product sold by telephone
pachrnen.
7.Plan for your retirement. The
earlier you plan, the less financial
pain. Take full advantage of plans
offered by your employer, and
supplement them as appropriate
with a plan of your own.
8. Review your record of earnings with the Social Security
Administration(SSA). Your benefits are based on these records,
and the SSA cannot correct errors
that are more than three years old.
900202

Thornton, a graduate of Kirksey
High School, is starting her fourth
year with Murray Cablevision. As
an "ESP" winner for the fourth
quarter, Thornton received a gift
certificate, a gift from the headquarters office and a personalized
plaque.
Thornton is married to Joe
Thornton of Calloway County and
has two daughters, Laleanna
Thornton and Jill Harned. She and
her husband are members of the
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Selection of the "ESP" award is
made by fellow employees and
management of the Murray office.
Thornton was also an "ESP" award
winner in 1989.

Marilyn Thornton

Overby attends
Dallas conference
DALLAS — Judy Overby of
Murray just returned from BeautiControl Cosmetics' 1990 Leadership Conference in Dallas, Texas,
where she attended business workshops and received training on
BeautiControl's latest product
introductions.
The company lauched its exciting new Nailogics 5-step Nail Care
System which adds strength and
flexibility to nails, and promotes
healthy nail growth. Nailogics is
all a woman needs to achieve
salon-perfect nails at home.
In addition, BeautiControl premiered an extraordinary new
Creme Sheer PTotection foundation
fornmla for dry to normal skin.

Willie active
with Mary Kay
DALLAS — Mary Kay senior
director, Evelyn Willie of Murray,
is one of four million women business owners in the Unites! States.
According to the Small Business
Administration, women-owned
businesses earn 72 billion dollars
annually.
Clearing the way for women
entrepreneurs is Mary Kay Cosmetics, with whom Willie has worked
for 14 years. To train and recognize its independent sales force, the
company held its annual Management Conference, Jan. 11-13 in
Dallas.
Willie also won the honor of
attending the elegant "Circle of
Achievement" banquet while at the
conference for on-target Unit Club
members. She is married to Mike
Willie and they have two daughters
— Sarah, 15, and Jacki, 12.

John Bachmann, managing principal of Edward D. Jones & Co.,
has named Eric Penniston the new
Murray representative for the St.
Louis-based investment firm.
Penniston is taking over for
David Lane, who recently accepted
an opportunity to manage the Paducah, Ky. Edward D. Jones & Co.
office.
"We're very proud to have Eric
represent us here in Murray,"
Bachmann said. "He's proven himself worthy of serving the conservative needs of individual investors, and we're confident he'll continue his exceptional record here in
Murray."
Prior to coming to Murray, Penniston managed an Ohio office for
Edward D. Jones. He graduated
from Central Missouri State University in 1975 with Bachelor of
Science degree in Business Administration, majoring in both finance
and management.
Penniston is enthusiastic about
his move. "I'm eager to become
acquainted with all the people in
Murray," he said. "My family and I
are familiar with the area after
growing up in Missouri and are
looking forward to settling down
here."

Penniston and his wife, Regina,
have two children — Megan, 8,
and Nathan, 4.
Edward D. Jones & Co. was
founded in 1871. Today, it's headquartered in Maryland Heights,
Mo.,just outside of St. Louis. With
nearly 1,500 offices in 43 states,
Edward D. Jones & Co. is the
largest financial services firm in
the nation in terms of retail offices.
The Murray Edward D. Jones &
Co. office is located at 520 Main
St. in the National Hotel. The
phone number is 753-7401.

Ambassadors of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
welcomed West Kentucky Properties at 1415 1/2 Main St. as a new
business this week. Steve Durbin, fourth from left, is the owner.

.
•
HomeSellers Realty at 505 S. 12th St. celebrated the opening of their
new business this week with a ribbon cutting by Chamber of Commerce ambassadors. W. Paul Dailey, fourth from right, is the owner
and Sue Kramer, directly to the left of Dailey, is the firm's secretary.

Eric Penniston

Drs. Byrn and Courtney to take
part in KVP's Give-One-Day
Drs. James Byrn and James
Courtney, who both practice in
Murray, will be participating in the
Kentucky Vision Project's GiveOne-Day during March. The month
of March has been designated as
"Save Your Vision Month."
The doctors will be among nearly a hundred optometrists who will
be participating in the Give-OneDay program. This program, now
in its sixth year, enables participating optometrists to provide free
eye/vision examinations to some
local individuals who might otherwise let their vision cares go
untreated. Over 6,000 have already
been given free eye examinations
since the program started. A $20
donation is requested from those
patients needing glasses. The donation not only provides that person
with glasses but also helps to con-

tinue the program for others.
A limited number of applications
are available for this year's GiveOne-Day program. However, many
doctors also participate in the Kentucky Vision Project and not able
to be scheduled on this day, their
name will be put on the waiting list
for an eye examination at a later
date.
The qualifications are: Your
income must be at or near the poverty level. You cannot have any
insurance that would pay for glasses. You have not been accepted by
the Kentucky Vison Project in the
past
If you feel you might qualify for
this program and wish to fill out an
application forth, contact your local
Salvation Army office or write to:
The Kentucky Vision Project, P.O.
Box 1422, Frankfort, Ky. 40602.

Presleys add
store in Murray

See me for a
State Farm

Mike and Evelyn Presley have
added a second franchise to their
4-year-old National Beauty Supply
store in Paducah.
The couple, who moved to Paducah from Jackson, Tenn. when they
opened the store on Joe Clifton
Drive, have bought National's
Murray store.
The Murray store will be
expanded along the lines of the
"superstore" concept the Presleys
introduced in Paducah, Evelyn Presley said. National Beauty Supply
sells to licensed beauticians
through a network of more than 30
franchises in the Southeast.
The Paducah store has eight
employees, who service clients in
Kentucky and southern Illinois.
The Murray store has just one
employee now, but the Presleys
anticipate adding more. If business
at their Paducah location is any
gague, that won't be long, Evelyn
Presley said. "Since the first of the
year, we have really come out of
the gate running," she said.

Insurance
ChecktuP
162 Stina

Ribbon cuttings

Murray State University
Chaykin CPA Review Course
Classes Start Feb. 13th

Call 762-4193

IPPTAAv)

()8;

Preferred
drivers deserve
preferred rates.
Check out our
MEDALIST AUTO POLICY

ffr STATE AUTO
insurance Companies

PURDOM THURMAN &
MCNUTT INSURANCE

Cr,

Dan N1cNutt

Southside Court Square

For Your Real Estate Needs
Call:
Donald E. Henry

JANET HOUSDEN

Bldg. 104 N. 4th
Suite C
Office:
753-9935

SALES ASSOCIATE
Res: (502) 753-0090

KOPPERUD REALTY

Home.
753-1540

711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext. 711-J11

Lilts a good rmighbor,
Staff Farm is th•rs.
S4•In Fro. Ineurance Companire
Kane Offlow.

ttttt fAltha

We at the
CitiO

,Bank of Murray

IMSURAMCI

offer Our

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public
Accountant
753-8918

Portable Kennel Kit
Evelyn Willie

Congratulations

"Keep Your Family Pet Safe and Happy"

Dr. James Byrn
Dr. James Courtney
HomeSellers Realty
Judy Overby
Eric Penniston
Mike and Evelyn Presley

Bob Billington-CPCU

753-4451

It's a no-cost review
of your insurance
coverages and needs

Dan Shipley

Robert BIllington, Jr

$1890°
February 29

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS INSURANCE
CALL 753-4751

Bel-Air Center

•5 Wide 10' Long 5' High
'Custom Sizes Available
•17 Gauge Galvanized Pipe
•11 Gauge Galvanized Wire
•Optional Tops
'Easily Assembled

Marilyn Thornton
West Kentucky Properties

4jJERR1'ATKINS & ASSOCIATES
t
4

121 By-Pass Murray

753-8407

Evelyn Willie
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DATEBOOK
Corey Todd Rhoads born
Mr. and Mrs. David Ray Rhoads of 503 North Fifth St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Corey Todd, weighing nine pounds 13 ounces, measuring 22 inches, born on Wednesday, Jan. 31, at 4:06 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Sharon Gaines.
Grandparents are Ray and Kay Rhoads and Paul and Doris Gaines of
Weatherford, Okla., and Harold and Hanle Stewart of Chickasha, Okla.

Menus for elderly released
Menus for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of Feb. 12 to
16 have been released through the
office of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program, Inc..
Meals are served at 12 noon,
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
and Willis Centers and on Tuesday
and Thursday at Ellis Center.
Meals will be sent to private homes
each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Franks and beans, sweet potatoes, broccoli, cornbread, margarine, apple, milk, coffee or tea.

Tuesday
Beef-A-Roni casserole, spinach,
fried squash, hot roll, margarine,
peach halves, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Baked ham, white beans, mixed
greens, cornbread, margarine,
applesauce, milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday
Oven fried chicken, mixed vegetables, mashed potatoes, hot roll,
margarine, cantaloupe, milk, coffee
or tea.
Friday
Roast pork, cabbage, blackeyed
peas, cornbread, margarine, Tempation Fruit mix, milk, coffee or
tea.

'Heart-smart' menus listed

Willett now sorority member
Marcie Wilktt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Willeu of Murray,
recently was initiated as an active member of Chi Omega Sorority at
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. A 1989 graduate of Murray High School, she is a freshman at Western.

Ryan Michael Garland born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Edward Garland of Ri 8, Box CR17, Murray,
are the parents of a son. Ryan Michael, weighing six pounds two ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on Tuesday, Jan. 30, at 10:23 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Kathlene Alice
Castro. Grandparents are Dudley and Bea Castro of 5535 Kentucky Dam
Rd., Paducah, Ruth and Tammy Lyons, Rt. 1, Almo, and Floyd and Pat
Garland, Rt. 5, Murray.

Penney at Fort Benning, Ga.
Army Pvt. Steven M. Penney has completed training at the U.S. Army
Infantry School, Fort Benning, GL During the course he received training
which qualified him as light-weapons infantryman and as an indirect-fire
crewman in a rifle or mortar squad. His instruction included weapons
qualifications, tactics, patrolling, land mine warfare, field communications
and combat operations. A 1989 graduate of Marshall County High School,
he is the son of Marsha K. Penney, Benton, and Master Sgt. Michael G.
Penney, Barstow, Calif.

Brown serving with Marines
Marine Pfc. Kevin S. Brown, son of Lloyd E. and Janet Brown, 425 W.
Eighth Si, Benton, recently completed the Radio Fundamentals Course
conducted for seven weeks at the Marine Corps CommunicationElectronics School, Twentynine Palms, Calif. He received instruction on
the electronic theory and servicing principles used in repairing Marine
Corps radio communication systems. He studied transmitters and receivers, transmission lines and antenna fundamentals, basic troubleshooting
techniques and the isolation of malfunctions. A 1987 graduate of Christian Fellowship High School, Briensburg, he joined the Marine Corps in
February 1989.

Murray-Calloway County HospiWednesday
tal has a program calla! "Heart*Chicken Jamaica, chopstick
Smart" for its menus in the tuna casserole, saucy meatloaf,
cafeteria. The program is designed *wild rice pilaf, *whole kernel
following the guidelines of Ameri- corn, *green beans almondine,
can Heart Association and Ameri- asparagus and fea caserole, *tomacan Dietetic Association.
to florentine soup.
Robin Marie Shay has been named to the Dean's List for the fall
For more information about the
Thursday
menus and a special senior citizen
Ham and cheese on wheat bun, semester 1989 at Millsaps College, Jackson, Miss., according to Kay
diner card, call Anne Newberry, crunchy chicken casserole, Barksdale, college official. A student named to this list must have a grade
R.D., food service director at the *breaded filet of fish, *broccoli point average of 3.20 to 4.00. She is the daughter of Mrs. Pamela A. Shay
spears, *escalloped tomatoes, of Murray.
hospital.
Foods mark
with an * are *field peas w/snaps, *corn on the
heart-smart selections. Menus for cob, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Friday
Monday, Feb. 12, through Sunday,
"Italian Festival" - spaghetti w/
North Calloway Elementary School will have its monthly skating party
Feb. 18, are as follows:
meatballs, *shrimp marinara, fettu- on Monday, Feb. 12, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. StuMonday
*Baked salmon patties, chicken cine alfredo, pot roast of beef, dents may skate for $4.25 per person with $1 going to PTA. Parents may
salad croissant, broccoli beef Wel- *oven roasted potatoes, *carrot skate for 25 cents.
lington, *whole baby carrotts, *sea- coins, fried okra, minestrone soup.
Saturday
soned green beans, crisscut potaBeef tips w/gravy, *deli turkey
toes, fried squash, chicken noodle
PAL (Purchase Aides Link), a support group for persons interested or
and swiss cheese sandwich, manasoup.
affected
by Aides, will meet Monday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at Lourdes Hosgers choice, *fluffy rice, *mixed
Tuesday
Paducah.
pital,
For more information call 1-444-2685.
vegetables,
*baked
potato,
soup
of
Steakhouse chicken strips,
*baked fish filet, Johnny Marzetti, the day.
Sunday
*whipped potatoes, *seasoned spi*Fish filet almond me, Hungarian
nach, *steamed yellow squash,
A Self-Help Group of Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky will
breaded vegetable sticks, cream of pork chop, managers choice, meet Monday,
Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. in the basement classroom of Western
*steamed zucchini squash, creamy
potato soup.
Baptist
Hospital,
Paducah. All interested persons are invited.
corn casserole, *spicy blackeyed
peas, soup of the day.
(Cont'd on page 7)
The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added.

Robin Marie Shay is named

North skating party Monday

PAL will meet on Monda

Epilepsy meeting Monday

THEATRES

Bookmobile stops
listed for the week

•

Driving
Miss Daisy (PG)
Internal
Affairs (R)
The
Wizard (PG)

Blaze
(R)

1.110
7.10
Only

hi&
3.10
Oudy

Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Adult $3.00 Child $2.50
Bargain

Rcit )4.ur ni•etit•••.it tht. •
litor4 Chu.,nut • 751..;
Open 11:am to 111:pm

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, Feb. 13, 14 and 15.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian, released her schedule as
follows:
Tuesday
Allbriuen - 10:30 to 11 a.m.
Canon - 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Miller - 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Barb Tucker - 2 to 3 p.m.
Eunice Miller - 3 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday
Kids Corner - 10 to 10:30 a.m.
DeMoss - 10:30 to 11 a.m.
Karnes - 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon
Tucker - 12 noon to 1 p.m.
Seavers - 1:30 to 2 p.m.
Norsworthy (Rt. 7) - 2:30 to 3
Dortch - 3 to 3:30 p.m.
706 Story - 3:30 to 4 p.m.
Thursday
Hamlin - 10:30 Lm. to 12 noon
Meeks - 12 to 12:30 p.m.
John Calhoun - 1 to 2 p.m.
West View - 3 to 4 p.m.

Preschool Program
(Ages 3-5 Years)
Learning Centers Include:
Science

Dramatic Play

Pre -Computer
Skills

Table Gaines

NEW YORK (AP) — The
National Turkey Federation is
sponsoring a Turkey Lover's
Recipe contest for young chefs
between the ages 12 to 18. Contest
deadline is April 15. The recipe
must use at least 1 pound of fresh
or fully-cooked turkey and must
make four to eight servings.
Each recipe must be accompanied by two essays, each no more
than 200 words in length. One
essay must describe the nutritional
quality of the recipe; the other
must describe the proper food
handling techniques to use when
preparing and storing the recipe.
The recipe and essays must be

ATLANTA (AP) — The former
president of the Southern Baptist
Woman's Missionary Union has
endorsed a moderate candidate for
the denomination's presidency and
said she's willing to run as his vice
president.
Carolyn Weatherford Crumpler,
who for 15 years headed the
WCTU until last year, endorsed the

Pre-Kindergarten
Skills

Musa

Rev. Daniel Vestal for the top post
from the pulpit of his church in
suburban Dunwoody, and said she
was ready to run with him.
Fundamentalists have won the
presidency of the 14.8 millionmember denomination for the past
decade, achieving majorities among
trustees of the denomination's

Infants
Toddlers

Eastwood
Baptist Church
Highway 94 East -- Murray, Ky.
Dr. Lynn Mayall, Pastor

SERVICES:
Sunday:

Library

Providing Highest Quality Child Care
Preschool
Afterschool

Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W.

(502) 753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

The moments, for that ic'Atm
they are, a short but
bit
of time that a volunteer is able to
spend with each client, are a valu-

printed or typed on plain 81/4- by
11-inch paper. The entrant's name,
address, telephone number, age,
and name of school must be printed
in the right hand corner of the
recipe page.
Send entries to: Turkey Lovers'
Recipe Contest, National Turkey
Federation, 11319 Sunset Hills
Road, Reston, VA 22090-5205.
Judging will be based on taste,
appearance, appeal and simplicity
of the recipe, and on the content of
the two essays. The grand-prize
winner will receive $1,000 and an
expense-paid, 2-day trip to
Washington, D.C., accompanied by
a parent or guardian.

"LOVE WORTH FINDING"

Art

Sign Language

For the past six months, every
Tuesday as well as occasional
days, another of our volunteers can
be counted on to be on the city
Meals-on-Wheels route.
He is part of a wife and husband
team. You know Pam Durham from
a previous Profile. They are definitely a team. The idea of working
together on these days came about
after Pam had been volunteering
for a while. David had a day open,
came along to help Pam, and has
been doing it ever since.
David's family moved around
quite a bit when he was a child for
his stepfather was in military service. They, however, always
returned to Murray, but not necessarily to the same area of the city
but always somewhere in Murray.
He was born in our county and
graduated from Calloway County
High School. Presently employed
with Goodyear, he is a tire builder.
A degree of freedom with this job
gives him the time to do other
things, such as sports, and, of
course, volunteering for Silver Citizens. He is, incidently, an avid racquet ball player.
One of the things that David
relishes most is the opportunity to
assist some of those people who
helped him as he was growing up.
One of those is Mr. Bill Forres
who was like a mentor to him. It is
ironical that he now has the chance
to repayj measure of that earlier
support. •
So many of those people who
meant a great deal to David he can
now give them some of the same
caring and concern that he
received. There are many friends
from his past that he serves on the
meal route. But David wishes that
there was more money available to
take care of everyone who needs it.

able part of our lives. Everyone
interviewed during the past several
years feels the same emotions.
They are joy at the obvious pleasure of helping others; frustration
at not being able to do more; and
fulfillment for being able to do a
good deed.
On any given day, there is a
little extra that can be done for
clients which doesn't take time
from the main purpose of delivering meals.
Those extras take the form of
filling a lady's coal bucket, making
certain that a gentleman puts the
frozen meal in the freezer for that
snowy day or holiday that we
aren't able to deliver, or performing some task that a client is unable to do.
The rewards are the fellowship
with our clients, the appreciation
by them of our service, the happiness expressed at seeing a volunteer like David, and the sharing of
something special that a client will
give us.
In addition to the wish for more
financial means to help those in
need, David will tell you that he is
thankful for the opportunity to
serve people. He feels blessed that
the occasion to help others has
come his way.
The memories from the past that
are conjured up when he sees
friends of old are one of the reasons he and Pam continue the
rounds with Gilbert Ross each
Tuesday. These people are gracious
in volunteering on other days of the
week when we are in need of their
committed devotion to serving
others.
Everyone who has ever been
interviewed for this column
expressed the same satisfaction for
being able to assist Silver Citizens.
There surely are silver linings to
•-any cloudy day and golden opportunities for any of you to join us
and experience the benefits of
being a volunteer.

David Durham

Former president, Southern Baptist WMU endorses moderate candidate for president

Blocks

Foreign Languages

By Shirley T. Johnson

Recipe contest announced

•

LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE

SILVER PROFILES

Wednesday:

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Prayer Meeting

institutions and agencies.
Mrs. Crumpler, married last
summer to a Cincinnati pastor after
she left leadership of the women's
organization, said she is concerned
because a "takeover" group has
muzzled denominational executives
and the denomination's news agency, Baptist Press.
Vestal, who narrowly lost the

presidency last year to the fundamentalist incumbent, the Rev.
Jerry Vines, said he had asked Mrs.
Crumpler to work with him and
seek the vice presidency to bring
reconciliation to the faction-torn
denomination.
Its annual convention comes this
June in New Orleans.
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VALENTINE
•

GIY-TS

THAT SAY •
BE MINE

•

The Murray and Paducah Stores
Will Be Giving Away a
Large Huggable Bear on
Valentine's Day.
- Register To Win -

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Put A Sparkle In Your
Special Someone's Life
With Fine Jewelry From . .
- 3 Locations

Nursery Provided For All Services

PUBLIC INVITED
Transportation Provided Call 759-1320

GOLD GALLERY

OF

MURRAY

Court Square

•

MCNIaa

•
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—Community events listed
Saturday, Fab. 11
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Labiaorr
Britt will be honored at I
in celebration of 50th:
1 11dirg
anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
Captain Wendell Oury ampler
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet at 1:30 p.m. at Boston Tea Party, Holiday inn. Manbers note change in meeting place.
Purchase Area Arts Cabal will
sponsor a two-day watsbop in
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
County High SooL Mayfield. For information call
1-247-6387.
Brotherhood of Blood River
Baptist Association will have a
father and son wildlife dinner at 6
p.m. at the associational office at
Hardin.
"How the Other Half Loves" will
be presented at 8 p.m. in Curtis
Center ballroom, Murray Stale University. Dinner will be at 7 p.m.
For information call 759-1752.
Antique Tractor Association will
a pull at 1 p.m. in West
te
:
11
41:Cky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission will
be $2 for adults and children under
12 free.
Murray State University Lady
Racers will play at 5:15 p.m. and
Racers at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arean. Visiting teams will be from
Tennessee State.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Paducah Single Connection will
have a Valentine dance from 7:30
to 11 p.m. at Lone Oak Community
Caner, Lone Oak. For information
call 1-443-8827, 1-554-2401 or
1-898-7581.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth Si, Murray, will be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
Sunday, Feb. 11
The Rev. and Mrs. Dwight
Wyant will be honored at a reception in celebration of 25th wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple StreetsFor information cal 759-4059.
The Voices of Nashville, Tenn.,
will sing at 4 p.m. at Mt. Horeb
Free Will Baptist Church.
,isi•••••••

Reception for Greg and Wendy
Shelton scheduled today has been
canceled.

Monday, Feb. 12
Executive Board of Church
Women United will meet at 10 a.m.
in meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library.
Purchase Area Arts Council will
meet at 7 p.m. in an room of
Graves County High School,
Mayfield.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
mer,t at 7:15 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. Clell Peterson.
Women's Afternoon Circle of
First Presbyterian Church will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at home of Bettye
Taylor, 524 Shady Lair.
Ibe movie "Malcolm X" will be
shown at 7 pin. in Curtis Center
Theater, Murray State University,
as part of Black Awareness Week.
Admission is free.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house,
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Murray High School Chapter
to observe National FHA Week
Feb. 12 -17 is National Future
Homemakers of America Week.
The Murray High School Chapter
of FHA has a number of activities
planned for the week.
The Executive Council will meet
Monday, Feb. 12, after school at
Shoney's.
On Wednesday, Feb. 14, the votmg for Mr. F.H.A. will begin. Four
students, one from each grade, has
been nominated and will be voted
on. They are Lance Allison, Chris
Dill, Chris Bailey and Chip Green.
The winner will receive a number of prizes donated by local merchants. The contest is the largest
fundraiser with all proceeds going
to the scholarshp fund. The voting
will contine Thursday and Friday
during both lunch periods.

Also on Friday, the chapter will
have Teacher Appreciation Day for
all the staff of Murray High
School. Refreshments will be
served in the lounge.
The week will conclude on
Saturday, Feb. 17, with a Valentine
Brunch at Alison Burton's house,
and a "Dance of the Decade" from
8 to 10 p.m. Saturday at Murray
High School.
The purpose of this week will be
to bring chapters across the United
States together to assume their
roles in society through Home Economics Education in areas of personal growth, family life, vocational preparation and community
involement
The sponsor of MHS Chapter is
Mrs. Sally Crass.
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Family YMCA will have 50+
Fitness at 10 a.m. at Racer Arena,
Murray State University, and Aerobics at 6:45 pin. at Robertson
Elementary School.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Willis Center, Murray, from 10
Lm. to 12 noon and at Crawford's
Service Station at Lynn Grove
from Ito 3 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, Si Leo's Catholic
Church,
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Manic Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
church.
Instrumental Ensemble will meet
at 7 p.m. at First Baptist Church.

cgoss
AT

Murray centers plan skating
Murray Elementary Centers at Carter and Robertson Schools will have
their monthy skating party on Tuesay, Feb. 13, from 6 to 8 p.m.a t Circus
Skating of Murray. Students may skate for $4.25 per person with SI going
to PTA. Parents may skate for 25 cents.

South Murray Club will meet
South Murray Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday, Feb. 13, at 11
a.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant. All members and interested persons are
invited and urged to attend, a club spokeswoman said.

Genealogical Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 13, at
4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Jean Murdock, president, urges
all members and interested persons to attend and to note the change in
date for this month.
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Special version of hormone
may help treat bed-wetting
By NYU MEDICAL CENTER
For AP Newsfeatures
A synthetic version of a hormone
that decreases urine production has
shown promise in the treatment of
persistent bed-wetting.
The effectiveness of antidiuretic
hormone in a large percentage of
cases indicates that there is a greater physiological component to
bed-wetting than had been previously thought, said Dr. Moneer
Hanna, a pediatric urologist at New
York University Medical Center.
The fact that healthy children
outgrow bed-wetting suggests the
problem may be related to a delay
in maturing.
"Now we have a possible explanation of the mechanism
involved," Hanna said. "The
pituitary, which produces the hormone, may not be maturing on a
normal timetable."
The pituitary normally releases
more antidiuretic hormone at night,
instructing the kidneys to produce
less urine during sleep. This
appears not to happen in bedwetters, so the kidneys produce
more urine at night than the child's
bladder can hold, resulting in
uncontrolled voiding if the child
does not wake up.
The synthetic antidiuretic hormone, called desmopressin, was
developed for people whose pituitaries were malfunctioning or had
been surgically removed. Used in
Europe to treat bed-wetting —
medically, enuresis — it is available in this country on a limited
basis, pending final review for such
use by the Food and Drug
Administration.
Desmopressin is given as a nasal
spray at bedtime. Its effect wears
off by morning, so it does not
interfere with daytime urine

production.
The drug works very well in
children 9 years of age and older,
Hanna noted. In younger children,
it is effective in reducing or eliminating bed-wetting in about 60 percent of cases.
When there is initial improvement, therapy is continued for a
month or two. The fact that most
children continue to do well after
therapy is discontinued suggests
the normal biological rhythms have
taken over.
No major side effects have been
reported. The drug's primary drawback is its expense, about $200 a
month.
There are other treatments for
enuresis. Anticholingeric drugs
work by relaxing the bladder, so it
can hold a larger volume of urine.
In about 10 percent of children, the
drug causes reversible side effects.
including fatigue, dry mouth or
reddening of the face.
Before any drug therapy is considered, two important steps should
be taken, Hanna emphasized.
"First, the child should be carefully examined to make sure there
is no serious underlying problem,
such as a physical abnormality or
infection. Wetting during the day,
or discomfort, a burning sensation,
or dribbling all suggest that more
than simple enuresis is involved."
Second, behavior modification
should be tried. Instead of lessening the need to urinate, the child is
trained to wake up when he or she
needs to urinate. After the child has
been asleep for a few hours, the
parent or an alarm clock wakes the
child, who then goes to the bathroorly The child is rewarded for
staying dry, never punished for
bed-wetting.

Shrine meeting on Tuesday
Murray Shrine Club will have its monthly social on Tuesday, Feb. 13,
at 6 p.m. at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street. Hicks Wells, president, urges all members to attend.

BOONE'S CLEANERS
introduces

Need Line Board will meet

The Shirt Team!

Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, Feb. 12, at. 12 noon at Pagliai's. Sid
Easley, president, urges all board members to attend.

Wendy Parker on Dean's List
Wendy Lynn Parker has been placed on the Dean's List at David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn., for academic achievement during fall
semester. She earned perfect grades for the semester as required for placement on the Dean's List, Dr. James T. Arnett, vice president for academic
affairs and dimn of the faculty, said. Parker, an art major, is a graduate of
Calloway Cotity High School, and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Joe Parker of 2012 College Farm Rd., Murray. Students at David
Lipscomb University earn bachelor of arts and bachelor of science
degrees in more than 100 major fields of study. Two master of arts
degrees are offered in Bible studies.

80 Years of Combined Experience
Producing Quality Shirts for
Quality People.

Rick Deron Starks born

SHIRTS

Mr. and Mrs. Gary D. Starks of 211 Irvan Si, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Rick Deron, weighing eight pounds nine ounces, measuring
201/2 inches, born on Monday, Jan_ 29, at 2:41 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Lisa Schuchart. They have a
daughter, Melissa Grace, 5. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Darrell
Starks of Rt. 4, Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. R.P. Schuchart of Rt. 4, Sikeston, Mo.

Five Shirts

,

$400

:SWEATERS:
1 Two at regular price 1
I
1
Get!
i
1
I

. FREE .

for
I
Expires 2-14-90 Please Present Coupon Expires 2-14-9i,

Scott Andrew Conklin will be
guest artist at recital of "Family
Evening Concert series" at 3:30
p.m. in Legion Theatre, Mayfield.
For inforuntion call 1-247-5977.
Valentine potluck breakfast will
be at 9 Lm. in Fellowship Hall of
First Presbyterian Church.
Elders of First Christian Church
will have a breakfast at 8 Lm. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Arad

Potluck meal in honor of the
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Dotson will following the morning worship service at Kirksey United Methodist
Church.

I 089 if mar,

Monday, Feb. 12
Suburban Homemakers Club will
ret at 7 p.m. with Jo Farley.
Board of Murray-Calloway
county Need Line Church and
oftoperative Ministry, Inc., will
meet at 12 noon at h&j's.
Skating party by North Calloway
gialnentary School will be from 6
to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of
Murray.
Self-help Group of
Foundation of Western
vrill meet at 7 p.m. in
classroom of Lourdes
Pbducah.

Epilepsy
Kentucky
buement
Hogpital,

PAL (Purchase Aida Link) Supin Group for persons interested in
dr affected by Aides will meet at 7
Oln at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
•Por information call 1-444-2615.
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When you begin your life together,
make your new place a ''Home Sweet
Home" with quality from the K mart Bridal
Registry. Select from name brand kitchen appliances, bedding, table linens,
stemware, electronics and much more
Registering at K mart helps make
shopping for your wedding convenient
and affordable. And, you'll appreciate
the quality for years to come.

Available At Your Murray Area K-Mart Stores
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I SPORTS
The Sixth Man
Despite knee problem, Coble
has given Racers a big lift
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times At. Spode Editor

Greg Coble has stepped forward in the past month,
and has been a big reason the Murray State Racers
have stepped to the top of the Ohio Valley
Conference.

•

The junior college transfer has assumed the role of sixth man
rather nicely for the Racers, and his solid play at three posiuons has been a major factor in Murray's 7-0 OVC mark.
Coble, a native of Brownsville, Tenn. who came to Murray
via Three Rivers Community College in Poplar Bluff, Mo., is
the third leading scorer for the Racers in OVC play, as his regular season average of 8.6 jumps to 13 points per game in conference play.
This despite a bad knee, as Coble suffered an injury in the
conference opener against Morehead State. He has been diagnosed as having possible torn cartlidge in his right knee, and he
will more than likely have knee surgery at the conclusion of
the season.
His efforts in Murray's two games with Austin Peay won him
OVC Newcomer of the Week honors. He picked up 28 points
and 12 rebounds in the two Racer victories.
"Greg's been doing what we thought he would do all along,"
Racer coach Steve Newton said. "Like any junior college player,
it's taken some time for Greg to fit into the system. We felt
Greg was a complete player and would be a solid contributor
for us this season."
"In junior college, I had a lot more offensive freedom," Coble
said. "I'm not saying I don't have it here, but my role has
changed, and I've had to learn to my new role."
His role has included playing some at the small forward,
some at the big guard, and even some at the point guard
position.
At Three Rivers, Coble averaged 22 points a game and set
six school records as he was known as a 3-point shot artist.
Early on as a Racer, Coble struggled from the longer distance,
but when his knee troubles forced him to ease up on some of
the more physical practice sessions, he spent some time working
on his shot.
"Early on, I was shooting pretty good, so I didn't take a lot
of time working on it, and then I wasn't hitting it," Coble said.
"After I got hurt, coach (Rick) Metcalf worked with me, and
I've been shooting with a lot of confidence ever since."
He's hit 47 percent of his shots from the floor in OVC
play,
compared to just 36 percent overall. One area where he has had
plenty of confidence all season has been the free throw line. He
beat Western Kentucky and Arkansas State in the final seconds
from the free throw stripe, and in conference play, Coble has
hit 30 of his 31 attempts for a skyrocketing 97 percent.
Coble's knee had to be drained on Monday, after it swelled
up after Saturday's game with Peay.
Racer trainer Paul Newman has a compression bag, and after
every Racer game, Coble is immediately treated with compression, elevation and ice.
Coble's played despite the pain, and the knee problem.
"The key has been the consistency of the treatment," Newman
said. "We've given him some anti-inflammatory medication that
he takes regularly. As long as the knee doesn't swell up, he
should be okay.'
"He's shown a lot of determination and grit playing with a
bad leg," Newton said.
Despite the knee problem, Coble has been a Racer catalyst
coming off the bench.
"I just want to work hard once I get in there," he said. "I
try to come in and pick up a loose ball, pull down a board,
or
get a steal to pick the team up."
"He's our utility player," Newton said. "He can come in and
pick us up with his defense, or he can come in give us an
offensive lift. He certainly gives us a lot of options."
In addition to his scoring, Coble is the third leading rebounder on the team, and has led the Racers in assists on on four
occasions. Newton also likes Coble's play on the other end of
the court.
"The thing that I've been most pleased with has been his
defense," Newton said. "Greg went through a little bit of a
shooting slump early, but he was very unselfish and contributed
in other phases of the game."
As the Racers started slowly, Coble was concerned, but he
felt all along it was just going to be a matter of time before
the Racers got their act together.
"When I first got here, we had a lot of new guys who came
in, and we didn't know each other very well," Coble said. "I
think now we've gotten everyone together and we're playing
with a lot of confidence."
For Newton, Coble is just part of a bench that he has been
pleased with.
"He gives us something with his versatility," Newton said.
"We don't have to have three different people to play three different positions. The other fellows have done a good job of
spot playing for us, with Maurice Trotter at guard, Scott Sivills
and Ishmael Rosario inside, and Donald Overstreet at the small
forward. We have 10 good men, and. I'm confident in all of
them."
The Racers are riding an 11-game winning streak, and have
won 14 of their last 15, but Coble doesn't think the Racers
have peaked yet.
"We're playing pretty good, but we're not playing to our full
potential," Coble said. "If everyone starts playing to their potential, we could wrap it up here at home."
• • •
The Racers will face Tennessee State tonight in Racer Arena,
with tipoff set for 7:30 p.m.
TSU will bring a 7-14 mark into Racer Arena, and are currently fifth in the OVC. They are fighting for a top four finish
and the right to host a first round game in the OVC
Tournament.
Under first-year coach Ron Abernathy, a former LSU assistant,
the Tigers are led by Darryl Brooks, who leads the conference
in scoring at 27.2 a game. He also leads TSU with seven
boards a game.
The Lady Racers, who are 5-2 and in second place in the
OVC, will face a Lady Tiger team that is 9-9 overall and 3-3
in the OVC. Tennessee State has a half-game lead over fifth
place Middle Tennessee.
Both the Racers and the Lady Racers defeated TSU in Nashville in January. MSU posted an 80-67 win in the men's game
while the Lady Racers won 61-55.
Both teams will travel outside the conference on Monday,
with the Racers traveling to Georgia Southern, and the Lady
Racers visiting arch-rival Western Kentucky.
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Tiger comeback falls short against Marshals
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Their top gun spent the evening
on the bench, but the Marshall
County Marshals had enough firepower to gun down the Murray
High Tigers 53-51 Saturday night
despite a valiant second-half Tiger
comeback.
Marshall, playing without standout guard Aaron Beth, heated up
Tiger Gym early, racing out to a
I5-point halftime lead behind Matt
Colson, who had 19 points in the
first half as Marshall took a 32-17
halftime lead.
Beth missed the game because of
an ankle injury suffered in a win
over Graves County earlier this
week.
The Tigers, who were playing
their first game since falling to
Heath in the quarterfinals of the
First Region All-A Classic, ran off
the last 11 points of the third quarter to cut the Marshall lead to four.
Murray got as close as two with
17 seconds left, and after Colson
missed the front end of a one-andone, the Tigers came up court with
a chance to win the game with a
3-pointer, or tie it up with a field
goal and send it into overtime.
However, an errant Tiger pass was
picked off by Marshall County
with six seconds left, and the Marshals dribbled out the balance of the
scoreboard clock.
"I doubt that Marshall has played a beuer half than that first half
all year," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. "Our kids came out and played very hard in the second half. If Murray's Heath Walls goes up for two of his eight points
during first half action against Marshall County
Friday night as teammate Willis Cheaney looks on.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Major league baseball

Owners reiterate lockout decision

What the sides are proposing
in the baseball labor
negotiations:

Owners
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer.

ROSEMONT, Ill. — Baseball owners on Friday
reiterated their decision to shut down spring training,
yet left hope they would call off a planned lockout.
"There is no change in our strategy," Milwaukee
owner Bud Selig said after owners met for two hours
near Chicago. "But there is another meeting with
players on Monday and this is going to be a day-byday negotiation."
Spring training is scheduled to start Thursday. The
owners' Player Relations Committee on Jan. 9
ordered clubs to keep camps closed until an agreement is reached with players on a new contract.
Selig, chairman of the PRC, and his colleagues
steadfastly refused to use the word "lockout" in
describing the situation.
"It's too premature for that," Douglas D. Danforth, Pittsburgh's chairman of the board, said.
Added Kansas City owner Ewing Kauffman: "No
decision has been made yet. Everything is looking
wonderful."
Not so, said the chief of the Major League Baseball Players Association.
"This is a lockout," Donald Fehr said shortly
before meeting with players in Phoenix. "It's so
unnecessary. It takes an awful lot of gall to take the
position the owners have.
"In an industry that just signed a $1.5 billion television contract, it's going to be very difficult to generate any sympathy," he said. "If they blow spring
training out, you're going to have people all over this
state and Florida on fixed incomes who ... will have
their springs ruined."
Fehr told players "to go fishing and play golf,"
Ken Phelps of the Oakland Athletics said. "And I
think that's where most of the guys are headed."
The two sides have met 19 times without progress.
But Chuck O'Connor, management's chief negotiator, hinted later it might soon put new proposals on
the bargaining table.
Selig, acting to dispell notions of dissention

among the owners, said no change of strategy "was
either requested or made."
The owners want the union to accept a pay-forperformance formula and a form of revenue sharing.
The players have shown no inclination to agree to
those positions.
Commissioner Fay Vincent, who served as chairman of the meeting, remained "eager to find a resolution to this problem."
"I am trying, in any way I hope is relevant, to be
useful," said Vincent, who secretly brought
O'Connor and Fehr together three times in the last
week_
Selig said spring training could open on time even
if an agreement was reached as late as Wednesday.
But, the owners admitted, it would take several days
to square logistical problems, meaning that unless the
two sides settled Monday, camps would likely be
delayed.
While pitchers, catchers and injured players are
supposed to report next week, no one is required to
be there until Feb. 28.
Asked whether Feb. 28 was a target, Vincent said,
"yes," as he left the meeting. He quickly added:
"There are a lot of important dates."
Vincent has said he will not order camps to open if
a lockout shuts them down. But he also has said he
does not want the spring-training schedule wrecked.
The exhibition season begins on March 1 with four
games, including a rematch of the World Series. San
Francisco and Oakland are scheduled to play at night
in a game to help the earthquake relief fund.
Vincent and the owners agreed that imposing
deadlines was a useful tool in this negotiating
process.
"They have a beneficial impact," Vincent said.
O'Connor said there were "disadvantages for the
clubs and players when you talk about deadlines."
"The pressure of a deadline is mutually shared,"
he said.
Selig said the owners "encouraged the PRC in its
good efforts to reach a resolution."
"We remain hopeful of that result," he said.

— Revenue-sharing. Players
would be guaranteed, in salary
and benefits, 48 percent of the
money from ticket sales and
broadcast contracts.
— Pay-for-performance. Play
ars with less than six years of
major-league service would be
paid on one-year, nonguaranteed
contracts according to statistical
formulas. Each team would:.y
1-26th of the total for these ayers. Multiyear contracts for these
players would not be allowed.
Twenty percent limit on salary
cuts would .be eliminated.
— Participation level. Teams
going above predetermined payroll levels could not sign free
agents from other dubs.
Players
— Salary arbitration. Eligibility
restored to players with between
two and three years of service.
The union gave this up in the
1985 settlement.
— Rosters. Restored to 25
players. In the 1985 settlement,
the union agreed to lower limit to
24 minimum.
— Minimum salary. A raise
from $68,000 to between
$100,000 and $125,000.
— Free agency. Players
removed from 40-man roster and
sent to minors on outright assignments would become free
agents. Five-year restriction on
repeat free agents would be eliminated. Draft pick compensation
for free agents would be
eliminated.
— Collusion. Automatic penalties for collusion and language
that would protect union against
future collusion.
— Benefits. A rise tied to the
new television contracts, keeping
the formula of about 33 percent.

Boxing

Douglas will stay around for Tyson in Toyko
TOKYO (AP) — James "Buster" Douglas has fought on four
shows featuring Mike Tyson, but
has never stayed around to watch
the heavyweight champion in
action.
"After I fight I go back to my
room," said Douglas, who has
watched a tape of Tyson's fifthround victory over Frank Bruno, a
card on which he appeared.
A half-hour after high noon Sunday (10:30 p.m. EST Saturday),
Douglas will get a close look at
Tyson when he challenges him for
the heavyweight championship.
Some people in boxing believe
Douglas' view of Tyson will be
only a glimpse.
"A lot of people think we're
crazy, but we're going to win,"
said John Johnson, the manager of
the challenger from Columbus,
Ohio.

"There is no way I can lose,"
Tyson said.
The wise guys believe Tyson,
who already has signed to defend
against Evander Holyfield on June
18 at Atlantic City.
The scheduled 12-round bout at
the 63,000-seat Tokyo Dome will
be Tyson's second fight in Japan.
Tyson knocked out Tony Tubbs in
the second round in the Tokyo
Dome on March 21, 1988.
Tyson has fought three times
since beating Tubbs, and the
29-year-old Douglas was on each
of 'those cards — Tyson-Michael
Spinks, Tyson-Bruno and TysonCarl "The Truth" Williams.
Had Douglas remained in the
Convention Center at Atlantic City
after he knocked out Mike Williams in the seventh round on June
27, 1988, he would have seen
Tyson knock out Spinks in 91

seconds.
undisputed champion on Aug. 1,
Had he lingered after knocking 1987.
out Oliver McCall at the Conven"I had that twinge of doubt, and
tion Center last July 21, he would that twinge of doubt cost me,"
have seen Tyson stop Williams in Douglas said of his loss to Tucker.
He explained that he got the IBF
93 seconds.
Douglas knocked out Trevor title shot because Michael Spinks
Berbick in the seventh round on the was stripped of championship recundercard of the Tyson-Bruno ognition, and Douglas wondered
match last Feb. 25.
whether he was worthy of it.
"I feel I earned this chance, and
Douglas was in what boxing
promoters call the co-feature when it makes a difference," said DouTyson knocked out Pinklon Tho- glas, who has scored six straight
mas on May 30, 1987, at Las Veg- knockouts since losing to Tucker
as in defense of the World Boxing and has a record of 29-4-1 with 19
Council and World Boxing Associ- knockouts.
Tyson hasn't fought since beatation titles.
That night, Douglas built a lead ing Williams, and the layoff of six
over nine rounds against Tony months and 21 days is the secondTucker for the International Boxing longest of his career. It was almost
Federation title only to be stopped eight months between his victories
in the 10th round.
over Spinks and Bruno.
The 23-year-old champion has a
Tyson scored a 12-round decision over Tucker and became the recut of 37-0 with 33 knockouts.
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NBA All-Star Weekend

Malone's injury helps silence critics of Green
By BILL BARNARD
AP Seeksithell Writer

MIAMI — The team of the 808
dominates the starting lineup for the first NBA All-Star Game of the 90s,
but there are questions about whether one of the three Los Angeles Lakers
should be on the first five.
It's only the fifth time in 24 years that one team has had three players
on the starting five, but the fan selection of A.C. Green over Karl Malone
has raised some eyebrows.
Fortunately for the NBA and unfortunately for Malone, the outrage was
muted when the Mailman sprained an ankle the Thursday before the game
and withdrew from the contest.
With the Lakers appearing in eight of the last 10 NBA Finals, it's no
surprise they dominate the all-star squad.
And no one would question that Magic Johnson is a starter, and a case
could be made that James Worthy is one of the best forwards in the West.
But Green over Malone? Utah's Karl Malone, who gives real meaning
to the term 'power forward'?
"Karl Malone is the premier power forward in basketball, but that's not
the way the voting went," said Lakers coach Pat Riley, who will coach
the West for the eighth time in nine years. "He will play significant
minutes. But the voting was put in the hands of the fans, and the fans are
a big part of the game. Maybe there has to be some kind of adjustment."
Maybe. Certainly Los Angeles is the media center that Salt Lake City is
not
Malone, chosen to the All-Star Game as a reserve by Western Conference coaches, and Green are not comparable statistically.
Malone is the No. 2 scorer in the NBA and averages nearly 31 points
and 11 rebounds. Green, who in the week before the All-Star Game had
consecutive games in which he scored two and zero points, averages 13
points and nine rebounds.
"A.C. Green has proven to be incredibly talented and popular," Riley
said. "I'm tickled that he made it. The fact we have three guys in the
All-Star Game is because we have had the best record in the league and
all three of these players have had good seasons."
The only recent All-Star Games with three starters from one team came
in 1986 when the Lakers had Worthy, Johnson and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar,
and in 1983 when the Philadelphia 76ers had Julius Erving, Moses
Malone and Maurice Cheeks.
In 1977, both the East and West had three starters from one team. The
76ers had Erving, George McGinnis and Doug Collins while Denver had
Bobby Jones, David Thompson and Dan Issel.
You have to go back to 1966 to find another three-starter All-Star

Game.
From 1953 to 1966, when the NBA had significantly fewer teams than
today, nine All-Star squads had three starters from a single team. On four
occasions, it WAS the Boston Celtics who had three starters.
Green himself is caught in the middle of the controversy. He doesn't
want to suggest he's a better player than Malone, but he doesn't want to
sound ungrateful to the fans that put him in the game.
"I know there are a lot of comments directed toward me," he said. "I
don't really have an opinion on them. I'm honored to be selected for the
game, and that's the bOtLOM line. I'm thankful to my teammates and the
people who voted for me."
He said if the selection process becomes a problem, "I'm sure the NBA
will change."
Worthy said that if coaches or the media selected the starters, there
probably would be diferent starters.
"Ninety-eight percent of the time, the guys who make it deserve it, but
every now and then, because of fans' control, it's hard to have a true
opinion," Worthy said. "TV has something to do with it, but if you're
good enough to be an All-Star, you're going to be known."
Worthy pointed out that deserving players who don't start make the
team as reserves and sometimes play more than the starters.
"Since it's the fans that are choosing the starters, I look at it as wht
they want," he said. "After all, it's their weekend."
Riley and Detroit's Chuck Daly are the coaches by virtue of their teams
having the best record in each conference on Jan. 28. The game is old hat
for Riley, but it's the first time for Daly.
"I had reservations for both Miami and the Bahamas," Riley said, "so
I would have been happy either way. But it's always an honor to represent
the conference."
Joining the three Lakers in the starting lineup for the West will be
Malone's teammate, John Stockton, at guard and Houston center Akeem
Olajuwon.
The East starters are forwards Larry Bird of Boston and Charles Barkley of Philadelphia, New York center Patrick Ewing and guards Isiah
Thomas of Detroit and Michael Jordan of Chicago.
Joining Malone as West reserves are forwards Tom Chambers of Phoenix and Chris Mullin of Golden State, San Antonio center David Robinson and guards Clyde Drexler of Portland, Fat Lever of Denver and Kevin
Johnson of Phoenix.
The East reserves are center Robert Parish and forward Kevin McHale
of Boston, forwards Scottie Pippen of Chicago and Dennis Rodman of
Detroit and guards Joe Dumars of Detroit and Reggie Miller of Indiana.
Green, Kevin Johnson, Robinson, Dumars, Miller, Pippen and all are
first-time All-Stars.
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FRIDAY'S GAMES

Nelson Co 72, Bolan E 77
Ninth II 0 01, Hone*, Si 77
Panay* 92. Cawood 77
Poo* Co 55. Eat Co. 51
Russel Co 90. McCreary Cent 80
Scott 65. Saver Gras 44
Scar Co 60. INoodlord Co 57
S Spencer ((N) 58. Owen Co 48
Tonssboro 96 Rae Hill 42
union Co NO Providence 70
W Hills 76, Anderson Co 61
Wayne Co 56 Mercer Co 51
V•Itieelornght 75. lallins 67
Whneeturg 65, June Buchanan 44
Wrote Tn 91, Drakesboro 46
Whit* Co 69. Rockcastle Co 48
Woe* Co 59 Jackson City 47

Boys
Alien Corn 44 Betsy Layne 32
Apollo 51, Men* Co io
Ashland 87. Ironton (OH) 75
Bardstown 92 Washington Co 68
Bell Co 77. Anddlesboro 57
Boone Co 76, Conner 67
Bourbon Co 106, MC Nape( 100
Bracken Co 69. Augusta 62
Burch (WV) 73. Belfry 58
Bullet Co 78, HughestOrk 71
Caldwell Co 94, Tngq Co 79
Campbellsville 71 W Hardin 51
Casey Co 89 Boyle Co 113
Chnstan Accliny 116, Port Chr 50
Clark Co 91, Mason Co 39
Cioverport 68. Graham 61
Cotton 90. Oneida Ban 80
Con Cath 58 Lloyd 39
Ca Holmes 116, Campbell Co 60
One Hghts 57, Simon Kenton 51
E Carter 106, Elliott Co 75
Etc*, 76, Ft Knox 47
Elkhorn City 68. Jenkins 66
Evans Chr ((N) 67. St Roinuald 59
Evart' 44, Cumberland 42
Fairda• 81, Lou DoSales 38
Feds Crk 102, Phelps 80
Fleming Co 77, Pendleton Co 59
Frankton 65, Trimble Co 58
Ft Thom Hghlnds 90 Newport 69
Fulton Co 52. Carlisle Co 51
Graves Co 80. Ballard Co 51
G re e nu p
Co .
Russell
68,
61
Hancock Co 82, Fordeville 65
Harrison Co 64, Bremen 61
Heath 59, Lone Oak 38
Heniletson Co. 91, Crittenden Co 39
Hopkinsvilis 91. Owensboro 60
Jackson Co 95, Lou Brown 58
JesserNrie Co 57. Frankin Co 53
Johns Crli 83. McDoovell 75 OT
Knott Co. Cont. 93, Les Co 57
LaRue 92, 0!44), Co 81
Lewis Co. 70, Doming 67
Lex. Henry Clay 60. Williamstown (WV) 58
Ler Tates Crk, 75, Danville 71
Lou Doss 65. Lou. Central 75
Lou Manta! 73, Lou bollard 62
Lou. PRP 75, Lou Mc* Cross 57
Lou. St. Xavier 90, Floyd Gra 74
Nod. South 88. Garrard Co. 75
Magoffin Co 78, Morgan Co 57
Marshall Co 53, Murray 51
McLean Co. 73, W Hopkins 72
Annenberg Cent, 64, Webster Co 59
N Bunn 75 Lou Southern 73
•

Al "A" Cimino
Quarterfinals
Urn Hts 71. Meath Co 57
Cavema 76 Harroduturg 73
Maysville 69 Walton-Verona 68 20OviOry Co 74 Harlan 70
GM.
Alien Cent 69, Betsy Layne 56
Bell Co 69 Middlesboro 3.4
Bulk! E 51. Nneon Co 50
Carlon Co 52, Fulton Co 41
Cordia 79, Wolfe Co 68
Fannie 55, Lou Holy Rosary 46
Foiling-Neon 61, Leen Co 58
Graves Co 82. Bell Alern 65
Green Co 67, LaRue Co 44
Uvingston Cent 70, Dawson Springs 59
Logan Co 67. Todd Co 53
Lou Baterd 56. Lou Manual 52
Lou Eastern 62, Lou Seneca 59
Lou Holy Cron 69, Lou PPP 67
Lou Male 59, Lou Moore 42
Lou Valley 69 Lou Shawnee 67
Lou Waggoner 52, Ky Country Day 45
Lou Western 40. Lou Iroquois 36
Marshall Co 59. Rockcane Co 58
Heron Co 59, Rocha** Co 58
Monroe Co 50, Adair Co 40
Ninth & 0 43, Fighview Bap( 40
Reidland 55, Fukon City 48
Todd Cent 67, Logan Co 53
TrInble Co 52, Franklo6 36
Union Co 48. Providence 47
Whnesburg 62, Breathitt Co 61 OT
All "A" Classic
12th Region
Monticello 82 Danviln 32
Somerset 42 Garrard 28

IL

Barry returns to site of his college heroics
MIAMI(AP) — Rick B4jy is the best basketball player in University of Miami history but
far from its biggest fan. The Hurricanes dropped
basketball for 14 years in 1971.
Barry, 45, will return to the city where he first
became famous to play in Saturday night's NBA
Legends Classic, part of All-Star Weekend. The
slam-dunk contest and 3-point shootout are also
Saturday, with the MI-Star Game on Sunday.
The Legends Classic will mark Barry's first
game in Miami in 20 years, but he sounds about
as sentimental as a sneaker when discussing his
homecoming.
"I've always been very disappointed in the
University of Miami because they dropped the
basketball program, which I thought was absolutely ludicrous at the time," Barry said. "I
tried to help keep it alive, and that was a lot of
wasted effort on my part, obviously."
Since then, Barry has had little to do with his
old school. The Hurricanes resurrected basketball in 1985, but they have yet to make a postseason tournament, and attendance the past two

seasons at Miami Arena has hovered around
2,000.
"It still absolutely amazes me that to this day,
they don't have a fieldhouse on campus," Barry
said. "Until they get a facility on campus,
they're never going to be a real good basketball
program."
Barry's tone softens when he talks about his
playing days at Miami in 1963-65. He averaged
37.4 points per game as a senior and still is credited with the eight highest-scoring games in
school history.
" "Back in those days we averaged 99 points a
game," Barry said. "We played exciting, fun
basketball. We were independent and we
traveled — we went all over the place to play. It
was educational.
"And it was fun to be able to go to school in
shorts and a T-shirt and thongs. I loved it."
Barry went on to an outstanding 14-year pro
career. He retired in 1980, was elected to the
Hall of Fame in 1986 and now provides television commentary on NBA games for Ted Tur-

ner's TNT cable channel.
Barry will be the third-oldest player on the
West squad in the Legends Classic. Ages of
players range from 36 (Jamaal Wilkes) to 53
(Bailey Howell).
Among those competing will be Elvin Hayes
and Dave Bing, both elected Thursday to the
basketball Hall of Fame, and Calvin Murphy,
who hit four 3-pointers and scored 26 points in
last year's game.
"I've gotten to the point where I'm going to
approach this as a fun thing to do, not as a competitive thing to do," Barry said. "Maybe I'll
try to drive to the basket and hope I get fouled
so I can shoot a couple of free throws." Barry
was one of the last underhanded foul shooters in
the NBA.
Barry said there's no comparison between
interest in the All-Star Game when he played
and All-Star Weekend now.
"With the other thing, you just would show
up. There was interest in it, but not like there is
now. This has become a spectacle," Barry said.

continued to be the main Tiger
tamer, scoring a rare 4-point play
when he hit a 3-point shot that
bounced off the backboard, and
was fouled on the play. Marshall
took a 32-17 lead into the dressing
rooms at halftime.
"We felt like we had to play better defense," Miller said. "And we
weren't getting the ball where we
wanted to go. A big key in the first
half was that Langhi ate us up
inside. He got eight rebounds in the
first half."
With Marshall holding their
15-point edge, at 38-23, freshman
Chip Greene came off the bench
and buried a 3-pointer which
seemed to get the Tigers off and
running. Two Cheaney free throws
closed the lead to 10, and two more
Cheaney scores and a Gordon fallaway putback got the Tigers within
four going into the final period.
But Colson put the Marshals
back up by seven, by hitting a
3-pointer coming out of the gate.
Joseph and Heath Walls each had
two buckets to keep the Tigers

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
It's the Series One Contractors Policy...packaged
protection for small to medium-size artisan contractors. Simple, convenient and very affordable.

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency
211 S. 12th 753-3415

/411
Van Haveritock

STATE AUTO
Insurance Companies
Special Insurance Products
For Spocsai P•oph

EASTERN CONFERENCE
At'antic Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
32 16 667 —
Philadelphia
30 18 625 2
Boston
28 18 609 3
Washington
18 31 367 144
New Jersey
12 35 255 19'4
Mani
10 19 204 27.4
Central Division
Detroit
35 14 714 —
Chicago
28 19 596 6
newts*
8
27 22 .551
Indiana
94
25 23 .521
Atlanta
22 24 .476 11,4
Cleveland
457
25
174
21
Orlando
14 33 .296 20
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Utah
33 14 702 —
San Antonio
'A
32 14 698
26 20 565 64
Denver
Dallas
TA
26 22 542
Houston
22 25 468 11
Monson
10 36 217 27,4
Charbtle
8 37 178 24
Pacific Division
35 11 .761 —
L A Laker'
Portland
33 13 717 2
Phoenix
28 17 622 6',4
Seattle
22 23 489 17.4

Golden Slate
LA CIppers
Sacramento

23 24 4410 11 n
21 26 447 14.4
12 34 261 23
Thureday's Games
Novi York 122, Golden Slats 118
Los Angeles Clippers 105, Washington 103
Utah 94. Chariotle 74
Orlando 101. Philadeiphis GM
Cleveland 106, Man 82
Detroit 104, Mlwaukao 101
Atlanta 110. Houston 108
Dallas 90, Minnesota 77
Indiana 105. San Antonio 100
Denver 173, Chicago 98
Fnday's Games
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Game
AS-Star Gam* at Marn. 2 pm
Monday's Game*
No games scheduled
Teesdale Carnes
Chicago al Mani, 630 pm
Now York at Atlenta. 630 pm
Defter at Detrot, 630 p m
Charlotte at Indiana. 630 pm
Boston at Houston, 7 pm
San Antonio at Dallas, 730 pm
Mnrinota at Utah. 8 30 p m
Portland at Seattle, 9 pm
Phoenix at Los Angeles Clippers, 930 pm
Washington at Sacramento, 930 p m

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

Tiger comeback...
(Coed from page 8)
we had played as nard in the first
half defensively as we did in the
second half, we might not have had
such a big hole to climb out of."
The loss dropped Murray to 15-3
overall, and 4-1 in the Fourth District. Marshall County improved to
15-8 overall and finished at 4-2 in
district play.
Colson's 24 lead Marshall, followed by Bobby Langhi's 15
points.
Willis Cheaney and Jason Joseph
shared scoring honors for the
Tigers with 12 points each, while
Scott Gordon came off the bench to
add 10.
After ragged play early from
both teams, Colson hit back-toback 3-pointers to get the Marshals
rolling, and after Langhi scored
inside, two more Colson scores and
another 3-pointer gave MCHS an
18-7 lead at the end of the first
period.
Gordon came off the bench and
got three scores for the Tigers early
in the second period, but Colson

National Basketball Association

close, before Marshall missed a
front end of a one-and-one and a
Joseph stick back cut the Marshall
lead to two with 42 seconds left.
Joseph answered two Colson free
throws with two of his own before
the Murray turnover in the closing
seconds.
"Both of our big guys have really been improving," Miller said.
"We just had to get the ball into
them."
For the game, Marshall hit 17 of
41 field goal attempts, cooling
down from their 12 of 22 performance in the first half. Murray was
19 of 53 from the floor, and both
teams excelled from the line, as
MCHS was 14 of 18, and Murray
was 11 of 12.
The loss was the second straight
for Murray, which had been

unbeaten in the First Region.
"We had a super week of practice," Miller said. "I felt like we
might have been a little too keyed
tonight, and that may have been
why we were sluggish early. The
third and fourth quarter showed a
lot of people that we are still going
to be a factor down the stretch and
in the tournament."
The Tigers will host Graves
County on Tuesday and Fulton on
Thursday, before traveling to Hickman County.

753-9627

CHECK
OUR
SPECIALS
11
•
!
I

I

• • •
MARSHALL
16 32 36 53
7 17 34 51
MURRAY
Marshall County (53) — Colson 24, Langhi
15, English 8, Dunnigan 8, Taylor 2, Leeper,
Fraley, Watkins Totals FG 17-41, FT 14-18, 28
rebounds
Murray (51) — Cheaney 12, Joseph 12, Gordon 10. Walls 8, Greene 3, Sowerby 2. Danner
2 Totals FG 19-53, FT 11-12, 23 rebounds

Saturday, Feb. 10

"WON

1980 Chevrolet Blazer 4X4, one owner, grey
and white, cruise and tilt, power windows and
locks, stereo and air, 350 V-8, auto. transmission

WAS s55750
_nip,

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Now $4 750

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
-411161-4411
mom;

Half-time Shoot-Ou
* Make four shots from selected
spots on the floor and win!
It's that easy!

1988 GMC SLE-C1500, one owner, silver and
maroon, cunse and tilt, stereo tape and air,
power windows and door locks, 350 V-8 with
auto. overdrive transmission

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

NOW'

WAS $98,750
5750

Be a part of the action!
Contest rules are available at the MSU Athletic
Office in Roy Stewart Stadium or at the program
booth in Racer Arena

**Racer Basketball**
L MSU VS. TENNESSEE STATE

Many More Locally-Owned
Used Cars and Trucks
Coming in Daily
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker 111
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray

753-5273
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Traditional Southern recipes live on with today's families
Black History Month is a good
time to 'amine our roots. No page
of Afro-American history is richer
than the tradition of wonderful
food that originated in the South.
Southern cooks were known for
their wise use of the fruits of the
land — little wonder that today the
entire country relishes those trea-

sured recipes passed on from family to family.
Debbye Turner, Miss America
1990, is a Southern girl, who grew
up in Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Desserts were always favorites
around the Turner household,
according to Debbye's mother,
Gussie. Sweet potato, Chess, and

By Abigail
Van Buren

Woman's Quick Thinking Pulls
The Plug on Credit-Card Scam
DEAR ABBY:The following incident just happened, and it occurred
to me that you could publicize it to
warn others:
One recent afternoon, a man
phoned and asked if I was "Mrs. G"
living at( my address). I verified the
facts, then he said he handles my
account at the bank and asked me if
I would be so kind as to get my Visa
and Mastercard so he could check
the numbers and expiration dates,
as the bank is issuing new cards and
he wanted the information to be
correct.
I laughed and told him he must be
out of his mind to think I would give
that kind of information over the
telephone. Then I hung up.
After thinking it over, I wondered
how many people would give out
such information without stopping
to realize that banks don't operate
that way. I called the police department and reported the incident, and
I was transferred to the bunco squad,
who happily took all the information
and said,' was a "smart lady" because, since the caller already had
my name, address and telephone
number,all he needed were my credit
card numbers to make purchases by
phone. Now,that is something I sure
don't need!
Abby,please let people know that
if thy ever get a telephone call
(supposedly from a bank employeel
asking to "verify" their credit card
numbers,they should get the person's
name and call the bank to verify it.
JUNE G. IN DEL MAR,CALIF.
DEAR JUNE G.: You are, indeed, a "smart lady" — and
thanks for a valuable tip! You
deserve a lot of credit.

DEAR CATHERINE:I do.And
here it is:
DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Former Reader" and all others who
insist that what they do with their
bodies is "their own business":
Yes, it's your business, provided
no one else has to pay financially,
emotionally or otherwise for your
rashness. So long as your parents
are footing the bill, your body is
"their business." Foul it up,and they
must pay to straighten it — and you
— out.
Even after you sever parental ties,
if you foul up your body with alcohol,
drugs or some other foolishness,
someone else(the public,your spouse
or your children)has to pay in money,
hardship or mental anguish.
I am fed up with paying taxes to
support wives and children of alcoholics and drug addicts,and I'm tired
of paying for public-sponsored medical and psychiatric treatment for
people who have chosen to wreck
their lives. I am fed up with paying
high insurance rates because ofdrivers who are addicted to alcohol or
drugs, and with sepporting
enormous police forcs to Combat
crimes resulting from such addiction.
The only person whose body is
absolutely his (or her) own to treat
foolishly is one who is self-supporting, has no relatives, no friende, no
dependents and is completely exiled
from civilization.
AN OLD SQUARE
IN CINCINNATI

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Brush bottom and sides of crust
evenly with egg yolk; bake on baking sheet until brown — about 5
minutes. Remove from oven.
In a medium mixing bowl, combine 2 eggs and 1 yolk, sweet potatoes, sugar, cream, salt and spices.
Mix well. Pour into crust_ Bake in
baking sheet for 10 minutes.
Reduce heat to 350 degrees and
continue baking for 45 minutes, or
until a knife inserted near the center of the pie comes out clean. Cool
before serving. Garnish with
whipped cream.
COOKIES IN
A CRUST!
1 Butter Flavored Ready-Crust
Pie Crust
2 eggs
1/3 cup flour
1/3 cup sugar
1/3 cup brown sugar (packed)
1 stick of butter, melted and
cooled to room temperature
6 oz. chocolate chips
2/3 cup chopped walnuts
In a large bowl, beat the eggs
until foamy. Add sugar, flour and
brown sugar until blended. Blend
in melted butter, then add chocolate chips and walnuts. Bake at 325
degrees for 1 hour.

There's nothing as all American as pie, unless perhaps it's Miss America,
Debbye Turner, sampling a piece of her favorite dessert!

Estill named as Forest Service's
director of Recreation Management
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Forest
Service Chief F. Dale Robertson
announced recently the appointment of Elizabeth Estill, formerly
Elizabeth Thach, as director of the
agency's Recreation Management
Staff in Washington, D.C. Prior to
the appointment, which is effective
immediately,, she was assistant
director of the same staff.
Estill succeeds John Butruille,
who last summber became the regional director of. the Pacific Northwest Region, headquartered in
Poruand, Ore.

In her new position, she will
guide the planning and development of recreation facilities and the
administration of recreation uses on
156 National Forests nationwide.
Prior to joining the Forest Service as assistant director of Recreational Management in 1988, Estill
was director of Land Between the
Lakes (LBL), a national recreation
demonstration area, administered
bythe Tennessee Valley Antitdrik?
(TVA), in western Kentucky Intiter
Tennessee.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
cat

Is your social life in a clump?Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular"— for people
of all ages.To order,send a long,businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.96($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447,Mount Morris,111.81064.(Postage
is included.

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
"We Install Moisture Barriers & Temp Vents
FREE INSPECTIONS
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray

r

SWEET POTATO
PIE
1 Graham Ready-Crust Pie Crust
1 egg yolk, beaten
2 eggs plus 1 yolk
1 1/4 cup fresh or canned sweet

potatoes, mashed. (If fresh, cook
first)
1/3 cup sugar
112 Tsp. salt
3/4 Tsp. cinnamon
1/2 Tsp. ground ginger
1/8 Tsp. ground cloves
1/4 Tsp, ground nutmeg
1 1/4 cup cream or undiluted
evaporated milk

DEAR SQUARE:I'm in allfour
of your corners.

* * *

DEAR ABBY: As a longtime
reader of your column, I often clip
letters I want to reread. I am enclosing one I've saved for years, which is
even more timely now than it was
when it was published. If you agree,
please run it again.
CATHERINE FIELD,
NEW PORT RICHEY, FLA.

Pecan pies were traditional favorites, though thoroughly modern
Debbye confesses to a love for
anything with chocolate chips in
the ingredients.
The Keebler Company has
adapted some of the Turner family
favorites to fit into a schedule
where one daughter will travel over
200,000 miles in her current role
and her sister, Suzette, maintains a
hectic schedule as an engineer for
the Army Corps of Engineers.
Mom is also constantly on the run,
doubling as a college counselor and
evangelist. The good tastes are still
there, but the use of a ready made
crust gives the art of pie making all
the convenience and speed we
demand in today's menus.
CHOCOLATE
PECAN PIE
1 Butter Flavored Ready-Crust
Pie Crust
2 eggs, slightly beaten
I cup light corn syrup
4 oz.. German chocolate, melted
(1 package minus 4 small squares).
1/3 cup sugar
1 Tbl. melted butter
3/4 Tsp. vanilla
1 cup pecan halves
Melt chocolate and butter and
cool. Slightly beat 2 ens. add corn
syrup, sugar, vanilla. Stir slightly.
Blend in chocolate and butter. Add
1 cup pecan halves. Place in pie
shell. Bake on a cookie sheet at
375 degrees for 40 minutes.

753-6433

COMMON FEMININE
MEDICAL CONCERNS
A Health Information Program
Saturday, Feb. 17, 1990
9 a.m. - Noon
Education Unit
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Dr. James L. Booth, acting president at Murray State University,
recently hosted Leigh Ann Carter (left), a junior at Murray High
School, and Stephanie Mace a junior at Frankfort High School. The
students were participants in Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones' Student
Exchange Program.

Frankfort student meets Booth
as part of exchange program
A visit to Murray State University
to meet Dr. James Booth, acting
president, was among the activities
that Stephanie Mace of Frankfort
participated in as part of the Li Gov.
Brereton Jones Student Exchange
Program.
The program pairs high school
juniors from different pans of the
state, and the students and their
families host the exchange students
for a brief period of time. Visiting
students have opportunities to share
information about their communities
and schools during the exchange.
A junior at Frankfort High School,
Miss Mace Attended Murray High
School with Leigh Ann Carter, a
junior at MHS and participant in the
exchange program. Miss Mace and
her family hosted Miss Caner during a
recent 10-day visit to Frankfort.
"I think that it is tremendous program that has a number of advantages
for high school students in the Commonwealth," Booth said. "It creates a

greater sense of loyalty to the sstate as
a whole and a feeling of family of the
Commonwealth, and should help
break down any barriers that exist
because of distance and geography, as
well as other differences."
"It was a unique opportunity to see
Kentucky's government at work by
visiting the state capitol," Miss Caner
said of her part of exchange. "I had a
great time at Frankfort High School."
In addition to attending classes and
making presentations, Miss Mace attended the pep rally for the MHS-Calloway County High School basketball
game and the game itself.
"I love it," she said of Murray. "It's
so different from Frankfort. I like it a
101 Everyone seems so much closer."
The program is funded with the
money that Jones receives as acting
governor when Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is out of the state. Eighty-eight
high schools take part in the
program.

Kentucky

Irritable bowel syndrome
Dr. Monte Finch, gastroenterologist

Inflammation of the bladder and
incontinence in women
Dr. H. S. Jackson, urologist
Vaginal infections
Nancy Orr, MSN

Urinary tract infections
Dr. Steve Trevathan, urologist
•S5 registration fee.
Receive the book. "HealthyLife for Women"
•Preregister before 4 p.m. Thursday. Feb. 15.
•Call Health Promotions (502) 762-1384.

ATU
RDA
SEMINARS
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Dan Anderson, CPA
announces for your convenience
extended hours by appointment

Years ago, when many traveled
on commuter trains in the Northeast corridor, the game of goulash
was quite popular. To create fastpaced excitement, players did not
shuffle the cards. The dealer distributed five cards to each player
for two circuits and finally three to
each player. Wild distributions were
accompanied by wild bidding, but
above all, everything was quick.
Looking at all four hands, try your
luck at this goulash hand posed by
the late Victor Motto on one of his
bridge cruises.
On the lead of a diamond, the
quick plan is to ruff in dummy,cash
the' club ace and then proceed to
crossruff for all 13 tricks.
This plan gets scuttled early.
West ruffs the club ace and leads a
trump. Now the total is only 11
tricks(six trumps in dummy,four in
hand and the spade ace). Do you see
a way for South to win 12 tricks?
The solution is not to ruff the diamond lead in dummy, but to throw
the ace of clubs. As the cards lie,
South can now crossruff safely for
the remaining tricks — he doesn't
even need dummy's ace of spades,
but cashes his diamond king instead.
What if East had held a trump
and returned it after winning his diamond ace'? South would still succeed. He would win six trumps in
dummy and four in his hand, to go
with dummy's spade ace and his diamond king.
Is Mollo's suggestion an ironclad
play? No. but it's highly dramatic.
Problems will ensue if East started
with both outstanding trumps and a
void in spades.

.111,11O,

•

753-2121
406 S. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
2 10
46 A 10 9 8 6 2
V A Q 9652

A

4A
WEST
EAST
4161(QJ 7543 •- - 83
V-•8 7 6 2
•A Q 10 9 5 3
4- - 4K Q 10 9 7 6 4
SOUTH
--K J 10 7 4
•K J 4
,J 8 5 3 2
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North
14
6V

East
2 NT
Pass

South
3
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Diamond eight
BID WITH THE ACES
2.i0.13

South holds

• K J 10 7 4
•K J 4
J 8 5 32
North
1
2•

South
1 NT

0
3

41

4

ANSWER: Pass. Settle for a probable plus score. It's doubtful that
you've missed a game in hearts.

"This
friendly
sales team
is waiting to
serve you!"

(Standing L to R) Jayson Roberts, David York, Connie Cox,
Gene Buhmann,(Front Row) Tommy Vance, Charles Jenkins,
Preston Barrett.

04

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc,

1307 S. 12th St. - Murray

753-2617
.k•

•
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Chemotherapy may cause fatigue
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

him or her to investigate them with
suitable tests.
DEAR DR.GM:
years ago,
To give you more information, I am
I took chemotherapy for bruit M- seathrig you a free copy of my Health
ost I suffered from fatigue that nev- Report -Breast Cancer and Disorer went away. I also broil Whip and ders.' Other readers who would like a
don't retain as much NJ
bpiere. Is MR 'Meld send $1.25 with their
there any evidence that
=
address to P.O. Box 91269,
py suppremes some** that Wrier
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
fully recovers?
the title.
DEAR READER:Thislei difflealt
DR. GOTT: I have angina
question to answer bemuse it depends and have been placed on Cardizem. I
on the type and extent el your breast take three tablets per day. The incancer, as well as the kW'of chemo- struoUons indicate it should be taken
therapy you received. If, before treat- one hour before meals or two hours
ment,the cancer had spread, you may after., This presents problems. Is it
experience permanent fatigue and important to take this or other meditrouble concentrating, because such cations exactly as directed?
cancer can cause the symptoms you
DEAR READER: Cardizem (diltiadescribe.
:ern) is a calcium channel blocker
Also, chemotherapy sometimes ex- used to treat angina or hypertension.
erts profoind effects on the body be- 1
form, it is more readily abcause it affects normal cells as well sorbed from an empty stomach;
as abnormal ones. Therefore, feeling hence, the manufacturer recombelow par is a common consequence mends taking it before meals.
of chemotherapy and can last several
Taking the pill two hours after
months.
meals certainly could be an inconveAlthough it's possible the anti-can- nience. It seems to be easier for pacer medication could be affecting you tients to remember to take medicaeight years after treatment, I do not tion before meals, than later when
believe this is likely. I'm more con- they are busy with other activities.
cerned you may have developed an- Therefore, keep the problem simple:
other problem, such as anemia or as Take one pill about 30 minutes before
underactive thyroid gland. Alert your breakfast, another one SO minutes bephysician to your symptoms, and ask fore lunch (or in mid-afternoon) and

melm

one at bedtime.
Incidentally, other brands of &Masan are marketed in sustained-release capsules. Ask your doctor
whether a change to a long-acting
brand would control your angina and
solve the problem of multiple dosage.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I'm an elderly
lady with dentures. Because my gums
are shrinking, I use a cream to bold
the dentures in place. What is this
goop made of, and is it harmful to
use?
DEAR READER:The active ingredient in most denture adhesives is
sterculia (karaya) gum, a natural
plant product completely free of
health hazards. To find out the names
of other substances in the denture
cream you use, ask your dentist or
pharmacist.
11N NEWSPAP101 MUM= 4211121

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

U.S. commits $423 million in drug summit
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration has completed
a drug-summit agreement with
three South American countries
committing the United States to
broad economic and military assistance to counteract the Latin
nations' economic reliance on
drugs, an official saki Friday.
In addition to the $423 million
anti-drug package President Bush
is proposing for Peru, Bolivia and
Colombia, the administration will
pledge to help track illegal export
of U.S.-produced firearms used by
drug dealers and crack down on
drug-related chemical exports, officials said.
The four-nation pact also calls
for Bush to press other Western
nations to provide economic aid to

Miss America

Debbye Turner
to visit Murray
MURRAY, Ky. — Debbye
Turner, the reigning Miss America,
will bring her message of -motivating America's youth to excellence"
to Murray later this month.
The 24-year-old University of
Missouri veterinary medicine student will speak at 7:30 p.m. on Feb.
27 in the Curris
Center ballroom.
Since
being
crowned Miss
America last
year, Turner has
traveled around
the
country
speaking on motivation for young
peo0e.
"In a modern
culture where doing you own thing
— whether it be right or wrong —
is the norm, and where selling
illegal drugs appears to secure a
more stable future than attending
school, it can be difficult for a
young person to be motivated to
"she has written. "It is
imperative that we inspire our
youth to discover their
and develop fibo its fullNo child should be taught
limitations based upon race, nationality or socio-economic status,
rather they should be shown many
poesibilities and encouraged to be
the best in their chosen fields.
"The young people of this society
are our future politicians, CEOs,
assembly line workers, as well as
our country's future welfare recipiests and homeless. I believe they
should have the right to chose."
Turner last week delivered this
message to more than 4,000
national and international leaders,
including President George Bush
apd Vice President Dan Quayle.

the three Andean countries, said a
South American diplomat familiar
with the document.
The presidents of the four countries are expected to sign the agreement when they meet at the Feb. 15
drug summit in Cartagena,
Colombia.
"We've got agreement" on the
fmal wording, said Michael Skol,
deputy assistant secretary of state
for South American affairs.
He described the agreement as
"a very comprehensive document
of cooperation on the drug issue,"
significant for its recognition of
rights and responsibilities of producer and consumer countries
"without finger-pointing."
The U.S. portion of the document closely tracks Bush's national
drug strategy plan, Skol said. The
agreement deals with the general
categories of interdiction and military cooperation, economic alternatives to the drug trade and efforts
to get other countries' aid in the
anti-drug effort.
"There's a promise of asking for
increased spending" by Congress,
but no dollar amounts in the document, he said.
For the second year of his
national anti-drug strategy, Bush
last month proposed $423 million
for fiscal 1991 in total drug-related
spending for the Andean countries
— in military, law enforcement and
economic assistance.
Some $206 million of that is an
increase in spending as part of a
five-year $2.2 billion plan.
Skol said the communique will
discuss money laundering, arms
exports, and extradition as well as
military assistance and economic
aid — including such matters as
balance of payment assistance and
substitute crops to make up for
destruction of lucrative fields of
coca, which is used to make
cocaine.
He described the weapons export
provisions only by saying that they
discuss cooperation among countries on the process to "make it
work better."
A spokesman for the bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
said that refers to a new U.S. policy that will station two ATT agents
in Colombia to help local law
enforcement officials trace the origins of recovered weapons.
The policy is aimed at addressing the Latin nations' complaints
about U.S.-exported arms — which
can be legally exported with a State
Department permit and end-user
certificate — falling into the hands
of drug lords, said spokesman Tom
Hill.
The Bush administration has
linked aid to the drug-production
countries to their cooperation in the
anti-drug efforts.

The drug-summit communique
does not spell out details of U.S.
military assistance to the Andean
countries, but the Latins have
insisted it be restricted to equipment and training rather than direct
U.S. military involvement in
interdiction, said the South American diplomat.

MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP)
— Whirlpool Corp. announced Friday it will close its 650-employee
dishwasher plant here by March
1991, devastating this Montgomery
County town.
"It's going to hurt everybody,"
said United Auto Workers Local
1562 steward Frantic Allen.
"Everyone's going to suffer."
Whirlpool also announced it will
sell its Danville plant and its floorcare operations, but will move the
plant's ice-maker and trash compactor operation to other plants.
The Danville plant, which opened
19 years ago, is Boyle County's
largest industrial employer with
more than 1,000 workers — 700 in
the floor-care division that manufactures Kenmore vacuum cleaners
and 300 in the making of icemakers and trash compactors.
David Mitchell, vice president of
the Danville division, said at a
news conference Friday that Whirlpool is optimistic it can find a buyer for the plant's floor-care operations, preserving 700 jobs.
"We have over 10 percent of the
floor-care business nationally, and
we have an outstanding facility and
employees," Mitchell said.
However, Mitchell said most of
the 300 jobs in the ice-maker and
trash-compactor operation will be
lost.
Whirlpool said it will shift production of its KitchenAid dishwashers from Mount Sterling to

the dinner table but the band of
skating, human-sized Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are only trying to
whet the appetite for this year's
Toy Fair.
An ice show featuring the costumed reptiles is one of the gimmicks planned for the Toy Fair, an
annual outpouring of hyperbole to
stoke enthusiasm for new creations
and old favorites.
Toymakers spare no expense or
imagination in dreaming up
attention-grabbing stunts for the
annual 10-day event in New York
which opens Monday.
"This is show biz. This is a fun
industry and this sets a tone of fun,
excitement and adventure," said
Frank Reysen Jr., editor of Playthings magazine, a trade
publication.
Publicity also is serious business
for a multibillion-dollar industry in
which companies rely on the capricious tastes of children. At the
trade exhibition, manufacturers try
to hook buyers from all over the
country scouting for inventory that
will disappear quickly from store
shelves.
Toy Fair visitors — who must be
members of the trade or media and
at least 18 years old — typically
encounter clowns, actors dressed as
cartoon characters, real movie
stars, sports celebrities and outlandish creatures.
This year a fierce but environmentally friendly intergalactic ninja named Zen will make his debut,
as will a 12-foot "BRIKuaurus
Tex," a dinosaur replica built from
BRIK Toy Co. blocks. Another
company plans to assemble the
world's biggest crossword puzzle
with the help of 50 schoolchildren.
Hasbrg Inc. will have on hand
the singing group, New Kids on the
Block, to pitch a new doll line
modeled on the fivesome.
Super models Christie Brinkley,

Beverly Johnson and Cheryl Tiegs
will show up to plug high-fashion
dolls from Matchbox Toys (USA)
Ltd.
Anniversaries are planned for
some old-timers in toyland. Etch A
Sketch will be feted for turning 30
by Ohio Art Co. while Tonka Corp.
will pay tribute as its Mighty Tonka Truck line rumbles into year 25.
Barbie, who celebrated her 30th
birthday last year with much fanfare, will add a new career in 1990.
At a black-tie gala Monday night,
Mattel Inc. will announce that the
darling of the doll world will
become an ambassador of international good will.
Mattel will outline plans to sponsor the "Barbie Summit,"
designed to bring children together
from different countries to talk
about world issues. To add drama,
the company has brough in a
6-year-old East German girl, Anika
Polzin, who was photographed
clutching a new Barbie on her first
visit recently to West Germany.
The most tongue-in-cheek publicity pitch may be delivered by the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
courtesy of Playmates Toys Inc.
The figures are based on a comic
about four pet turtles endowed with
human proportions after they were
doused by a mutagen chemical in a
sewer. They learned ninja ways
from a martial arts master mutated
into a giant rai
The turtles, fighting for life, liberty and the pursuit of pizza, their
favorite food, will appear around
New York. The benefit skating
show will be followed by a Meet
the Mutants autograph session.
"This is really the only chance
of impressing and reaching the toy
buyers about your product line,"
said Timothy Unger, a public relations executive handling the Playmates account.
With hundreds of exhibitors at
Toy Fair, he said. "it's very important that you add as much pizazz as
possible to your program."

THE FAIR SIDS

By GARY LARSON

•MID Cano•N• AMMO
Camerae
••••I%MUM

Unfortunately, they only needed to lose a few
pounds when they started.
That's why they come to us. Weight Control
For Life! helps break the weight-loss/weight-gain
cycle. If you have health problems from-being
overweight or just want to feel better about yourself,
we'll help you lose weight rapidly under medical
supervision.
At the same time, you'll learn how to modify
your lifestyle and eating habits so the weight you
lose stays off. Forever.
Designed for people who need to lose 30 or
more pounds, Weight Control For Life! is closely
monitored by physicianyand registered dietitians
and stresses modification in lifestyle and eating
habits.
Call(502)762-1533 today to reserve a place at
the free introductory meeting Monday,February
12from 7:00 p.m.to 8:30 p.m. in the Board Room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

91

1987

U

If'

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

An affiliated service ofMurray-Calloway County Hospital
Suite 173W•Medical Arts Building•300 S. 8th Street
•
Murray, KY 42071 •(502)762-1533

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Europe
49 Large casks
50 Juncture
52 Kind of
collar
54 That thing
55 Perch
57 Instrument
59 Hebrew

Summer

15

3

SODA
BAA
0MP
TOUE
TRAP
ALT
METTLE
WAR
RA
DOT
MAP
ETE
PLOT
YELP
PRO
KID
EWE
AID
NETTLED
EA
BE
NIT
WIT
AGE
TONG
NOSE
PLY
TAP
EEL
OAK
STUPID
TI
AIR
MUM LIAR
ALEC
EIOH
LEAN
WAS

47 Mountains of

15 — garde
16 Mountain
lake
18 Hindu
cymbals
20 Augusta's St
22 Epic sea tale
24 Cleaning
devices
27 "A Farewell
to
29 "— Side
Story
31 Damp
32 Tranquility
34 Disturbance
36 Concerning
37 Tefritled
39 Each
2

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Sun god
42 Metal
fastener
44 Go in
45 Consumed

1 Cicatrix
5 Bridge term
9 "None — the
Brave"
12 Sharpen
13 Carry
14 Parisian

12

month
61 Unit
63 Imitates
65 "— of Night"
67 Unexploded

shell
68 Mud
69 Food
program

2 Assemble
3 Article
4 Soak flax
5 Stalk of grain
6 Lengthier
7 Near
8 Encountered
9 Under

DOWN
1 Haggard
heroine
aill 7

4

ill

9
14

UUU

13UUU
16 II
18 li
WI

10

11

UU

24

ilia
29UU
a
UU
killUIII
ill
ill
11
20 d

111

31

rd

32

g Tridea spread and

is now used
in all 16 Kentucky State Police districts and several cities, including
Louisville.
The Lexington unit is composed
of six officers and a sergeant who
work during prime drinking hours
and days — 10:30 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Wednesdays through Saturdays.
Their sole purpose is spotting
drunken drivers.

1982

1

mined by a University of, North
Carolina professor for a national
drunken-driving study.
TAP was started in 1982 with
federal funding. When the grant
was cut off in 1986, Lexington
police decided to continue the
u
rdogram out of the department's

a number of our people," Marohn
said. "We believe they are the
right ones for the company's North
American business long term."
The Mount Sterling plant will
operate at least through the fourth
quarter of 1990, and close by the
end of the first quarter of 1991,
Whirlpool spokeswoman Carol Sizer said.
Some management jobs may be
transferred to other Whirlpool
facilities but most employees will
be dismissed, Siz,er said.
The company will schedule
meetings with United Auto Workers Local 1562, representing the
Mount Sterling employees, to
negotiate the dismissal procedures,
she said.
Union steward Allen, who operates a forklift at the plant, said the
union was planning to offer job
training to displaced workers. But
Allen, 46, said he didn't expect to
be able to stay in the area.
"I've talked to my son down in
Florida. He says there's lots of
construction work down there, to
come on down. So I guess that's
what I'll do."
Whirlpool will seek buyers and
hopes to complete the sale of the
Danville facility in the first half of
this year, Sizer said.

OUR TYPICAL PATENT
HASALREADY LOST
HUNDREDSOF POUNDS
WITHOUT OUR HELP.

979

Lexington alcohol program
cited for drop in death rate
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Lexington police's Traffic Alcohol
Program is getting die credit for a
decrease in the number of alcoholrelated traffic dead*.
According to t/pres released
this week, dr aurdber of cleats
has decreased steadily,'from 20 in
1985 to six last year. TAP also has
had *96 percent conviction rate for
alcohol-related arrests.
"Lexington is a model for an
awful lot of other cities mound the
=Wry,- said Tom Enright, reg.Waal administiator for the National
Highway Traffic Safety Admi"It's one of the cream
rricL
rop.LL Larry Ball said Lexington
was one of four cities being exa-

its division in Findlay, Ohio, which
already makes Whirlpool, Roper
and Kenmore dishwashers and
Whirlpool cooking ranges.
Production of built-in cooking
appliances will be moved from
Findlay to Whirlpool's Oxford,
Miss., plant, which makes built-in
cooking products as well as components for Whirlpool and
KitchenAid.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said
Friday he thought Whirlpool
decided to close the Mount Sterling
plant "long before they ever came
to us."
Whirlpool officials said the company could save $7 million by
moving operations to Findlay, and
Wilkinson said his administration
immediately offered a $7 million
aid package to keep the Mount
Sterling plant open.
"We tried very hard, but the
decision had already been made,"
he said.
William D. Marohn, executive
vice president of Whirlpool's North
American Appliance Group, said
the moves would improve manufacturing efficiency and focus on
the company's major appliance
businesses.
"Clearly these were not easy
decisions to make since they affect

of'90 Toy Fair ice show
NEW YORK (AP) — Turtles-

PACE 11

Whirlpool closing upsets town

Ninja Turtles to be stars
on-Ice sounds like a delicacy for
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WM Roger out of the way, it was Sidney's

id

ti.i

36

auu

10 Guido's low
note
11 Tellurium
symbol
17 Equally
19 Before noon
21 Oriental
nurse
Minor
23
25 Part of a
whole
26 Guides
27 Armadillos
28 Peruse
30 Drink heavily
33 Brother of
Jacob
35 Shade
38 Weary
40 Small case
43 Second of
two
46 Mollified
48 Flexib4e
51 Note of scale
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nemesis
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Scottish cap
Conducted
Wager
Hypothetical
force
62 Greek letter
64 "Magnum.
56
58
60
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66 Charles'
princess
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BABYSITTER needed for
small chid and baby, 1 day
•week and 1 ride a week,in
my home 759-9921

Murray Calloway County Hospital will receive
bids for the construction of Dr. Blalock Suite, POB
I, (Professional Office Building I) on Sosth 8th
Street, Murray, Ky.,on February 15, 1990 at 2-00
p.m. local time in the Board Room of the hospital,
at which time the bids will be publicly opened and
read aloud
Proposal forms, contract documents, including
plans and specifications shall be on file at the
following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 330 North 9th St., Box
7038, Paducah, Ky.
Farris, Hatcher & Tremper. Engineers, 124 S.31st
St., Paducah, Ky.
West Ky Contractors Assn , Paducah, and Murray,
Ky.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the
Architect, Gresham Associates, Inc. on or after
February 5, 1990 by a check in the amount of Fifty
Dollars ($50.00) which,will be refunded on each
set returned in complete and good condition within
fifteen (15) days after bid opening.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and
acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
percent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish
and pay for satisfactory performance bond and
labor and material payment bond in the amount of
100% of the contract as provided for in the
specifications, at the option of the Owner. (List
cost as Alternate bid)
Prevailing wage rates are NOT required for this
project.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or all
bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn without the consent of
the Owner for a period of forty-five (45) days
subsequent to the opening of bids.
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Stuart Poston, Administrator
4
,

-aeh.
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020
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Notice

CAROLY1V'S
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top guality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Gtftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

PROFESSIONAL maid
service coming to Murray
Opens May 1. C&C Maid
Service will be hiring workers April 1. Call 759-1059
for application. C&C Maid
Service will clean singe
and family dwellings, apartments, offices, and condominiums. Daily, semi
weekly and weekly appointments Modern equipment,
flexible scheduling Thoroughly trained employees,
special cleaning techniques available fix allergy
problems Locally owned
and operated Owners Don
Cothran and Roy Cothran
FAYE'S new hours 9 30
a m -8 00 pm, Monday
Saturday. 753-7743

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1'l

DISSATISFIED because
your not getting where you
P '
want to go fast enough?
36 Pio Closed End Lease
Then move forward with
The Rock Management
RECEPTION for Greg and trainee positions open for
Wendy Shelton on Feb 11, energetic self-starters with
three plus years college or
has been canceled
equivalent business experiWILL the person owning ence with
heavy public conthe World War II boat called tact We offer a
full benefit
'an amphibious duck' package,
starting salary up
please call T Kirkland
to $25,000 and unlimited
901-885-0700
income potential For a
confidential interview, call
025
Rick Martin, Manager
502-442-6630 THE PRUPersonals
DENTIAL E 0.E
KARATE School opening in 'EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Murray soonl If interested
Earn $200 - $500 weekly
send name, address, mailing Valentine & Easter
phone age and day or night Greeting Cards. For more
classes to Stout Karate PO information Send a
Box 156 Paducah, Ky
Stamped addressed enve42002
lope to P R W Job Service
P 0. Box 65748 Washington, DC 20035-5748
0511
Lost
And Found
HAIRSTYLIST WANTED FOUND: Pointer Bird dog BARBER OR BEAUTImale, white, with tan ears CIAN for one of Murray's
on Shoemaker Road in finest Hair Care Centers
New Providence area. Cal Experience required. Ex753-1362 days, o cellent working conditions
Phone
753-2266
436-2208 evenings.
Tues -Sat 8 30-5 30 for
appointment
060
Help
HELP wanted counter perWanted
son. Apply in person T.J.'s
Bar-B-0 806 Chestnut,
APARTMENT - Manage
needed for local Section 8 Murray, Ky.
complex Experience pre- IMMEDIATE opening for
ferred Send resume to PO full-time construcBox 390, Benton, Ky tion supervisor. Need
42025.
someone willing to travel
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- Mon -Fri., within 300 mile
VICES: Learn this trade. radius. Must have knowWe send instructions, ledge to lead jobs, read
parts, and check for as- blue-prints, shoot grades
sembly. Call 404-426-0672 an* lay-out Experience
arid references a must.
Ext W139
Send resume to PO Box
1404, Murray, Ky. 42071.

GRANDMA Miller's Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th
Street is now open again
Tuesday -Saturday
9-5:30pm. 759-9536.

Belles N' Beaus

HUMANE Society needs
garage or building or room
to store items If you have
any space available,
please call 759-4141

FINAL SALE
$5 -1O -15

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809

Winter Merchandise

(Formerly The Family Tree)

University Square

753-9228

IN CASE WE SEE A BEAR
TODAY, I HOPE AT LEAST ONE
OF YOU BROUGHT ALONG
SOMETHING THAT WILL
SCARE HIM...
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EVERti bURCiA
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West View
Nursing Home
1401 so. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
42071
EOE M/F

SUMMER Employment Part-time certified teachers
in English, math and science (physics, chemistry,
biology); computer teacher
and lab coordinator_ Resident advisors to provide
inresidence supervision for
students, must be 21 years
of age, have 2 years college, and experience in
supervision of students
Tutors also needed. Both
resident advisors and tutors must have minimum
GPA of 2.50. Send resume
and transcript to Upward
Bound, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
by March 9, 1990. EOE WF
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE POSITION
Progressive transponauon
cornpany located in Paducah
a seeking an intelligent, motivated, self-starter for its
Accounting Department_
Employer is offerings competitive salary, full range of
benefits and an opportunity
for advancement.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN
AUSTRALIA Openings
available in several areas,
will train. For info. call:
708-742-8620 ext. 1126
KITCHEN help. Must be 21.
Big Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN. Apply in person,
901-247-5798.

Qualified appLcants should
submit their resumes by
Monday,February 12,1990,
to P.O. Box 2561, Paducah.
KY 42002.

NEEDaiob?A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if: 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more; 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
an E.O.E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
NOTICE - Help Wanted Due to expansion into this
area, we have full-time positions available, applicants
must be neat in appearance and have a sincere
desire to work.
Those selected will have
excellent opportunities with
our growing company. We
offer comprehensive training, working conditions
9-5pm, Mon -Fh. Excellent
pay and retirement plan
Please call Mon -Tues. between 9-5prn to reserve
your time for a private 30
minute interview. Sorry, no
phone interviews. Call
753-5986. Ask for Mr, Allen
Grogan.

NOW hiring day crew people Starting pay $370 per
hour Apply 2-4pm daily
Previous experience required. Wendy's 1111
Chestnut St. Murray
PART-TIME delivery per
son weekdays 8am-2pm
Must have good driving record Apply at NAPA Auto
Parts
PRESSER wanted Experience preferred 753-2552

40.4
V4I4Y oot-er Nciu AO<
YOUQ GRANOFATIMQ ?

Full and part-time
positions available on
all shifts Starting salary $3.50 per hour
plus 20' per hr. shift
differential for the 3 to
II and 11 to 7 shifts.
Experience preferred
but not necessary.
Apply in person at:

Applicants should have a
Bachelors degree in Accounung, Business Management/Admirustratian or any
other business-related area.
Business experience is helpful but not an absolute
necessity.

NOW hiring experienced
housekeepers. Must have
previous experience in
housekeeping. Apply in
person. Shoney's Inn

#

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

PROGRESSIVE transportation company located in
Paducah is seeking an intelligent, motivated, selfstarter for its Accounting
Department Employer is
offering a competitive salary, full range of benefits
and an opportunity for advancement Applicants
should have a Bachelors
degree in Accounting, Business Management)
Administration or any other
business-related area.
Business experience is
helpful but not an absolute
necessity Qualified applicants should submit their
resumes by Monday, February 12, 1990, to P.O
Box 2561, Paducah, KY
42002
RESPONSIBLE babysitkx
in my home 3 days week,
8-3pm. References and
transportation required.
753-4344

WILL sit with sick. Hospital
or rest homes, night or day
753-8564
100

Business
OPPsnusiti
COMMERCIAL lawn mowing business Equipment
and accounts 753-9567
110

For Sad
Or Trade

150

CHRISTIAN woman would
like to dean houses and
offices. 759-9896
'DUSTBUSTERS" - Interior cleaning Homes, offices, and apartments
Clean house a must call us
Barbara and Carol,
502-362-7223, 54-0718
GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737
I WILL babysit in my home
Monday - Friday,
7ani-6pm
759-4523
Want to take care of sick &
elderly $SC° per month or
$5hr With experience
Stay-in five days a week
Phone 759-9233
WILL care for the sick or
elderly nights or weekends
436-5847

BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.

21' KROUSE wheel disk
10' Rhino cutler,6 tobacco
scaffold wagons. Cal
743-54E3, 753-0144.

CASH paid for mobile
home axes and tires. We
will remove. 527-0931.
MANNING - Scrap. Buying
aluminum cans, aluminum
copper, brass, radiator,
iron. By old Drive-In, So.
4th. Days 753-0337, nights
489-28C3.
MOVING, cleaning out
nods, used Of
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts. One piece or
house full. 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm
hOUS9 Of

RAW Furs: Stanley McCielIan, Pulaski, Illinois Phone
(618) 342-6316.
WANT to buy laying hens.
759-9813
150
Ankles
For Sale
1 OAK wooden ice box
double door completely re
finished $400 1 pie safe 6
tall 32 wide, top panel
metal, bottom panel wood
$200 You refinish_ Prices
FIRM. Call 247-4864
7:30pm.-9703pm.
5 GALLON plastic paint
buckets, clean $1.50 each
Get at Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th, Murray,
Ky.

BAR-B•0 bought new
$169, will sell for $100
753-4246
CONFERENCE table, traditional style, four sections,
pedestal bases, 4-16ft.
753-4820.

MEMORIES
759-9555

its

Appliances
GOOD used Westinghouse
automatic dryer, electric
901-232-8531.
REFRIGERATOR for sale
753-2887 after 5prn
Refrigerator 5 years old
$200 753-6306
SEARS washer and dryer,
excellent cordition
Harvest gold COiC.1 $285.
CaM 753-0814, after 5prn
160

LEW1011,TN

,
imam*

1-800-334-1203

1979 BUCCANEER double
wide 24x44 $15,000 or
take over payments. 3BFI, 1
bath, underpinning and
electric paie Cad 436-5869
anytime Must Be Moved

orders, 492-8254
WOOD for sale 436-5481
220
Abided
7 PIECE Ludwig rockers
all Ludwig hardware. Zild
jian cymbals. Cal
489-2117 or 759-4710.
NEEDS a loving home: a
beautiful old parlor grand
piano, made by Kranick
and Bach, one of the great
Amencan piano makers.
Best offer. 436-2174.
210

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
desperately needs to buy
coins Small accumulations
and large collections wetcome See our coins and
currency, silver dollars and
proof sets at the Ox-Yoke
and Blue Door (Hazel), Old
Tobacco Towne (Mayfield)
and the Treasure House
(Murray). Estates appraised 753-4161
LADDER rack for pickup
truck 759-1084 after 5pm.
SHARP Copiers: Local authorized dealer, sales, re
ntal, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319.
SUNTAN booth. Need only
16sq.ft of floor space. Cash
and carry. Murray Hot Tubs
753-3492.
WALKER work boots, army
pants and jackets, camping
supplies, new and used
guns. Jerry's Sporting
Goods 6th & Walnut St.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

WE have it all - mobile
homes complete up-todate financing, insurance
and extended SVC plans
Collect 901-644-0012 Keith
Baker Homes HWY 79N,
Paris, TN Use land for no
cash down

Mobile
Name Far Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
NEW mobile home for rent weekend hide-away at
Lake City between the
dams. By week or weekend
only. Bring this ad for $10.
off 502-362-4757.
RENT or rent to own . 2
bedroom mobile home in
Getaway Bay Recreational
Development, near Aurora,
Ky. Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For information call
753-2613, after 5:30pm
753-0840.
TWO 2 bedroom trailers for
rent 759-9231
290

Nesdng
And Cooing
JIM'S Heating & Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282.
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc.
Heating and as conditioning for commercial or residential. Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer.
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks 24 hour
emergency service
753-8181 Locally owned
and operated Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years

Node
Furnishings

CHIROPEDIC queen size
mattress, 60x80, 3 years
old, excellent condition
tin
• $50 753-2491
EARLY American double
- Instruction
dresser with mirror and
chest of drawers Excellent
!NS Tftt;i
condition $350. Full-size
wicker headboard, $60
rV5cy' LEARN ro DANE
759-1293 after 5pm.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ALLIANCE

Mobile
Hodes For Si.

OAK firewood and slabs, WE have 14'-16-24' & 28'
seasoned or green, deliv- wide mobile homes
ered 753-5476
Fleetwood-North River &
Franklin Homes Collect
SEASONED Firewood:
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
$20/ rick picked up; $30/
Homes HWY 79N, Paris,
rick delivered kfinimum 2
ricks Call to place winter TN Prices begin $8995.

CAPS, shirts, jackets print
or embroidery_ Faye's
753-7743.
'Mugs 'Stuffed
Animals *Wooden
Plaques •Baskets
'Frames Cards
Candy

270

1980 14x60 MOBILE home
2 BR, large bath with new
garden tub. Furnished (wa275 N.H. HAY baler. ter bed, washer, dryer, new
hide-a-bed), central gas
759-1330.
heat Wall air-condition
IH-1066 TRACTOR
unit Deck on back. $8,000
2150hrs. 753-5596
Cal 759-4517.
TOUFUNE disk $500, Eur- 1980 14x80 MOBILE home
°spend seeder $250, truck with 3BR's, bath's,
2
perbed trailer $75, mineral manently situated on 5
feeder $30. Will consider wooded acres, 10 minutes
offer on all. 436-2411.
from Murray. Asking
$29,500. 489-2883
200
1986 FLEETWOOD 14x 70
Sports
2 BR all electric, underEquiPelent
pinned and set up with a
COLT US army model 1917 new 200amp service
double action 45 revolver, 759-1835.
$225 AM/FM stereo radio
BTHS
with seek and scan for late USED 2 BDRM
model GM product, $35 set up on your lot only
$3995 00 Collect
753-4440
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
Homes HWY 79N Pans,
210
TN
Firewood
USED 3 BDRM 1'4 BTHS
FIREWOOD for sale set up on your lot only
$4995 00 Collect
437-4713
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
FIREWOOD for sale romes HViri' 79N, Paris,
437-4667
TN

Miseellinecus
SMITH-CORONA DeVille,
125 electric typewriter, less
60YDS of used carpet
than 1 year old $125
753-9930.
437-4845 after 3pm
BLACK fiberglas topper.
Will fit long-wheel base
truck. 753-3737

WILL dean houses or of
fices References provided
759-4734

Start The Noe Yea,
faight with A New Carew

3Yi year old Rainbow vac
uum. 759-9921

Fano
Equftxnent

9ft. SATELUTE dish, only.
All aluminum, $125 or best
offer. 489-2883.

753-2048

Vacuum
Manors

Want
To Buy

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for assistant manager. Fill out application at Wendy's on
Chestnut St., Murray or
send resume to: Andrew
Jordan Area Supervisor,
303 Shelia Dr., Hopkinsvile, Ky. 42240.

Will sit with sick or
elderly - 24 hrs. - or
will live in 5 days weekends off.
Eight years experience. Excellent references.
Non-Smoker

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and stale investigation experience
Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
Antiques
'Personal or Corporate
ANTIQUE 48' round solid 'Missing Persons. Your
oak dining table, 1? leaf, needs, our specialty. Call
and 4 solid oak chairs Confidential Investigations.
(502)753-2641
$500 753-8937

190

Shp CRAFTSMAN tiller
$150, 2 push mowers $50
each, Whirlpool washer
$100, twin bed headboards
$5 each 753-9836

Situation
Wanted

NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap.' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal

JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road. Call 753-6069 for
appointment. Hodge. Noel
and Associates.

170

1962 T-Bird. Good condition, for a pickup valued
between $4-5,000.
759-1059.

WANWD: Telemarketers
in this area Experience
helpful but not necessary
For interview call
753-0171.

on

MAPLE kitchen tabie with
four captain's chairs. $95
759-4947, leave massage

GIRLS bedroom furnitureBroyhill, tight yellow with
green flower. twin beds with
Sena mattress and box
springs, double dresser
with mirror, like new condition $300 Quasar 19'
color tv with stand. Mike
offer Drapery for sliding
glass doors. natural color
with decorative hardware,
$25 7535755

We have an immediate
opening for a

Motor Route
Carrier
In the Southeastern part
of Calloway County.
Pleass apply at

The Murray
Ledger & Times
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Pets
I &palm

[RBI "
Ikal insesH Ils

OFFICE 304 N. 12th,
AKC PUPPIES: various
1200sqlt remodeled,
tweede DaChshunds, PePirate cm/snwn°9 r°cels kinese, Cockers, and
753-7743
Poms. Eskimos, Huskies,
Chows, Shih-tzus, Lase's,
K•oshonds.
320
615-748-5355
AKC REGISTERED puppies; Pekingese, male
$125; Miniature black
1 BR hirnished apartment, Dachshund,$125;
Chinese
available Feb 1 Water Pug, male, $175.
Cash
paid $175/mo No pets only. Snyder's Kennel
753-5980
901-842-2394 Paris area
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment ALASKIAN Malamute pupnear downtown Murray, pies, 6 weeks old
753-4109
436-5272
Arair
i:
s1116.1

COTTAGE apartment completely furnished, all utilities, including cable paid.
References $200/mo. 5
minutes from town.
435-4402.
NICE 2 bedroom garage
apartment for rent, located
close to University Call
753-8958 after 5pm
NICELY furnished 2 bedroom apartment, and also a
3 bedroom house, nicely
furnished. Located near
campus Phone 753-6111
days or 753-0606 after 430
pm

2 BEDROOM brick at Coldwater. Deposit and references required, $275/mo.
Available 3-1-90. Call
489-2440 after 5pm or
leave message
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath. 1
mile from city limits
753-4448, 753-4843
3 BR in Dexter. Available
Feb 5 $175/mo , deposit
required. Gas heat.
753-6420..

3a0
& &pales
ATTENTION chicken tart-MIMS - Kiln dried pine sawdust for sale Cheap
759-4547

Moving
Sale
2 person glass top rattan kitchenette, 2
country corner cabinets, Beta VCR and
lots more.

Call
489-2788
After 5 p.m.

.130
Reel
Estate

/1lmneSelleLs
Realty it

4 ROOM house at 503
Pine. $250/mo. Coleman
R. E. 753-9898.

505k 12 St.
753-0375

ELEGANT 4 bedroom, 2
bath home with central gas
heat Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898

SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS

REMODELED 2 or 3 bedroom house on So 12th St
753-4109

WE ARE FULL
SERVICE
REALTORS

SMALL 2 bedroom in Kirksey area. Call 489-2377.
360
For Rent
Or Lease

45 Ft. Storage
Trailers
For Rent

489-2522
For Sale
Of Lew
FOR SALE: Cleanup or?
shop on 641 at Midway.
Divided so you could rent
out part
Redmon
492-8400
370
Livestock
I Supplies
PROFESSIONAL HORSE
TRAINING & RIDING INSTRUCTION, Correct
Horsemanship WO come
to your location 489-2232
3E1
Pets
Smiles

W PAUL DAILEY-BROKER
50 ACRES 7 miles from
Murray on Cherry Corner
Road. $22,000 firm. For
information call, 753-8274
after 5pm.

35

GOVERNMENT HOMES!
From $1.00 (U Repair)
Foreclosures, Repos, Tax
Delinquent Properties
NOW SELLING THIS
AREA, Call (Refundable)
1-315-733-6062 EXT
5G2558 For Current
Listings!
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME -Ext
711L.

LARGE older home on corner lot, new central gas
5 AKC black and brindle heat, and central air. Remale Scottish Terrier pup- duced to $29,900.
Many
pies for sale. Eight weeks, options. Call Roberts Rewormed, and first shots alty at 753-1651 or call
382-2731
437-4712

Remember your loved ones
on Valentine's Day
with a heart-shaped cake
from

PAM'S CAKE
HUT
01%1/
S799
Special

470

410 Main or
Phone at 759-4492

520

Motorcycles

FOR SALE

989 YAMAHA Blaster
$1700
435-4299 after
5 30prn

1987 SEDAN DeVille Cadillac Bieck cherry, loaded,
extra nice 437-4672

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Mur
ray 759-9831

1987 SUZUKI Semiri
26,000 miles, $4400
753-0405 days. 436-3132
after 5pm

Call 753-5651
After 5:30
1 5 ACRE lot for sale
$3500. 5 we lot $6500
'Unrestncted- New Providence area. 436-2884
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
2 GRAVE lots or plots for
sale Murray City Gemet
ary Call 753-9755 or
753-2411, ask for Terry
2 LOTS in Sherwood Forrest. 759-1084 after 5pm.
5 LOTS in Chipwocxl Estates totaling 49,424sq.ft.
$6000. firm. 703-894-5236.
LOTS for sale or acreage:
A mile from lake, plenty of
trees, beautiful building
sites on Boat Wright Road
off 732. 436-5272.

Aso
Wad
ears
1955 BUICK Special $450
435-4150
1976 FORD LTD good condition 437 4845 after
5 30pm
1976 MONTE Carlo, reasonable price 489-2559
1978 MUSTANG II 4 cylinder, 2 3 liter, engine dependable inexpensive
transportation $650
436-2518
1978 PLYMOUTH Fury
good condition. 753-3657
1979 SEDAN DeVille Cadillac one owner, A-1
shape, 55,000 actual miles
901-232-8531
1980 VW RABBIT: 4 door
hatchback, stick shift, runs
well Needs minor repair.
Great second or work car
Original owner $700
437-4305.
1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
Brougham: black with red
interior, good condition,
loaded. 753-3737.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100. Corvettes, Chevys, Porsches, and
other confiscated properties. For buyers guide.
1-(800) 448-2562 ext 1774.
Also open evenings and
weekends
4,45
Vans
1985 FORD cargo van
Good shape, tinted win
dow, good tires. 753-2768

EXTRA nice home in the
county. 3 bedroorn, 2 bath
with full basement 11+
acres, central heat and air,
and well insulated Only
$59,900 00. Call Roberts
Realty at 753-1651 or
437-4712.
SIGNIFICANTLY Reduced! Nice 3 BR, 1'4 bath,
aluminum ranch on 16
acres 900ft. frontage on
Hwy 641S, minutes south
of Murray Large La DR,
kitchen, utility, hobby room
off carport Barn, well
house, ideal garden area
Aluminum storms and
screens, new hot water
tank, electric heat Now
only
$55,500
50 2 - 1 92 - 88 5 0 ,
502-753-8067 after 6pm

1986 HONDA (Big Red)
Excellent $850 489-2435

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financmg

On The Spot

YES
Everything
We
Sell Is
Under
Five
Thousand
Dollars
Price 81 Payment
Displayed On
Each Vehicle
Have You Been
Turned Down
Elsewhere?
Credit Problems
OK
No Credit
OK
Divorce
OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to
people who want to
establish or re-establish their credit.

Low Weekly Payments

1979 BUMBLEBEE Bass
Boat 200hp Evinrude, custom trailer, custom cover 2
locators, 2 bye wells Many
extras, extra sharp $5295
474 8049

1990 NISSAN 300 ZX, 5KW gen. Fully equipped,
movie video Air, tv, microautomatic, loaded
wave Call 436-2289
753-4023

Pt‘

CYPRESS sided home on
3.3 acres with 3 bedroom,2
baths, living room, dining
room, den, carport. Central
heat arid air $34,000. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

510
Bores
Mason

1986 2811 J C pontoon
1988 CAVALIER p/s, a/c, boat 1401-Ip Evinrude moautomatic 4-door, 39xxx tor,
like
new
miles $4500 753-8818 or 901-232-8531
753-6122
1989 PROCRAFT, fish and
1989 FIREBIRD excellent ski, 115hp Yamaha, 171'
condition. Priced to sell long Like new See at 602
753-4286
Main St or call 753-7307
1989 FORD Escort LX, 4 24' FLOAT boat pontoon
door 759-1488
85hp Mercury motor with
1989 TOYOTA Tercel with dual axle trailer New upholstery and carpet $3300
manufacturers warranty
$6000 1986 Ford Aerostar 753-5461 or 753-8837
XLT mini-van, loaded
37' HOUSEBOAT. fit:erg$8000. 382-2693
las hull, 350 Chevrolet I/O,

500
SHERWOOD Forrest, 1982 CHRYSLER 5th AvUsed
shaded lot, city water, enue, $3500 435-4207 afTrucks
sewer, natural gas
ter 5pm
1969 4-wheel drive Toyota
759-9268
1982 HONDA Accord LX: Land Cruiser. $1250. Days
automatic transmission, 759-1543, nights
power, air, sharp. Call 753-6984.
150
436-2358 or 753-1217.
Fenno
1971 CHEVY 4x4 truck:
1983 CUTLASS Must sell
Far Sate
p/s, p/b, a/c, $2500 OBO
753-0792
759-4166 after 6pm.
170 ACRES northwest
Kirksey area. 130 tillable, 1984 FORD Tempo GL. 5 1971 FORD truck $500 or
40 acres pasture, nice speed, 4 door, blue, 80,000 best offer. Can be seen at
trees, spring fed creek, miles $2700. 753-7636.
Dill Trailer Court
beautiful building sites
1984 RENAULT Alliance: 1974 TRAILMOBILE semiCould be divided Phone
automatic, air, 4-door, van 40' DBL axle. $2,000.
436-5272
68,000 miles, good condi- Call 753-4246.
tion $2300 negotiable
2 FARMS in Cherry Corner
1975 FORD Ranger: pis,
73 acres, $75,000 53 753-7553
rub, air, long wheel base,
acres, $35,000. For more 1985 CALAIS p/s, p/b, exrebuilt motor, new exhaust
information call 753-3625 cellent condition.
$1500 Call after 6pm,
753-9414.
759-1047.
1985 GRAND Am: 2 door 1977 CHEVY Blazer Ex160
maroon and gray. Excellent cellent condition 753-9339
Homes
condition. $4000 or best after 4poi.
For Sale
offer Call 753-3633 days or
1978 INTERNATIONAL
2 BEDROOM home and 437-4066 nights
Scout II: 4x4. dependable
commercial garage on 1,6
1986 DALTON Turbo Z: transportation Will conacres Unlimited possibililoaded, with 84,xxx. Asking sider trade for dependable
ties for business and home.
$6,000 negotiable. See car. Must sell. $950.
Coleman Real Estate,
Ruth's Gulf 5 Points. Call 762-4003.
753-9898
753-9181 or 753-8124 after
1980 CHEVROLET K5
2 BEDROOM, 1 car gar- 5pm or 354-6281.
Blazer: steering, brakes, tilt
age Water and gas line
1986 PONTIAC Pari- and air. All gear driven,
hook-up. 753-5358.
sienne: 54,000 miles, V-8, pos'i track, lock out hubs.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR home in loaded $5400. 1987 Tempo 435-4249 after 6pm.
Canterbury Estates Cen- GL: white and red, 45,000
tral heat and air, all ap- miles, $4150. 1985 TOPAZ 1983 TOYOTA 4x4. beige,
pliances, all curtains LX: 66,000 miles, $3350. 6" lift, 36-4 tires, rot bar
custom-made, exquisite One owner car. 437-4723, with lights. Must sell!
$3800. 436-5331.
landscaping, backyard 437-4639.
fenced, automatic lawn
1988 SABLE, 1988 Taurus, 1985 JEEP Cherokee 4x4
sprinkler_ Excellent condi1 owner trade-ins, $5995. Call 759-1361 after 4pm.
tion. Priced to sell. Call
437-4723.
1988 CHEVROLET C30
owner 759-1073.
1986 Z28 IROC loaded, 1-ton, 4-speed, at, 12'knaBY Owner:3 bedroom brick
$8500
t-top, 53,000 miles. $8300. phade bed
ranch. 505 S 13th St
345-2270.
435-4572.
395-7589 or 753-9712
1989 CHEVROLET Silverado black with maroon inBY Owner A beautiful
terior, 16,000 miles, extra
country home, 3 years old.
dean, loaded, 350 motor.
1 mile from city limits, just
753-8555.
off 121 North. 4BR, 2 bath,
formal DR, all built-ins, cen1989 TOYOTA extra cab
tral H/A, woodburning
deluxe:4 cylinder, 5 speed.
P/S, a/c, AM/FM, 17,000
stove. 2400sq.ft living
area. Nearly 2 acres and
miles. Like new. Phone
1800sq.ft shop $132,900
753-7304.
759-9921.

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L.R., DR. Den w/wood
burning fireplace, break
fast, Lg. foyer, 24 baths. 2
car garage Owner anxious
to eel Phone 753,-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p m

ws.

440

Used
Ors

1110

Public
Sale

Murray Ledger & Times

Lets
For Sets

Lake front lot, 175
feet on water, 213
feet deep, on water system. Paradise Resort area
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PONTOON boat Riveria
Cruiser. 35hp Evinrude
Nice condition $3000
753-6487
WE need boats, motors
and trailers to sell on consignment No sale, no
charge. Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair_ 1 mile on
Hwy. 94East 753-0079.
530
Services
Offered

1986 17' INVADER, 140
Mercruiser I/O, approximately 50hrs. 753-7192.

Your Home
Our Specially

753-3436

CARPENTRY, remodeling
decks and porches, roofing, decorating, general repairs, etc. 489-2303.
COLLIER Electric certified
master electrician, certified
senior electrical engineering technician. All work
warranted and guaranteed.
Free estimates. 436-2143.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair. Also refrigeration Call 753-7203.
EXPERIENCED Contractor - Home improvements
or repairs, also new construction of garages, polebarns & portable buildings.
Customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimates L E Williams
489-2663.
For All Your
Plumbing Needs

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping pruning, tree rernoval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Trimming, Mowing,
Hauling
Reasonable
Rates Commercial and
Residential. 759-4440, ask
for Wayne.
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

SPA and Hot Tub cleaning
service Why clean it yourself? Call 753-3492, ask for
Laura.

CARPENTER Work - roofing, painting, all work guaranteed Free estimates
New or remodeling
354-8188, Benton, Ky Ask
for Joe

Sonless
Wired

TIRED of paying high
prioes for plumbing electrical, gas installation? It pays
to savel 12 years experience Free estimates
INSULATION Blown In By
Cheapest rates Day or
Sears TVA approved
night 24hr emergency SeSave on those high heating
nior citizens 20% discount
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-9979
753-2310 for free estimate
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
LICENSED electrician
Service Center, cleaningJames Gallimore electrical
servicing $15, most repairs
service. Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous $35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5,
service. 759-1835.
Mon -Fri. 753-0530
MOBILE HOME Specialist
ROGER Hudson rock haul436-5255
ing and services 753-4545
PAINTING, quality work or 753-6763
manship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask foK Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

530
Undoes
Offered

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

RESIDENTIAL Plumbing
and Carpentry. No job too
small 759-1747
SMALL engine repair Red
Barn Enterprises
345-2200 or 345-2507.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308.

SHEETROCK hanging
new or repair Ask for Terry
489- 2117
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
550
Feed
I Seed
ALFALFA hay for sale
436-2602
HAY for sale Sq bales
759-1330
RED clover hay Square
bales 753-0946 after 5pm
SQUARE bales - Alfalfa
and Timothy and Alfalfa
mixed. 345-2196, Kirksey

Ws,
POCKETBOOK PLEASER
Two bedroom home being sold to settle estate. A
bargain at 623,900. Contact the Home Team.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc. Reasonable rater, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236
DUNCAN'S Landscaping
and Lawn Service. No job
too big or too small Reasonable rates. Specializing
on monthly contracts. Call
759-9706 for estimate

ROOFING - specializing
in teat off, recover, and
repair 20 years experi
once Five year written
guarantee Ask for Dennis,
527 0607 Free estimates

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

•

-116CANTERBURY STYLE
Den with fireplace, walk-in closets, fresh interior
paint and a lawn sprinkler system are just some of
the features you'll love!

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only I

James Sykes
Plumbing

Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE

16th St.
Phone 753-3214

(6 days 2'days free, 9 days 3 days free)

Myers Pumps

The sale is open to everyone, long as
they meet the following requirements:

923 No.

Rheem
Water Heaters

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and Ole 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

Other Locations:

Mayfield
Paducah

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999
WitItCUTTVE MIDSAWAY. Exquisite =scull,* hideaway Cedar
11% story Cimtlempersty. Cosy hearth, central air, loaded (IMILS,
master suite w/spe, formal dining room, welk-in closets, thermal
rem city water, city utilities, 3 115(2.5 baths. PLUS kitchen
•poliances included, foyer (1310) Ask for Hal 763-7565
Put Number I to work for yors.•
egnitj

Phillips
Roofing

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding. Also free estimates. 35 years experience. Glen Joiner owner.
753-0906.

1976 DODGE Jamboree FARLEY'S Roofing - remotor home, newly reno- modeling, add-ons, garage
vated. Ready to go! buildings, sundecks,
$10,500 or best offer. plumbing 753-9785 or
759-4947, leave message. 492-8724
1978 2411. NOMAD self- FENCE sales at Sears
contained camper Extra now. Call Sears 753-2310
nice and clean. Sleeps 6 or for free estimate for your
8. $3500. 759-1578 or see needs.
at 1312 Poplar.
GENERAL Repair plumb1984 33ft. FIFTH wheel. ing, roofing, tree work.
Loaded with lots of extras 436-5895 or 436-2642.
In excellent condition. Pr- GUTTERING By Sears
iced to sell
Call Sears residential and com901-253-8667
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free esbrnate
18ft. ADVANTAGE boat
and 140R Mercury cruiser,
with Moody trailer, used 5
times 753-4389.

530
Services
Offered

Loretta Jobe
Realtors
753-1492

,-Ads must run three consecutive days.
,.-No changes will be made in copy.
APaid days, will run first.
,.-No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916
to place your ad.
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DISTRICT COURT
SUMMARY

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Dorothy M. Lee
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy M.
Lee will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roy M. Lowe Funeral
Home, Lowes.
Officiating will be the Rev. Norvii Rudesill and the Rev. Howard
Farmer.
Burial will follow in Owens
Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Lee, 45, Melber, died
Thursday at 3:30 Lm. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

A member of Mayfield Church
of God, she was preceded in death
by a brother, James Leek.
Mrs. Lee is survived by her husband, Thomas Lee; stepdaughter,
Rhonda Lee, Murray; two stepsons,
David Lee, Murray, and Jeff Lee,
Dexter, her parents, I.C. and Hazel
Leek, and one brother, Eugene
Leek, all of Melber; two
stepgrandchildren.

Mrs. Sallie Spiceland
Mrs. Sallie Spiceland, 98, of
Route 4, Murray, died at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Long Term Care Unit
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was the widow of F.H.
Spiceland, Sr., who died May 30,
1947. She was a member of the
New Providence Church of Christ.
She is survived by three daughters - Mrs. Jesse (Lorene) Ross of
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Edison
(Anna Mae) Hopkins of Route 1,
Farmington and Mrs. Hera Jane
Lindsey of Reidland; four sons -

F.H. Spiceland, Jr. and wife, Juanita, of Route 4, Murray, Samuel
Edward Spiceland and wife, Opha,
of Route 7, Murray, Cecil Graves
Spiceland and wife, Jo Ann, of
Reidland and Bobby Dale Spiceland and wife, Rosemary, of Route
4, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Alice
Herndon of Murray; 13 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren and
one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at this time. Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home has charge of
arrangements.

George Willard Dunn
Cairo, Egypt; two sisters - Mrs.
Birdie Parker and Mrs. Elwood
(Mary) HeneIcs, both of Murray;
and two grandchildren - Stephanie and Stacy Dunn of Covington,
He was born March 11, 1911 in Ga.
Calloway County, and was the son
He was preceeded in death by
of George W. and Minnie Spring- two brothers - Holbert and Felix
field Dunn. He was a member of Dunn - and by one sister, Mrs.
Good Shepherd United Methodist Vera Hutchens.
Church and a retired dairyman.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Sunday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Dorothy A. Dunn; three sons - Home. The Rev. Tom Cary will
James Dunn of W. Palm Beach, officiate. Burial will be in Hicks
Fla., John Dunn and wife, Betty, of Cemetary. Friends may call after 5
Covington, Ga. and Lynn Dunn of p.m. today.
George Willard Dunn, 78, of
Route 5, Murray, died at 4:40 p.m.
Friday at West View Nursing
Home.

Glen Dale Underhill
Glen Dale Underhill, 51, of
Route 3, Murray, died at 5:16 p.m.
Friday, at Memorial Hospital in
Sulphur Spring, Texas. His death
was the result of an automobile
accident.
He is survived by his wife,
Melissa Underhill; his mother, Mrs.
Lorene Underhill, Route 3, Murray;
five daughters - Pat Newberry of
Detroit, Mich., Rhonda Wilson,
Regina Underhill and Renita Lock-

hart, all of Hardin and Lee Anna
Underhill of California; one son,
Brandon Underhill of Route 3,
Murray; three sisters - Mrs.
Louise Scurlock of Dover, Tenn.,
Mrs. Cathy Duncan and Mrs. Joyce
Duncan, both of Route 3, Murray;
and one brother, Ron Underhill of
Route 5, Benton.
Funeral arrangement are incomplete at this time. Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home has charge of
arrangements.

Three injured in Friday accidents
Three people were injured in
three separate accidents Friday,
according to reports from the Murray Police Department.
Jeffrey D. Smith, 21, of Kirksey
was traveling south on 16th Street
at 7:58 p.m. when three pedestrians
apparently ran across the road in
front of Faculty Hall on the Murray
State University campus. One
pedestrian, Lori Yates, 14, of Pembrook, was stuck by Smith's vehicle. The report said Smith tried to
stop but due to the wet surface,
was unable to do so.
Yates suffered abrasions to her
leg and a cut on the head, according to the report. She was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
At 3:46 p.m., James L. Jones,
42, of Murray was traveling west
on Olive Street when Anna M.
Boetuner, 31, of Murray, who was
stopped at the intersection of 8th
and Olive, allegedly pulled into the
path of the Jones vehicle.
The report stated Boetuner suffered minor injuries and was taken
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Jones was not reported injured.
At 2:35 p.m. Rachel R. Hammock, 19, of Hickman was traveling west on Chestnut Street when a
vehicle driven by Dawn R. Armstrong, 20, of Paducah reportedly
pulled out of the Dixieland Center

and into the path of the Hammock
vehicle. The report stated Armstrong did not have her seat belt on
and was thrown from the vehicle.
The report stated Armstrong was
taken to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with multiple body injuries. Hammock was not reported
injured.

The following is a aunimary of the DUI and
felony cues brought before the Calloway County DISLOCI Court this week. DU cases are only
listed after final disposition and only if a plea or
verdict of guilty has been entered. Unless othersue noted, a court cost of $4730 was automatically paid by the party mentioned. (A -fee"
refers to a sheriff's fee). In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures lased represent
those fines or SCOLGOCEO after the suspended portion has been subtracted. Those parties appearing before Judge Leslie Purcries may have rather
paid a fine, fee, court costs, made restitution Of
received a sentence, or any combination. Some
cases may have been continued, passed on to
another court date or dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Misdemeanors, including minor traffic
violations, and offenses involving minors are
not included in the following list:
From JIM 31.
Jerry Wofford, DUI-first offense, pleaded
guilty, $200 fine, $150 DUI fee.
From Feb. S.
Mike Carpenter, theft by failure to make
required disposition of property over $100,
amended on Motion of Commonwealth to
nusdemeanor-theft under $100, pleaded guilty.
John Thurman, DUI, pleaded guilty-waiver of
rights subrtutted, $200 fine, $100 DUI fee.
Robert Dudley, third degree assault (two
counts) and first degree wanton endangerment,
amended on Motion of Commonwealth to misdemeanors, fourth degree assault (two counts)
and second degree wanton endangerment; carrying a concealed weapon, resisting arrest, fourth
degree assault (two counts-amended previously)
and second degree wanton endangerment
(amended previously), one year in jail on each
charge, suspended on condition of: no like
offense for two years, pay court costs, pay re:human of $40 to sheriff's department, conditional form signed and submitted.
From Feb. 7
Lance Ricketts, DUI, pleaded guilty-waiver
of rights signed, $200 fine, $100 DUI fee,
license surrendered.
Charles W. Greer, DUI, pleaded guiltyWaiver of rights signed, $200 fine, $100 DUI
fee, License surrendered.
Phillip L. Carter, DUI, pleaded guilty-waiver
of rights signed, $200 fine, $100 DUI fee,
license surrendered.
Rex Allen Stone, DUI-second offense,
pleaded guilty-waiver of rights signed, $350
fine, $150 DUI fee, license surrendered, seven
days in jail, one year outpatient treatment.
David Wade Baird, DUI, pleaded guiltywaiver of rights signed, $200 fine, $100 DL1
fee, license surrendered.
Richard Kenneth Vogt, DUI-second offense,
pleaded guilty-waiver of rights signed, $350
fine, $150 DUI fee, license surrendered, seven
days in jail, one year outpatient treatment.
John P. Kennamer, DUI-fust offense, pleaded
guilty-waiver of rights signed, $200 fine, $150
DUI fee.
Larry Fowler, DUI-first offense, pleaded
guilty-waiver of rights signed, $200 fine, $150
DUI fee; DUI-second offense, pleaded guiltywaiver of rights signed, $350 fine, $150 DUI
fee, seven days in jail (credit for two, five to
serve), one year outpatient treatment program
ordered.
Deegan White, DUI-second offense, pleaded
guilty-waiver of rights, $350 fine, $150 DUI
fee, seven days in jail, work release order
signed, one year outpatient treatment ordered.
Golden Sutton, theft by unlawful taking over
$100, dismissed on Motion of Commonwealth
with leave to reinstate at request of complaining
party.
Joe Burgdolf, receiving stolen property over
$100, amended on Motion of Commonwealth to
misdemeanor, disorderly conduct, pleaded guilty, 10 days in jail, suspended-six months, conditional form signed.
James R. Tanner, receiving stolen property
over $100, public hearing conducted, cue
bound over to Grand Jury.
Glenn D. Redden, DUI-second offense, plea
agreanwnt tendered and approved by judge,
waiver of rights signed, defendant required to
remain u an outpaitent for one year, $350 fine,
$150 DUI fee, seven days in jail-credit for time
served.
Editor's note: Due to a computer pick-up,
ale ROMS from the Jut. 27 District Court
Report were also listed in the Feb. 3 report.
The individuals committed no additional violations. The Ledger and Times regrets the
error and apologises to those involved.

GREAT PAINT
REBATE
Get$2 back for every gallon of
interior paint you buy!
fOBOKAA

Flat Latex

Mter Rebate

SatinhideLo-Lustre

NOTICE

Manor Hall
Interior

1999 s2199

After Rebate
Right now when you buy oittstatiroti Paints 80Line Wallhide' Flat Latex, 88-Line Satinhide• Lo Lustre or 89-Line Manor Hall' interior paint, you
get more than just beautiful, top-quality
paint for your home You atsooget $2 back
for even/ gallon purchased Paint a room
(or two, or three!) and the sayings really
add up, So dont wait Stock up today and
stack up great paint sayings during the
Pittsburgh Paints Great Paint Rebate'

flechartiCally Removed
2-1" Derp. Free Eslinutys

Treated Cross Ties
435.4313 Bob Kr-trip
r
435-4319 Bob r:(

Dec. 30, 1934, according to coroner's spokesman Bob Dambacher.
Dambacher said an autopsy
would be conducted over the
weekend.
Shannon's first and biggest hit
was "Runaway," recorded shortly
after his discovery by Detroit
agents Harry Balk and Irving
Micahnik. As with many of his
songs, it dealt with the pain of
young love gone astray.
The single made No. 1 in the
United States in early 1961.
His other Top 20 singles
included "Hats Off to Larry,"
"Little Town Flirt" and "Keep
Searchin'."
Shannon's popularity declined in
the mid-1960s, but English duo
Peter and Gordon gained success
with his "I Go to Pieces."
He tried varying his sharp, early
1960s sound by recording with pro-

ducer Andrew Loog Oldham toward the end of the decade, but it
was a commercial failure.
In 1982, he signed a new contract with Elektra records, which
released his album "Drop Down
and Get Me," produced by longtime admirer Tom Petty. That
album met with critical approval
but did not sell significantly. In
1986, television producer Michael
Mann had Shannon re-record
"Runaway" with new lyrics for
the series "Crime Story."
In a recent interview, he discussed the stress of having a flash
of fame in the music industry.
"This business will eat you up,"
he said. "If it becomes your love
and you don't have humans to love,
I think you're in a lot of trouble."
Santa Clarita is about 35 miles
northwest of downtown Los
Angeles.

Eisenhower's granddaughter marries Soviet
MOSCOW (AP) - A granddaughter of the late President
Dwight D. Eisenhower married one
of the Soviet Union's top space scientists on Friday in a ceremony at
the U.S. ambassador's residence in
Moscow.
Susan Eisenhower, 38, wed
Roald Sagdeev, 57, former head of
the Space Research Institute of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences. Sagdeev also is a member of the Congress of People's Deputies, the
Soviet parliament.
lass, the Soviet news agency,
described the wedding of two celebrities in Moscow as "a
sensation."
The wedding was closed to news
media, but people at the ceremony
said it was attended by Elena Bonner, widow of Soviet human rights
champion Andrei D. Sakharov, and
by many Soviet parliamentarians.
After the ceremony, the bride, in
a white suit with gold trim, and the
groom, in a double-breasted blue
suit, cut into a three-tier wedding
cake.
Sagdeev, a physicist, was a close
associate of Sakharov and is considered a political reformer. He is
well-known in the Soviet Union.
Before reforms took hold in the
country, his institute was considered top secret.
The couple met at the annual
Soviet-American Chautauqua conference in the United States in
1987, and later encountered each
other at international conferences.
The romance intensified while
they collaborated on a book about
"survival, how a very thin layer of
intellectuals survived through difficult years, through purges" before

Gorbachev came to power in
March 1985, Sagdeev said last
month.
lass quoted the couple as saying
they did not expect quick approval
from authorities for their wedding
plans, but that approval was soon
coming, "a fresh indication that

times are changing for the better."
The bride is the daughter of John
Eisenhower, the president's son.
She has her own consulting firm.
She was married twice before and
has three school-age children. Her
brother, David, is married to the
former Julie Nixon.

Muhammad All's father dies of heart attack
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Cassius Marcellus Clay Sr., father of
former heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali, is dead at the
age of 77.
Clay collapsed shortly after 9:30
p.m. EST Thursday as he was
walking out of a Louisville department store.
Officials said he was dead on
arrival at Humana HospitalSuburban, the result of a massive

heart attack.
Ali was at his home in Berrien
Springs, Mich., when he learned of
his father's death, and flew to
Louisville, according to Gene Kilroy, a longtime friend of the former
champion and part of Ali's entourage when he fought.
"This is the saddest moment of
my life," Kilroy said Ali told him.
"My father was my friend, my
first trainer in boxing. He was my
pal."

1979 350 S Mercedes
Silver,4 door, low mi., good tires, aluminum wheels,
lots of chrome, moon roof, loaded with extras, sharp!

$11,750

Carroll VW Mazda
505 S. 12th St., Murray

753-3581

All Discontinued Styles

SEALY • SIMMONS • SERTA
MATTRESS SETS
All Premium Quality Sets
All Reduced To Cost Or Less
Some One Of A Kind
Some Mis-Matched
Some Slightly Soiled
Queen - King
Twin - Fu

Atter Rebate

less.

V.1 HAUL WHITE COLL/WAIF R
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

SANTA CLARITA, Calif. (AP)
- Del Shannon, whose distinctive
falsetto style on such rock classics
as "Runaway" and "Keep Searchin" pushed him to the top of the
charts in the 1960s, was found
dead in his home from an apparent
self-inflicted gunshot wound,
authorities said today. He was 55.
Shannon's wife, Bonnie, found
her singer-songwriter husband's
body at about 11:25 p.m. Thursday
with a bullet wound to the head,
said Los Angeles County sheriff's
Deputy Roger Horn.
A .22-caliber rifle was found
next to Shannon's body in the den,
Horn said. He said the death was
being investigated as a possible
suicide, but the exact cause of
death had not been established by
coroner's officials.
Shannon was born Charles Westover in Grand Rapids, Mich., on

ABSOLUTE LIQUIDATION

Pittsburgh Paints Announces the

Read the
want ads daily

1960s rock legend Del Shannon dies from
apparent gunshot wound to head Thursday

TERRY'S PAINT
DECORATING
AND
753-3321
Southside Shopping Center

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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DAYTIME
WEEKDAYS
5:00 A.M.

o - NBC News

EU
(12,1 - CBS
O - Lone Ranger

News

Mysterious Cities of Gold
Headline News
Paid Program
Fun Zone
- Self-Improvement Guide
- You and Me, Kid
- Bodies in Motion
- Today with Marilyn
- That Good Ole Gospel Music
-

_

5:30 A.M.

0X U Ag-Day
0- Ralph Emery Show
0
- This Morning's Business
o - Faith Twenty
0 12' - Jackie Gleason
O - Spartakus and the Sun Beneath
the Sea
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
- Paid Program
- Mousercise
Nation's Business Today
- James Robison
- Sing Out America
-

FOR 15ANKING
WITIl U1/451
mrr
i km Bank of Murray

I

"THE FWEVELBANK"

- Tom &Jer
6:35
ry'A
s •M
F unhouse

6:45 A.M.
(:)

8 - A.M. Weather

6:00 A.M.

3D-

•

_ Flintstones

6:15 A.M.
•011 - A.M Weather
6:30 A.M.
611CLOID - News
- DuckTales (CC)

•

Live -- Regis & Kathie Lee
O
000- Donahue
O CD 0(jt - Family Feud
0o - Paid Program
0- Eureeka's Castle
- Movie
(1) - Heartheat
0-Awake On the Wild Side Continued.
- 700 Club
1:1) 11)
-

O

j

9:05 A.M.

_

2
Good Morning
America (CC)
CI o JL - Today (CC) (In Stereo)
This Morning
0
- Body Electric (In Stereo)
o Bozo (In Stereo)

.12) -

- Movie

9:30 A.M.

o

12, - Wheel of Fortune
09- Varied Programs
- Paid Program
,5..

-

- Jim Henson's Muppet Babies
(CC)
Heathcliff
0- Paid Program
0CU- Sesame Street ICC:
EID - Attitudes
9- Donald Duck Presents
9- Wowser

-

•

5:45 A.M.
XU L3.) - ABC News (CC)
CBS News
O(1)- NBC News
0- Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
(CC).
o - Carson's Comedy Classics
- Police Academy (CC)
0 12 - Breakfast Show
0 - Mr Wizard's World (CC)
- Paid Program
- It Figures
- Good Morning Mickey!
611 Awake On the Wild Side
Teddy Ruxpin
9 Sunshine Factory

9:00 A.M.
- Joan Rivers (In Stereo)

7:00 A.M.
O

7:05 A.M.
- Gilligan's Island

21 - Varied Programs

6:05 A.M.

"One of the nation's safest banks"

0
- Paid Program
- Jetsons
- Inspector Gadget
0- Popeye Hour
ED
- Captain Kangaroo (CC). (R)
- Everyday Workout
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Littles
CD - Varied Programs

8:30 A.M.
0- Leave It to Beaver
- Success 'n' Life
- Maya the Bee
- Paid Program
- Parent Survival Guide

7:30 A.M.
0OP - Instructional Programming

10:00 A.M.
jjU X 9- Home
(I)- Golden Girls(R)(In Stereo)
O CU 9t1 - Price Is Right
o Joan Rivers (In Stereo)
- 700 Club
- Sharon, Lois & Bram's Elephant
Show
O - Our Voices
- Jane Wallace
- Walt Disney Presents
- Martha's Greatest Hits (RI
Getting Fit
-

-

•

0 COPS.
P;n‘Nee

10:30 A.M.

0 Paid Program
Fraggle Rock
Dumbo's Circus
Mapletown

A.M.
- Bewitched
7 5
8:00 A.M.
0 - Bugs Bunny and Friends
- Alvin and the Chipmunks
O - Today's Special
gp - Paid Program
Medical Center
- Varied Programs
111
VideoMorning (In Stereo)
- What Every Baby Knows
- Movie
- Our House

••

•

8:05 A.M.
- Utile House on the Prairie

•

3) 227
0
- 1nstructional
Programming
O - Fred Penner's Place
- Basic Training Workout

•

- Scott Ross Talk
11:00 A.M.
OCUI01)10- Perfect Strangers
(CC) (R)
la0(ID - Scrabble
•cfp - Talk of the Town
- Gerald°
Wild, Wild West
- Young and the Restless
gp - World of David the Gnome
- Varied Programs
gg - Movie
- American Magazine (In Stereo)
gp - Frugal Gourmet
•

e

-

•

•

Se

Video Disc Jockey
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€13 - Mickey Mouse Club (CC) (In young nobles become separated durC3 - Rap City
Stereo)
ing a devastating war 1980 Rated NR
- Donald Duck Presents
- Batman
- College Baseball: ABCA Hall of
EED - Club MTV
Fame Consolation From BasebaH City,
- Dinosaucers and the Secret
4:35 P.M.
Fla (3 hrs )(Taped)
- Varied Programs
Scouts
- Good Times
€13 - Varied Programs
12:05 P.M.
- Sunshine Factory
5:00 P.M.
- Hazel
MOVIE:'Ride the High Country'
3:35 P.M.
exacuocusta- News A pair of down-andout gunmen are
1:35 P.M.
- Brady Bunch
- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
hired to guard a shipment of gold RanVaried Programs
OW - Newhart
4:00 P.M.
dolph Scott, Joel McCrea, Marlette
2:00 P.M.
X - Cosby Show (CC) (In Stereo) O - Webster
Hartley 1962.
axacua- General Hospital 0 0- Geraido
0X- Sesame Street (CC)
12:30 P.M.
O - Santa Barbara
- Charles in Charge (CC)
O - Oprah Winfrey (CC)
- MOVIE: 'Silverado' (CC) In the
Guiding Light
a - New Leave It to Beaver
O CS) - Highway to Heaven
1880s the paths of two drifters con- Facts of Life
- Think Fast
CE) - Captain Kangaroo (CC) (R)
verge en route to their destiny in a town
S- Denver, the Last Dinosaur (CC)
- Soft Notes
Chip 'n Dale's Rescue Rangers
called Silvered() Kevin Kline, Scott
O - Count Duckula
(CC).
- Fraggle Rock
Glenn, Danny Glover 1985. Rated PG- Video Vibrations
13 (In Stereo)
- DuckTales (CC)
▪
_ Varied Programs
- Crook and Chase
▪
- Family Feud
- Supermarket Sweep
1:15 P.M.
- Attitudes
- You Can't Do That on Television 11) - Varied Programs
MOVIE:'Where Danger Lives' A
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Martha's Greatest Hits
doctor falls in love with a woman hovin
- Sesame Street (cc)
81- Full Tilt
ering on the brink of madness Robert
- Hardcastle and NIcCcwmick
- Kids Incorporated
Mitchum, Faith Domergue, Claude
- Father Knows Best
81 - Dial MTV
5:05 P.M.
Rains 1950
- Cope
00- Varied Programs
Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
2:00 P.M.
2:05 P.M.
0- Batman
5:30
a cu
5 P.M.
a - MOVIE: 'Gunman's Walk' A
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
- ABC News (CC) rancher
O (Ii
4:05 P.M.
tries to bring up his sons pro2:30 P.M.
00(I)- NBC News (CC)
- Addams Family
perly but the black sheep of the family
iD Santa Barbara
S cc a cal - CBS News (CC) (In causes tragedy for all. Van Heflin, Tab
4:30 P.M.
- COPS.
Stereo)
Hunter, James Darren 1958
0(1)- Night Court
Maxie's World
O - Hangin' In
O
- People's Court
2:30 P.M.
- Charles in Charge
O - Double Dare (CC)
Square One Television
- Special Valentine With the Fa(t)- Square One Television (CC)
0
Make
the Grade
mily Circus When Dolly comes home
O Fun House
- Top Card (R) (In Stereo)
from school with a homemade valen- Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers O - Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Varied Programs
2-D - Nightly Business Report
•
tine for her parents, the rest of the kids,
(CC)
- Father Knows Best
- Top Card (In Stereo)
even PJ, lump on the bandwagon to
Jeopardy!(CC)
make cards. An animated special
- Rodeo Drive
2:35 P.M.
- Don't Just Sit There
based on the comic strip. (R)
Varied Programs
- Flintstones
C3 - Video LP
3:00 P.M.
5:35 P.M.
- American Magazine (R) (In
3:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Town on Trial' A young
Stereo)
113)- Andy Griffith
0
- Geraldo
girl is murdered and the police superin- Highway to Heaven (CC)
tendent discovers several suspects.
O - Days of Our Lives (CC)
Charles Coburn, Barbara Bates, John
0(1)- As the World Turns
Mills 1957
O5 - Oprah Winfrey (CC)
610- MOVIE: 'First Affair' A naive
13 CC si 41) 3-2-1 Contact(CC).(R)
freshman drifts into an affair with the
2
/1
2/90
A.M.
9:00
- Yogi Bear
married father of the child for whom
0MOVIE:
'Rachel and the Stran- she is babysitting. Melissa Sue Ander- Woody Woodpecker
5:00 A.M.
ger' A man's fading love for his wife is son, Loretta Swit,
Joel Higgins 1983.
- The Magic Circus: Cirque du So
5- Heathcliff
awakened when a stranger wanders
5- Red Shoes Animated. Hans Chrisled The internationally acclaimed circus into their lives
- Movie
William Holden, Loretta tian Andersen's tale
about a vain girl
troupe, Cirque du Soled, combines tra- Young,
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
Robert Mitchum 1948
who becomes bewitched by a magical
ditional circus acts with dance, fantasy
- Raccoons (In Stereo)
9:05 A.M.
pair of dancing shoes. (RI •
and music (60
)(R)
- Yo! MTV Raps
MOVIE: 'The Glass Bottom
CBA Basketball: La Crosse Cat5:15 A.M.
8I Legends of World Class WresBoat' A physicist becomes involved birds at Santa Barbara Islanders (2
tling
0- MOVIE: 'The Manchurian Can- with
a girl who poses as a mermaid hrs , 30 min ( (Live)
didate'(CC) An American Army cap- part-time.
- Something Else
Doris Day, Rod Taylor, Paul
3:30 P.M.
tain
uncovers
an
assassination plot Lynde 1966
ei) - Psychiatry & You
when he attempts to learn the truth
0- The Magic Circus: Cirque du So3:05 P.M.
9:30 A.M.
leil The internationally acclaimed circus
about his recurring Korean War nightFlintstones
- MOVIE:'Bye Bye Birdie' A small troupe, Cirque du Soled, combines tramares Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey,
Angela Lansbury 1962 Rated PG-13 Iowa town wins the opportunity to host ditional circus acts with dance, fantasy
3:30 P.M.
the nationally televised final perform- and music. (60 min.)(R)
0iI - Simon & Simon
6:30 A.M.
Mister Rogers (CC) (R) 0- Tales of Little Women Romance ance of a teen idol about to enter mili4:00 P.M.
tary service Janet Leigh, Dick Van
DuckTales (CC)
abounds at the lake party
Dyke, Ann-Margret 1963 (In Stereo) 81- MOVIE:'The Seventh Voyage of
5- Super Mario Bros Super Show
Sinbad' The swashbuckling adven10:00 A.M.
turer encounters mythological beasts
O - Patty Duke
7:00 A.M.
OS- Vail Figure Skating Festival Pro- 0-Warning: Dieting May Be Hazar- and a ruthless sorcerer on the enfessional figure skaters and Olympic dous to Your Health (CC) An exami- chanted island of Cyclops. Kerwin Manation of various weight loss methods thews, Kathryn Grant, Richard Eyer
champions, including Brian Orser and
Debi Thomas showcase the grace and and tips on how to lose weight safely 1958. Rated G
beauty of the sport Hosts Jim Lam' IR)
4:30 P.M.
32 Nasky& *Mork
10:30 A.M.
play and Scott Hamilton (60 min )(R)
- MOVIE: 'Fast Forward'(CC) A
23 LN•tine
- MOVIE: 'Gleaming the Cube' teen-aged dance group from a small
7:30 A.M.
A skateboarding teen-ager inves- town in Ohio goes to New York in
24 Nom Box °Irks
- MOVIE:'The In Crowd'(CC) A (CC)
25 ChWITIllf
suburban teenager's dream comes true tigates the strange circumstances sur- search of fame John Scott Clough,
rounding his adopted brother's death Don Franklin, Irene Worth 1985
when he becomes a dancer on a local
Disney Channal
Christian
Slater, Steven Bauer, Mtn Rated PG. (In Stereo)
TV dance show Donovan Leitch, Jen77 WY klutz Talavera,
Luong 1988. Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
nifer
Runyon
5:00 P.M.
1988
Rated
PG
(In
WCSD-OZNS
29
Educabon
1 :00 A.M.
Stereo)
O - Care Bears' Nutcracker Suite
29 Cal* News *hood
MOVIE:'One Minute to Zero' A
SportsCenter (60 min )
Looming Clamor
- Funtown: Archies (60 min.)
colonel carries on a romance before
8:00
A.M.
SI EN Enlanarn I Sports
leaving for the perils of Korea. Ann
5:30 P.M.
•
- MOVIE: 'Places in the Heart' Blyth,
32 Local Rallgious hog.
Robert Mitchum. William Tol- SportsLook
(CC) A widow struggles to keep her
man 1952
33 CON Christer Eboadcastry
farm and her family together during the
5:45 P.M.
34 Moray Cablairlslon
11:30 A.M.
depression era in Texas Sally Field,
MOV I E:'Supermen II' Superman
35 Ma Width*, Channal
Danny Glover, Lindsay Crouse 1984 0- MOVIE:'The Razor's Edge' Five must choose between
his love for LOIS
characters meet in an exclusive district Lane
Rated PG
X Calloway Co. Library
and his pledge to protect Earth
- MOVIE: 'Susannah of the of Chicago after World War I. Tyrone when three Kryptontan criminals take
37 Mod. Sataionw Shopping
Mounties'(CC) An orphan raised by a Power, Gene Tierney. 1947
over the U.S.A Christopher Reeve,
25 Electronk Prop. Guide
Mountie helps her guardian repel an
Margot Kidder, Gene Hackman 1980
12:00 P.M.
41 CIWI Hasidim News
Indian attack. Colorized version Shirley
- MOVIE:'Rodeo GM' The wife of Rated PG. (In Stereo)
42 Pay Par Wow
Temple. Randolph Scott, Margaret a champion rodeo performer pursues
6:00 P.M.
43 ACTS
L ockwood 1939
rodeo career even though her marriage
118 (I)ID IBM
SO C Span
and pregnancy are threatened. Kathar- News
8:30 A.M.
- Senior PGA Golf: Suncoast ine Ross, Bo Hopkins, Candy Clark.
Current Affair
Classic Fkrial round from Tampa.. Fla •
- MOVIE: 'The Treasure Of 0 (i) 11)
- MacNeil/Lehrer
(90 min )(R)
$werna
iknimated Two Newshour

DAYTIME CONT.
- Bodies in Motion
11:05 A.M.
- Perry Mason
11:15 A.M.
- Varied Programs
11:30 A.M.
Loving (CC)
O
- Classic Concentration
0
- Generations
IS- News
- Adventures of the Little Koala
8)- Day by Day
a _ Varied Programs
•
- Downtown Julie Brown
- Bodyshaping
12:00 P.M.
axacua- All My Children
ajoga0A- News
O0- Young and the Restless
- News (CC)
'
05- Movie
- Noozles
- Video Soul
On Stage
- Supermarket Sweep
- Varied Programs
- Paid Program
12:05 P.M.
Movie
Cf)

E) -

•

o

-

•

_

12:30 P.M.
Generations
O (:)- Days of Our Lives (cc)
O 1`,U- Bold and the Beautiful (CC)
O - Pinwheel
- VideoCountry (In Stereo)
- Rodeo Drive
- Celebrity Chefs
- Sunshine Factory
1:00 P.M.
C.E
One Life to Live
O - Another World
0
- News
- Andy Griffith
O
- As the World Turns
O - Today's Special
- Cagney & Lacey
- Hazel
- Varied Programs
1:15 P.M.
- Movie
1:25 P.M.
- Varied Programs
1:30 P.M.
Bold and the Beautiful
- Another World
(j)- Instructional Programming
O - Dick Van Dyke
- Lassie

o

-

a

-

o

-

•

-

o

-

a c_D a 1:4 o
o

•

o

•

-

•

-

•

•

•

S-

•

CD

-

o

-

-

•

)CC)

-

,12.) -

•

•

•

-

MONDAY

•

•

-

_

13(10

Sat-

-

LISTINGS
2 WKRN ABC Nashvila
3 WM ABC Harrisburg
4 WSW NBC Nash,
*
5 it/TYF CBS Nastwrie
6 WPSD NEC Paducah
7 RIM ABC Jacloson
8 WDCN PBS Nashville
9 WGN PC Chicago
10 KBS1 Cape Grarciaati
11 WKIIS Alurray Slate
12 KFYS CBS Cape Grardeau
13 Mr I Entartabornent
14 Government Make
15 USA Network
16 NIckeiodoon
17 OM P40 Atlanta
18 Black EribrIaliorwril
19 Turner Network TV
20 ElYTYIAYN Religious
21 WKIIU Educat Alurrayaribakl

•

•

•

•

-

-

•

•

-

•

•

-

•

•
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9:30 P.M.
support turns to a life of crime Angie Christie thriller Amateur sleuth
Lady
CD
- Amen (CC). (Postponed Dickinson, William Shatner, Tom Sker- Frances Derwent investigates an apfrom an earlier date) (In Stereo)
rItt 1974
parently accidental death; Peter Usti0- After Hours'
- USA Tonight
nov hosts (60 mm n ) Part 2 of 4 (R)
- Abbott and Costello
- Search
0- Make Room for Daddy
- SCTV
▪ - Three's Company Part 1 of 2.
8:00 P.M.
O - Bewitched
•
- Education Notebook
•
- She's the Sheriff
0- Inspector Gadget
OCDOXO- MOVIE: 'The
0- Our Voices )RI
- On Stage (In Stereo)
- Video Disc Jockey
0- Our Voices
Jewel of the Nile'(CC) Novelist Joan
•
- MOVIE:'Scream of Fear' A ser
- One in the Spirit
•
• - VideoCountry (R) (In Stereo)
Wilder and adventurer Jack Colton
10:00 P.M.
ies of ghostly apparitions haunt a
race against an evil Middle Eastern O C)611(4)00CD000
- Day by Day IR)
wheelchair-bound woman upon a visit
11:45 P.M.
69
• - Truth About Mother Goose Ani- leader in pursuit of a fabulous jewel. (a di CD - News
- MOVIE: 'Bert Rigby, You're a to her late father's estate Susan Stras•
Kathleen Turner, Michael Douglas,
mated Ludwig Von Drake discusses
Fool' An English coal miner leaves his berg, Christopher Lee, Ronald Lewis
American Interests
Danny DeVito. 1985 (In Stereo)
the origins of Mother Goose nursery
dying town to achieve stardom as an 1961
- Comedy Tonight
rhymes (60 min ) (In Stereo)
entertainer Robert Lindsay, Cathryn
Golden Girls (CC) (In
- Self-Improvement Guide
- Love Connection
Stereo)
Bradshaw, Robbie Coltrane 1989 ig)- Remote Control
- Colin Quinn's Manly World
Alan Rachins at the Improv
Rated R
SportsCenter
MOVIE:'Love Boat: A Host actor Alan Rachins ("L
- Lightmusic
•
A Law-)
Valentine Voyage' Premiere,(CC) A Comics. Tom
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
12:00 A.M.
McTigue, Jeff Dehart,
12:05 A.M.
maverick cop and a gang of inexperi- Tim Rose and
This Is the Life
- American Business Semi- O 12 - Stingray (R)
John Evan Davis (60
enced Jewel thieves disrupt the tran- mmn
nars
6:05 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Susannah of the
quility of the Love Boat's annual Valen- Rowan & Martin's laugh-In
O (T33 Soloflex
- Jeffersons
Mounties'(CC) An orphan raised by a
tine voyage. Gavin MacLeod, Bernie O
- News (R)
Mountie helps her guardian repel an
Kopell, Ted Lange 1990, (In Stereo) O - Frank's Place (R)
6:30 P.M.
(43 - Church Street Station (In Stereo) 13) - Why Didn't They Ask Evans? Indian attack Colorized version Shirley
Miracle Planet(CC) Part 5 of
O(J - Family Feud
Francesca Annts and Sir John Gielgud Temple, Randolph Scott, Margaret
121 - Spenser: For Hire
- Entertainment Tonight (In 6 (In Stereo)
O
star in this dramatization of an Agatha Lockwood 1939
MOVIE:
•
'Physical
Evidence
▪ - Alien Nation (CC) (In Stereo)
'
Stereo)
- Why Didn't They Ask Evans? (CC) A lawyer defending a suspended
X 0 Cosby Show (CC) (In
policeman
from
a
murder charge beFrancesca Annis and Sir John Gielgud
Stereo)
comes dangerously over-involved in
College Basketball. DePaul at star in this dramatization of an Agatha the case Burt Reynolds,
Theresa RusChristie thriller Amateur sleuth Lady
Miami (2 hrs.( (Live)
Frances Derwent investigates an ap- sell, Ned Beatty 1989 Rated R (In
- Andy Griffith
parently accidental death, Peter Usti- Stereo)
French actress. Pat Boone, Christine
Wheel of Fortune (CC)
0- Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
nov hosts (60 min ) Part 2 of 4
Carere, Tommy Sands 1958. (In
O - Looney Tunes
Colin
Quinn's
Manly
World
O - Green Acres
5:00 A.M.
Stereo)
She's the Sheriff
- Hardcastle and McCormick
- Video Soul (R)
0- MOVIE:'Big Top Pee-wee'(CC)
11:00 A.M.
- Babar
James Kennedy
This is Kentucky
A big storm miraculously drops a big 0Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Remote Control
circus in Pee-wee's back yard Pee- Show
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
10:30 P.M.
Opening night, from Madison
College Basketball Syracuse at
wee Herman, Kris Knstofferson, Val- Square
0- MOVIE:'I Know Why the Caged O CD - MASH
Garden in New York City. (3
Villanova (2 hrs (Live)
eria
Golino
1988
Rated
Bird Sings' Based on black novelist
PG
Cheers (CC)
hrs 1(R)
Christian Lifestyle Magazine
Maya Angelou's remembrances of her O 0 6 - Best of Carson (R)
5:30 A.M.
(In
- MOVIE: 'Escape Me Never' A
•
life as a child in the Depression-era Stereo)
6:35 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Martin Mull in Portrait struggling composer falls in love with
South Diahann Carrbll, Ruby Dee, Es- O Eli]
Sj) - Sanford and Son
Entertainment Tonight (In of a White Marriage'(CC)The humor- his brother's fiance Errol Flynn, Ida Luther Rolle 1979
Stereo)
ist returns to Ohio for another visit with pino, Gig Young 1947
7:00 P.M.
€1)
- MOVIE: 'Gleaming the Cube'
Hal and Joyce Harrison, whose mar0X104)118- MacGyver (CC). (In
Family Ties (CC)
11:45 A.M.
(CC) A skateboarding teen-ager invesriage may not survive the intrusion
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Muppets Take
tigates the strange circumstances sur- 0,c - Nightly Business Report
Martin
Mull,
Mary
Kay
Place
1988 (In Manhattan' (CC)
0
- Cosby Show (CC). (In
- Hill Street Blues
While Kermit and
rounding his adopted brother's death.
Stereo)
Stereo)
company try to take their college varChristian Slater, Steven Bauer, Min • Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)
7:00
A.M.
Murphy Brown (CC) Luong 1988
iety show to Broadway, Moss Piggy's
- Car 54, Where Are You?
Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
•- MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6: iealousy of a friendly waitress threa- MOVIE: 'Papillon' A convict C)- New Odd Couple (R)
City Under Siege' Those bumbling tens her wedding plans with the frog
Cf) - WonderWorks: Prince
serving a life sentence on Devil's Island •21)- Deutsch Direkt
cadets take to the streets when three Voices of Jim Henson, Frank Oz 1984
Caspian and the Voyage of the Dawn
is determined to escape
Crook
and Chase (In Stereo)
Steve
inept goons successfully orchestrate a Rated G
Treader (CC) Part 3 of 3. (In Stereo)
McQueen, Dustin Hoffman, Anthony •
- MOVIE: 'Rain Man'(CC) A con- metropolitan crime we
- 21 Jump Street (CC). (In Stereo) Zerbe 1973
Bubba
12:00 P.M.
Rated PG,
niving young hustler attempts to separ- Smith, Michael Winslow, David
Graf
Life on Earth
- MOVIE: 'Mister Jericho' The
- MOVIE: 'Please Don't Eat the ate the attestic brother he never knew 1989 Rated
PG
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Daisies' An obscure university
famed Gemini diamond, owned by an
profes- from their family's inheritance Winner
Show Opening night, from Madison sor rises to fame as a Broadway
7:30 A.M.
eccentric millionaire, is the target of a
critic. of four Oscars, including Best Picture
Square Garden in New York City (3 Doris Day, David Niven, Janis
- MOVIE: 'Kelly's Heroes' The con-man and his assistant Patrick
Dustin Hoffman, Tom Cruise, Valeria
Paige
hrs ((Live)
prospect of netting $16 million on a wild Macnee, Connie Stevens. Herbert Lom
Golino. 1988 Rated R. (In Stereo)
dash behind enemy lines brings out the 1969
- Bewitched
- Joy of Music
MOVIE:
'Spinout
bandleade
'
A
gi r
Frank's Place (R)
- MOVIE: 'Operation Eichmann'
manages to entangle himself with race leadership qualities of a busted officer
8:30 P.M.
Clint Eastwood, Telly Savalas, Don Ric- This dramatic stogy depicts the role
- MOVIE:'Midnight Lace' A new
01,:j- Dear John (CC) (In Stereo) cars Elvis Presley. Shelley Fabares, Di- kles 1970
Rated PG (In Stereo)
Eichmann played ei the destruction of
lywed woman is terrified by obscene
ane McBain 1966
- Hogan's Heroes
Hitler's enernie
• SportsCenter
phone calls Doris Day, Rex Harrison.
Werner Klemperer,
News
Night
at
C) - Donna Reed
Ruta Lee, Doitld Buka 1961
Joan Collins 1960
8:00 A.M.
- SportsCentar
0 - College Basketball: Michigan
- MOVI . 'The Story of Robin
No Father. No Mother, No
- MOVIE: 'Danny' A 12 year-old
State at Iowa (2 hrs (Live)
10:35 P.M.
Uncle Sam (CC) Examines World War
girl fights to save a beautiful but over Hood and His Merrie Men' Sherwood
- Ben Haden
12 - Night Court
II-era interracial relationships, focusing
the-hill pony Rebecca Neely, George Forest's outlaw hero leads his men
against the evil Sheriff of Nottingham
on Britain's treatment of black soldiers
10:50 P.M.
8:50 P.M.
Luce 1979 Rated G
and their babies (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'The Legend of Lizzie O - National Geographic Explorer IR)
College Basketball Michigan Richard Todd, Joan Rice, Peter Finch
1952
Borden' A 19th-century MassachuState at Iowa (2 hrs (R)
11:00 P.M.
Holiday Gourmet (R) (In Stereo) setts woman is accused
14:05 P.M.
of murdering
- Night Court
8:30 A.M.
Moonlighting
her father and stepmother with an axe
dB- MOVIE:'The Mask of Sheba' A
Nightline
MOVIE:
(CC)
(I)U
'The
Trouble
With
- Vail Figure Skating Festival Pro
Elizabeth Montgomery, Fritz Weaver,
Spies' A hapless British intelligence priceless gold mask lures a team of
0
- Pat Sajak
fessional figure skaters and Olympic Katherine Helmond 1975
agent is sent to the island of Ibiza as treasure hunters to the dangerous JunO - Life on Earth (R)
champions, including Brian Orser and
9:00 P.M.
bait for Soviet spies Donald Suther- gles of darkest Africa Walter Pidgeon,
0- Mister Ed
Debi Thomas showcase the grace and
- Empty Nest (CC) (In 0 Midnight
land. Ned Beatty, Ruth Gordon 1987 Inger Stevens, Eric Breeden 1969
beauty of the sport Hosts Jim LamLove
Stereo)
Rated
PG
pley and Scott Hamilton (60 min )(R)
O Nashville Now (f/i Stereo)
Eyes on the Prize II (CC) Part
9:00 A.M.
- Anne of Avonlea: The Continu- •
al This Evening
5 of 8 (In Stereo)
ing Story of Anne of Green Gables
- MOVIE:'The Perfect Specimen'
Post
Modem
MTV
•
- News (CC)
•
(CC) Part 2 of 4 (In Stereo)
College Basketball: North A sheltered young heir is shown the
- Friday the 13th The Series (In
- MTV Prime Time
Carolina-Charlotte at Long Beach wonders of everyday life by a female
Members
Stereo)
news reporter Errol Flynn, Joan Blon
- MOVIE:'Meet Me at the Fair' A
State (2 hrs)(Live)
Shake Hands Forever Based on a
dell, Hugh Herbert 1937
runaway orphan seeks the aid of a
Or
• MOVIE:'Meet Me at the Fair' A
medicine showman and a social novel by Ruth Rendall, sleuth Wexford runaway orphan seeks the aid of a
9:05 A.M.
may
have
met
his
match
(60 min )Part
worker Dan Dailey, Diana Lynn, Hugh
medicine showman and a social 0- MOVIE:'My Favorite Wife' Lost
2 of 3
O'Brian 1953
Nonmembers
worker Dan Dailey, Diana Lynn, Hugh at sea for seven years, a wife believed
• Best of Saturday Night Live
American Telecast
dead reappears only to find her hus
O'Brian 1953
211- Monet Legacy of light(CC)
•
band remarried Colorized version
- Mercury Media
7:05 P.M.
Kathryn Walker narrates this account •
Cary Grant, Irene Dunne, Randolph
- MOVIE:'The Girl in the Empty of the life and works
Your Moyle Professionals
11:05
P.M.
by impressionist
Scott 1940:
Grave' A small town chief of police artist Claude Monet
Over 2250 MoyI• Titles
- Pat Sepik
0
(In Stereo)
starts a search for a young woman be10:00 A.M.
- 700 Club
•
11:30 P.M.
lieved to be dead Andy Griffith, James
- MOVIE: 'The Perfect Match' A
Cope
- Nightline (CC)
Cromwell, Claude Earl Jones 1977
personal ad brings together a pair of
•
Trial
by Jury
9:20 P.M.
seemingly mismatched singles Marc
7:30 P.M.
Late Night With David McClure, Jennifer Edwards 1987
MOVIE: 'Toe and Sympathy' A
- AU F (CC) (In Stereo)
O0
•sensitive prep school student is be- Letterman (R) (In Stereo)
Rated PG
•
City (CC) (In Stereo) friended by the headmast
CIP
er's under- 0- Fall Guy
... NI-Fp
'Mardi
Gras'
Young cad
•
0- Mv Thripe &ens
• . Italidind
Deborah ketr,'John '0 - MOVIE: •Big Bad Mama' A wi: ets conduit a raffle to win.
a
.
Icy
.v/ith..
- New Odd Couple (R)
'Kerr:Leif EhbisOri 1956''
•dow with two teen-age datidfiters' to the Mardis
!- a beautiful
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- College Basketball. Mississippi
at Houston Rockets 12 hrs . 20 min
11:00 P.M.
State at Alabama (2 hrs I (Live(
(Live)
Night Court
ED
American
Snapshots
041; - Eyes on the Prize II (CC) Part
liD o _ Nightline (CC)
5 of 8 (In Stereo)
9:00 P.M.
Pat Sajak
O
4:30 P.M.
1:15 P.M.
- Church Street Station (In Stereo) oxspoo_ thirtysomething O Biography: Fatal Attraction of
NBA
Today
- MOVIE: 'Another Dawn' A
6E) - Moonlighting
(CC). (In Stereo)
Adolf Hitler Part 1 of 2 (R)
woman is torn between her husband
(0 - MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6:
(I)-Jumpin' Night at the Garden
5:00 P.M.
- Mister Ed
and another British officer Errol Flynn,
- MOVIE: 'Star Wars' A motley City Under Siege' Those bumbling of Eden Profiles two contemporary ▪ - Midnight Love
Kay Francis, Ian Hunter 1937
group of rebels and robots band to- cadets take to the streets when three klezmer (Jewish folk music) bands - Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
gether to oppose the evil Galactic Em- inept goons successfully orchestrate a Kapelye and the Klezmer Conservatory
1:30 P.M.
• - This Evening
0- MOVIE:'Big Top Pee-wee'(CC) pire in George Lucas' Oscar-winning metropolitan crime wave Bubba Band (60 min )(In Stereo)
▪ - Post Modern MTV
A big storm miraculously drops a big space fantasy Mark Hamill, Carrie Smith, Michael Winslow, David Graf. O News (CC)
0_
Skate America: Men's competi1989
Rated
PG
Fisher,
Harrison Ford 1977 Rated PG
circus in Pee-wee's back yard Pee0- Best of Saturday Night Live
tion (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Fly'(CC) A scienwee Herman, Kris Knstofferson, Val- (In Stereo)
2
1) - Kentucky General Assembly
•- To Be Announced.
tist is transformed into a monstrous ineria Golino 1988 Rated PG (In Stereo) €11 - Scholastic Sports America (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Fly II' (CC) Young
_ Christian Lifestyle Magazine
sect
following
an
ill-fated
teleportatio
n Martin Brundle begins to transform into
- MOVIE: 'Hitler' This dramatic
5:15 P.M.
experiment Jeff Goldblum, Geena
story sheds new light on history's most •- MOVIE: 'Protocol'
11:05 P.M.
monstrous
a
insect
in
sequel
this
to
the
(CC) A naive Davis, John Getz 1986
Rated R (In 1986 Oscar-winner
infamous war criminal Richard Base- cocktail waitress
Eric
Stoltz, OE)- Pat Sajak
becomes a national Stereo)
hart, Mario Emo, Cardula Trantow
Daphne Zuniga, Lee Richardson 1989 • - MOVIE: 'Carrie' A tormented
heroine when she saves the life of a
• - Disneyland Story (CC) Host Rated R (In Stereo)
1962
teen-ager uses her supernatural powvisiting diplomat Goldie Hawn, Chris
Harry Anderson presents the history of
ers to gain revenge on the schoolmates
Sarandon, Andre Gregory
- 700 Club
2:30 P.M.
1984 Disneyland.
(R)
who abused her Sissy Spacek, John
Rated PG (In Stereo)
•- Cope
- K.I.D.S
- MTV Prime Time
Travotta, Piper Laurie. 1976
5:30
P.M.
9:20
P.M.
3:00 P.M.
CE) - Human Dimension
11:20 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Nightbreaker' A neurolO- MOVIE:'Walk Like a Dragon' A •- MOVIE: 'Satisfaction' Working
7:05 P.M.
ogist is haunted by his past involve- ▪ - MOVIE: 'To Hell and Back'
man saves a Chinese girl from the San class teen-agers hope to make their
_ MOVIE: 'Sybil' Emmy-winning ment with the nuclear industry as he Based on the true story of war heroFrancisco slave market and takes her garage band a rock 'n" roll success
turned-movie star Audie Murphy, the
to his hometown, where he soon finds story. Justine Bateman, Liam Neeson, account of a psychiatrist's study of a arrives in Nevada to accept an award
trouble Mel Torme, Jack Lord, Nobu Deborah Harry 1988 Rated PG-13 (In woman who developed 16 distinct per- Martin Sheen, Emilio Estevez, Lea most decorated soldier in WW II Ausonalities as a result of a traumatic Thompson 1989
die Murphy, Susan Kohner, Marshall
Stereo)
McCarthy 1960
childhood. Sally Field, Joanne WoodThompson 1955
•- MOVIE: 'Windy City A would- •- SportsLook
9:30 P.M.
ward, Brad Davis. 1976
be writer finds friendship and romance
11:30 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
O - USA Tonight
7:30 P.M.
as he tries to cope with the hardships
0CI) - Nightline (CC)
El C)0Ell000IS CD (nd - ss
- SCTV
CD0CE0- Wonder Years(CC)
of living in Chicago John Shea, Josh News
Tri_alLa
byteJursiriy
(1)-cc
E10
- Holiday Gourmet (R) (In Stereo) 0
(In Stereo)
Mostel, Kate Capshaw 1984
- Current Affair
ght With David
• - Ready Steady Go! Beatles Live!
€1) - Loser Take All Two teen-age
0- Changing Skylines: The GarFrom 1964. The Beatles perform their Letterman (In Stereo)
alD 0
- MacNeil/Lehrer
bage Crisis How cities are dealing with
boys are confronted with a character Nevvshour
- Fall Guy
early hits, including "Twist and Shout"
the solid waste problem
challenge and learn that life's true vicand -Love Me Do,'' before a specially
0- Abbott and Costello
- MOVIE: 'The Valachi Papers'
tors are not always winners (R)
- My Three Sons
O
invited audience (R) (In Stereo)
Mafia life as seen through the eyes of
- Three's Company Part 2 of 2
0- This Week in Black Entertain3:30 P.M.
famed
informer Joseph
Valachi
113 - Inspector Gadget
10:00 P.M.
ment (RI
(g) - MOVIE: '18 Again' (CC) An in- •
Charles Bronson, Gerald S O'Loughlin.
- Our Voices
IMMO cpecrue3)
e Jill Ireland. 1972
fla - Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
nocent birthday wish brings unforseen
(56 - Ronnie Milsap: Back Home
(4
_ News
CE) - Word of Life
problems when a wealthy 81 -year-old
8)- After Hours
Again Ronnie Milsap performs his past
(71) - John McLaughlin's One on
switches bodies with his teen-age
O _ Make Room for Daddy
8:00
P.M.
hits and selections from his new album
One
grandson
George Burns, Charlie
• - She's the Sheriff
"Stranger Things Have Happened" O cu0a)es - Roseanne (CC). (In
- Comedy Tonight
Schlatter, Tony Roberts 1988 Rated
Stereo)
▪ - Video Disc Jockey
(60 min )(R) (In Stereo)
11) - Love Connection
PG
0
▪ - Solofiex
•_ Day by Day (R)
0X - MOVIE:'Blind Faith' Pre- ▪ - Ken Kercheval
at the Improv
•- MOVIE:'The Girl in the Red Velmiere,(CC) Murder suspect Rob Mar- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Host Ken Kercheval ("Dallas") Com12:00 A.M.
vet Swing' Based on the sensational
shall's sons begin to doubt their fathics Derrick Cameron, Jack Coen,
How to Get a Second Payturn-of-the-century scandal involving •- SportsCenter
er's innocence after he asks the eldest
Monty Hoffman, Howie Gold and Bill check Without Getting a Second Job
the murder of architect Stanford White 411) - MOVIE: 'Let's Dance' A wi- to lie on his behalf. Robert
Unch, Engvall (60 min )
dowed performer and her former dancGE) - Win. Lose or Draw
Joanna Kerns, Dennis Farina 1990.
ing partner fight her wealthy mother-inO
Part 2 of 2. (In Stereo)
law for custody of her son Betty
- Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
•-CID
NaoLu
MOVIE:
cky Man!' A coffee
'0(R)
Hutton, Fred Astaire, Roland Young • e(t)- MOVIE: 'Dirty Danc- O - Sanford (R)
salesman is captured as a spy and sent
ing'
(CC)
While
vacationing
with her
1950
- Spenser: For Hire
to prison where he contemplates a carfamily in the early '60s. a sheltered
fagl - Westbrook Hospital
- Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet eer in the movies. Malcolm McDowell,
teen-ager falls in love with a streetwise
Ralph Richardson 1973 Part 1 of 2
6:05 P.M.
dance instructor. Jennifer Grey, Patrick 11) - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Bewitched
- Jeffersons
Swayze, Jerry Orbach. 1987 (In ▪ - Hardcastle and McCormick
Stereo)
- Our Voices (R)
- Richard Jackson
6:30 P.M.
Your Community Channel
111 X - Medical Town Meeting: Sui- Self-Improvement Guide
_ Family Feud
10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Danny' A 12-year-old
(I) - Entertainment Tonight (In cide (Live)
- MASH
girl fights to save a beautiful but over- MOVIE:'48 HRS.' A fast-talking •
Stereo)
(I)- Cheers (CC)
Mon., Feb. 12
3)
- Cosby Show (CC) (In convict is released from prison for 48 oo _ Tonight Show (In Stereo) the-hill pony. Rebecca Neely, George
hours to help a detective catch two esLuce 1979 Rated G
8:00 p.m. Eastern at TennesStereo)
- Entertainment Tonight (In
caped killers Nick Nolte, Eddie Mur- •
- Remote Control
see Tech
O Night Court
Stereo)
phy, Annette O'Toole 1982
111 - Lighter Side of Sports Guest
_ Andy Griffith
- Family Ties (CC)
Jockey Julie Krone (R)
▪ - MOVIE:'0 Lucky Man!' A coffee
▪
- Wheel of Fortune ICC)
cu Nightly Business Report
salesman is captured as a spy and sent • - Ughtmusic
Tues.,Feb. 13
- Looney Tunes
to prison where he contemplates a car- O - Hill Street Blues
12:05 A.M.
•
She's
the
Sheriff
_ Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)
4:30 p.m. Preview
.
eer in the movies. Malcolm McDowell, •
0,It _ Stingray (R)
• - Remote Control
O - Car 54, Where Are You?
Ralph Richardson 1973 Part 1 of 2
5:00 p.m. Education Notebook
- College Basketball Missouri at
12:20 A.M.
O - This Week in Black Entertain- Green Acres
5:30 p.m. Don Farmer
Kansas (2 hrs (Live)
▪ - Dennis Miller. Mr. Miller Goes
ment (R)
▪ - Video Soul (RI
to Washington (CC) The "Saturday
- Joy of Music
fill - Horizon: The Chopper Part 1 so (o)- Zarabanda
- Crook and Chase (R) (In Stereo) Night Live" star looks to Washington
6:35 P.M.
of 13
Thurs., F-sb. 15
D.0 for laughs in hie first solo TV per- Sanford and Son
- MOVIE: 'Stripes' (CC) Two
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
formance Taped at George Washing
5:00 p.m. Concerning Kentucky
Army
recruits
internationa
spark
an
l
inis-- MOVIE: 'After the Promise' A
7:00 P.M.
5:30 p.m. Education Notebook
cident when their joynde in a prototype ton University. (60 min )(R) (In Stereo)
us CID0CID
- Who's the Boss? widowed Depression-era carpenter at tank takes them
across the Czechoslo- so- MOVIE:'Imagine: John Lennon'
6:00 p.m Coaches' Corner
tempts to rebuild his life and regain cusvakian border Bill Murray, Harold (CC) Home movies, rare performance
Matlock
(CC)
(In
tody
of
his
sons
Stereo)
four
Mark
Harmon,
6:30 p.m. Artscene
cu (-) - Rescue 911 ICC) (In Diana Scarwid, Rosemary Dunsrnore Ramis, Warren Oates. 1981 Rated R footage and the late musician's own
Stereo)
O- MOVIE:'Biggles: Adventures in words enhance this portrait of the
1997
former Beetle John Lennon, Yoko
CE) - Word on Words
•- MOVIE: 'The Man Who Knew Time' Unexplainably thrust backwards Ono, Sean
Lennon 1988 Rated R. (In
FrI., Feb. 16
- MOVIE: 'Psycho III' The Bates Too Much' A British family vacationing in time, a modem-day adventurer ass- Stereo)
Motel is back in business with Norman in Switzerland learns of an assassina- ists a World War I aviator on a top10:30 a.m. Artscene
secret military operation' Neil Dickson,
and a woman who claims to be his real tion plot from a dying secret agent
3:30 p.m. Consumer Tips
Alex Hyde-White, Fiona Hutchison
mother at the front desk Anthony Per- Leslie Banks, Edna Best, Peter Lorre
with Jean Cloar
1986 Rated PG. (In Stereo)
kins,
1934.
(In
Diana
Scarwid,
Jeff
Stereo)
Fahey.
1986
4:00 p.m. Cable Preview
- News at Night
- Gunsmoke
- Truth Alive
430 p.m. Coaches' Corner
- SportsCenter
- Biography: Fatal Attraction of
8:30 P.M.
Adolf Hitler Part 1 of 2
10:35 P.M.
Coach (CC) (In
_ Westminster Kennel Club Dog In
▪
- Night Court
SterC2D
eo)
M
SPECIAL NEEDS
Show Closing night, from Madison
- Donria Reed
10:45 P.M.
Square Garden in New York City (3
ADOPTI
ON PROGRAM
- MOVIE: 'No Small Affair' (CC) O _ MOVIE:'Work! Gone Wild'(CC)
hrs, 30 min )(Live)
Sparks fly when a teen-age boy develA religious fanatic leads his shock
•
- Bewitched
opes a crush on an "older woman- of troops against peaceful settlers on the
Sanford (R)
20 Jon Cryer. Demi Moore. George post-apocalyptic frontier_ Bruce Dem. KBVITICKY CAW
MUIWI NpaptifICES
- NSA Basketball: Boston Celtics Wendt 1984 Rated R (In Stereo)
Catherine Mary Stewart. Michael Pare
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tine An animated tribute to Valentine's
Day featuring Disney cartoons se; to
the music of Huey Lewis & the News
Kenny Rogers, Whaml and Deniece
Williams (60 min )(R)
12:00 P.M.
- Supercross: Best of AMA RacMOVIE: 'Korostir British agent
5:00 A.M.
John Drake fights a gang of assassins ing (IR)
who are occupying a strange island
5:30 P.M.
▪ - MOVIE:'The Magic Snowman'
near Japan. Patrick McGoohan, Yoko
A friendly Finnish snowman (voice of
SportsLook
Tani, Amanda Bane. 1967.
Roger Moore) helps two children pre6:00 P.M.
pare for a skating event. Justin Fried,
- MOVIE:'Who's Harry Crumb?'
Dragana Marjanovic, Jack Aronson. (CC) A bungling detective uses a varNews
1987. Rated NR.
iety of disguises as he searches for the
0
CD - Current Affair
kidnapped
daughter
of a millionaire.
6:00 A.M.
John Candy, Jeffrey Jones, Annie 0 CD 0 (t) - MacNeil/Lehrer
- MOVIE: 'Tootsie' (CC) DesperPotts. 1989. Rated PG-13. (In Stereo) Newshour
ate for work, a temperamental actor
- MOVIE: 'From Disney, With 0- Abbott and Costello
disguises himself as a woman and audiThree's Company
tions for a soap opera. Dustin Hoffman, Love' (CC) Romantic highlights from
Disney classics are presented. 1984.
Inspector Gadget
Jessica Lange, Teri Gaff. 1982. Rated
- Coech's Court (90 min.)
•
- Our Voices
•
PG
• VideoCountry (R) (In Stereo)
12:05 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Lucan' A twenty-year- di - Day by Day (R)
- MOVIE:'Lucas'(CC) A boy with •
•
Special Valentine With the Faan advanced 10 struggles with heart- old youth, who spent the first ten years
break when he develops a crush on a of his life wild in the forest where he mily Circus When Dolly comes home
teen-age girl Corey Haim, Kern Green, was raised by animals, now is on his from school with a homemade valenCharlie Sheen 1986. Rated PG-13. (In own in search of his identity. Kevin Bro- tine for her parents, the rest of the kids,
phy, Stockard Charming, Ned Beatty. even PJ, jump on the bandwagon to
Stereo)
make cards. An animated special
7:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
based on the comic strip. (R)
• SportsCenter
- MOVIE:'My Favorite Wife' Lost
- Just Say Julie
8:00 A.M.
at sea for seven years, a wife believed
College Basketball: North Carodead reappears and finds her husband lina at Virginia (2 hrs.) (Live)
• MOVIE: 'Dr. Strangelove or:
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and remarried. Cary Grant, Irene Dunne,
Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Love the Bomb' In this satire on Cold Randolph Scott. 1940.
- 30 Good Minutes
War politics, psychotic General Jack D.
1:30 P.M.
6:05 P.M.
Ripper initiates a nuclear attack on Rus- W - MOVIE:'The Night Before'(CC)
- Jeffersons
sia Peter Sellers, George C Scott, A nervous teen-ager's wrong turn
Sterling Hayden. 1964. Rated PG
6:30 P.M.
lands him and his prom date in an innerX- Family Feud
city ghetto. Keanu Reeves, Lori Lough- MOVIE: 'Crystalstone' Two or- Entertainment Tonight (In
lin, Theresa Saldana. 1988. Rated PGphans cross paths with a pirate and a
Stereo)
13
sorcerer while searching for a mystical
- MOVIE: 'Winter a Go-Go' A 0 CD 118 - Cosby Show (CC). (In
gem Kamlesh Gupta, Laura Jane
Stereo)
Goodwin, Frank Grimes 1988 Rated young man inherits a ski lodge and with
the help of a friend and a secretary sets O Night Court
PG.
out to make it a popular resort James
- Andy Griffith
Soccer World (R)
Stacy, Jill Donahue, Beverly Adams
Wheel of Fortune (CC).
8:30 A.M.
1965_
- Looney Tunes
World Cup Skiing Men's downhill
- Banjo, the Woodpile Cat Ani- (in - She's the Sheriff
from Chamonix, France. (60 min.) (R)
mated A mischievous kitten leaves his
(/) - Danger Bay (CC). (In Stereo)
quiet surroundings to find excitement in
8:45 A.M.
- Remote Control
(R)
the
big
city
GB- MOVIE:'Matewan'(CC) A facttED
This Is the Life
- Black Colgge Sports Today
based account of the conflicts between
6:35 P.M.
a growing coal miners' union and their
2:00 P.M.
and Son
Sanford
stubborn bosses in 1920 West Virgi- Other Side of Victory
nia. Chris Cooper, Will Oldham, James
P.M.
7:00
2:30 P.M.
Earl Jones 1987. Rated PG-13
61 COMO- Growing Pains
- Thoroughbred Sports Digest
9:00 A.M.
(CC).
3:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Bachelor and the
CI0CD - Unsolved Mysteries (CC)
MOVIE:
'The
Secret of Monte (In Stereo)
Bobby-Soxer' A beautiful Judge learns
that her younger sister has become in- Cristo' An adventurer and the beautiful 0
- Grand Slam (CC) (In
fatuated with one of her high-school women he has sworn to protect, set Stereo)
teachers. Colorized version. Cary sail for the coast of Italy in search of
In Performance at the
Grant, Myrna by, Shirley Temple. treasure_ Rory Calhoun, Patricia Bredin, White House (In Stereo)
John
Gregson.
1961.
1947,
0- College Basketball: NorthwestMOVIE: 'Mrs. Delafield Wants
ern at Illinois (2 hrs (Live)
9:05 A.M.
to Marry' An elderly couple's romance
Gunsmoke
- MOVIE:'The Mating Game' An shocks their children and defies the
IRS agent investigates a rambunctious conventions of their community Ka- World War I
tax evader and winds up falling in love tharine Hepburn, Harold Gould. Den.
- Bewitched Part 1 of 2
with the farmer's daughter Debbie holm Elliott. 1986
- Desmonds (R)
Reynolds, Tony Randall, Paul Douglas
- MOVIE: 'Baby the Rain Must
- MOVIE:'Grease 2' A British ex1959
change student falls for the leader of a Fall' A woman is disillusioned when
9:30 A.M.
female gang Maxwell Caulfield, Mich- her husband returns wild and untamed
Lee Remick, Steve
- Skiing: U.S. Men's Pro Tour elle Pfeiffer, Eve Arden 1982. Rated from prison
McQueen, Don Murray 1965
From Mt Bachelor, Ore (R)
PG. (In Stereo)
- Conversation With Dinah (In
9:45 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Man From Lara- MOVIE: 'The Magic Snowman' Stereo)
•
- Moonlighting
mie' A man seeks revenge on the gun- A friendly Finnish snowman (voice of
MOVIE: 'Rain Man'(CC) A con
runners responsible for his brother's Roger Moore) helps two children predeath James Stewart, Arthur Ken- pare for a skating event Justin Fried, no/mg young hustler attempts to separ
nedy, Donald Crisp 1955
Dragana Marjanovic, Jack Aronson ate thejutistic brother he never knew
from Oltir family's inheritance Winner
1987 Rated NR.
11:00 A.M.
of four Oscars, including Best Picture
4:30 P.M.
▪ - Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Dustin Hoffman, Tom Cruise, Valeria
- Inside the PGA Tour
Show Closing night, from Madison
Golino 1988 Rated R (In Stereo)
Square Garden in New York
5:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Iron Eagle II' Gen
hrs , 30 mon )(R)
ea- MOVIE:'Lucas'(CC) A boy with -Chappy" Sinclair leads a misfit team
- MOVIE:'In Name Only' A heart- an advanced IQ struggles with heart- of American and Soviet pilots against a
•
less woman, who married for wealth break when he develops a crush on a Middle Eastern nuclear missile silo
and prestige, holds her husband to a teen-age girl Corey Haim, Kern Green, Louis Gossett Jr , Mark Humphrey,
loveless marriage Carole Lombard, Charlie Sheen 1986 Rated PG-13 (In Stuart Margolin 1988 Rated PG (In
Cary Grant, Kay Francis. 1939
Stereo)
Stereo)
Neil Diamond's Greatest Hits - MOVIE: 'Cherry 2000'(CC) In
- MOVIE: 'Herbie Goes Bananas'
Live The Grammy Award-winning en- the near future, a lovesick man braves Two Americans find trouble as they
tertainer performs the songs that made the Wastelands to find a replacement head for a Brazilian car race in an old
him famous, including "America," for his damaged robotic playmate Me- Volkswagen that seems to have a mind
"Cherry, Cherry," and "Heartlight." lanie Griffith, David Andrews, Ben of its own Clorts Leachman, Charles
, JOhnson,
(60 min.)jig Seep) ,
1988 Rated PG-113.
Martin Smith, Harvey KOrmario 1980
11:*) A.M.
Stereo) .
.'Rated G
i".
- MTV Prime Time
- MOVIE: Two Rode Together'
- Disney's DTV Doggone Valen
•
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- MOVIE:'Love Me Tender' Broth- lobrigida, Peter Lawford. 1960.
ers clash over the love of a woman and (B- One Night Stand (CC) Comic
a stolen Union Army payroll. Elvis' film Larry Miller ("Not Necessarily the
debut Elvis Presley, Debra Paget, Ri- News-)gives a stand-up performance.
(R) (In Stereo)
chard Egan 1956
- Ben Haden
9:30 P.M.

7:05 P.M.
0- USA Tonight
- MOVIE: 'Hondo and the • - SCTV
Apaches' A half Apache roams the CB - On Stage (In Stereo)
troubled Southwest territory after the
10:00 P.M.
Civil War Robert Taylor Noah Beery
032)0(1001(1)0C1)00
Jr 1967
0(13 - News
7:30 P.M.
0
- Computer Chronicles
of
the
Class
Head
0- Comedy Tonight
(CC) Part 2 of 2
- Love Connection
- Crusade in Europe
- Evening at the Improv
- My Three Sons
Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
O - Baby. I'm Back (R)
Desmonds (R)
Stereo)
and
Chase
(In
Crook
en Conversation With Dinah (R) (In
- Insight
Stereo)
8:00 P.M.
fin - Spenser: For Hire
(1)0OD 118 - Doogie Howser,
MOVIE: 'Blazing Saddles
'
A
M.D. (CC). (In Stereo)
crooked politician appoints a black
Night Court(CC). Part 2 of sheriff to a small Western town in a
2
daring land-grabbing scheme. Cleavon
- Jake and the Fatman Little, Gene Wilder, Harvey Korman.
In0
1974. Rated R
(CC). (In Stereo)
- Just Say Julie
0
- Hard Drugs, Hard Choices
Part 2 of 4
- SportsCenter
MOVIE:'The Princess Bride' A
- Hardcastle and McCormick
swashbuckling
young swordsman
- For These Times
seeks to rescue a kidnapped princess
10:30 P.M.
in this lighthearted fairy tale from Rob
CD MASH
Reiner, Cary Elwes, Mandy Patinkin,
Cheers (CC)
Chris Sarandon 1987
CO
- Tonight Show (In Stereo)
- Our Century Part 3 of 3
Entertainment Tonight (In
- Green Acres
Stereo)
OXo
0- Video Soul (R)
- Family Ties (CC)
fa (21) - Frontline (CC)
Nightly Business Report
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
Hill Street Blues
- MOVIE: 'I Take These Men' A
woman, influenced by her own fanta- • - Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)
- Car 54, Where Are You?
sies of men, shocks her husband of 15
years by asking for a divorce Susan (3- Baby, I'm Back (R)
Saint James, John Rubinstein, Adam
(2,1) - Sneak Previews Goes Video
West 1983
(In Stereol
College Basketball: St. John's at (B - Crook and Chase IR) {In Stereo)
Seton Hall (2 hrs ((live)
(E0 - MOVIE: 'The Ultimate Warrior'
American Telecast
Plague and starvation compound the
problems of the survivors of a nuclear
8:30 P.M.
Anything but Love holocaust Yul Brynner.. Max von Sy
dow. Joanna Miles 1975 Rated R
(CC). (In Stereo)
News at Night
0CID- Dear John (CC). Part lot 2. (B 0
- College Basketball: Pepperdine
(In Stereo)
at Loyola Marymount (2 hrs (Live)
• - Donna Reed
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10:35 P.M.
- Night Court
11:00 P.M.

- First United Methodist Church
of Houston

8:35 P.M.
ga- Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
8:50 P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Three Godfathers'
While escaping across the desert.
three outlaws come upon a dying
mother and her child John Wayne,
Ward Bond, Pedro Armendanz 1948

a

9:00 P.M.

- Night Court
(1)
Nightline (CC).
O(I)- Pat Sajak
- World War I (R)
0- Mister Ed
- Midnight Love
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- This Evening
- Post Modern MTV
01.- MOVIE:'Love Me Tender' Brothers clash over the love of a woman and
a stolen Union Army payroll Elvis' film
debut. Elvis Presley, Debra Paget, Richard Egan. 1956.
Quantum Marketing

- China Beach (CC)
(In Stereo)
00(I) - Quantum Leap (CC) (In
Stereo)
Wiseguy (CC) (In
OaD
Stereo)
Frontline (CC),
- News (CC)
11:05 P.M.
(B- Living Dangerously
0
- Pat Sajak
in Best of Saturday Night Live
- MOVIE: 'Groat Scout and Cat- Kentucky General Assembly house Thursday Three men set out to
- MOVIE: 'Howling IV: The Ori- kidnap a group of bordello girls Lee
ginal Nightmare' An emotionally unst- Marvin, Oliver Reed, Elizabeth Ashley
able novelist uncovers a terrible secret 1976
when she heads to the country for
11:30 P.M.
some therapeutic rest Romy Windsor,
Nightline (CC)
Hamilton
Michael I Weiss Antony
Trial by Jury
- MOVIE:'Auntie Mame' A young 00 CU - Late Night With David
boy experiences a serves of madcap ad- Letterman (In Stereo)
ventures when he goes to live with his (B- Fall Guy
eccentric aunt Rosalind Russell, For- 0- MOVIE: 'Enemy of the Law' A
rest Tucker, Roger Smith 1958
bold Texas Ranger tries to restore law
and order to a territory overrun by out
(11 - 700 Club
laws Tex Ritter, Dave O'Brien 1945
- Cope
After Hours
9:15 P.M.
- Crusade in Europe (R)
410- MOVIE:'Never So Few' A fear
- Make Room for Daddy
less officer leads 600,men tnsabgtage,
.- Slide the ShittifF • • — • • •
•
efforts against the Japanese during
World War II Frank Sinatra, Gina Lol- O - MOVIE: 'A Hard Day's Night'
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WEDNESDAYcoNT.
ED -

Video Disc Jockey
- Search

11:35 P.M.
ea- MOVIE:'Deathrow Gameshow'
A TV game show offers its contestants
a chance at a pardon -- or an on-camera
execution John McCafferty, Robin
Blythe, Beano 1987 Rated R

•

Stranger' A New York City musician is
very much his own man until a fateful
affair with a young woman returns to
haunt him
Natalie Wood, Steve
McQueen, Edie Adams 1963
ED - Self-Improvement Guide
15) - Remote Control
Lightmusic

12:00 A.M.

-

•

•

-

•

•

nom I THURSDAY
2/15/90

•

-

- MOVIE: 'Dear Brigitte'(CC) An
8-year-old mathematical genius develops a crush on Brigitte Bardot and for
gets about his part in raising funds for
an art foundation James Stewart, Billy
Mumy Glynis Johns 1965

•

6:00 A.M.
ED - Step Too Slow Judge Reinhold
plays a high school basketball player
who learns to handle rejection with the
help of an unexpected new friend (R)

7:00 A.M.
ED -

MOVIE: 'Overboard (CC) An
amnesiac mollionairess is duped into
believing that she's married to a beer guzzling carpenter GoIdle Hawn, Kurt
Russell, Edward Herrmann
1987
Rated PG (In Stereo)
63 - MOVIE: 'Do Not Disturb' A
young couple move to England, where
a series of madcap adventures threa
tens their marriage Doris Day, Rod
Taylor 1965

7:30 A.M.
ED - SportsCenter
8:00 A.M.
- Too Smart for Strangers (CC)
Winnie the Pooh and friends give
youngsters tips on how to deal with
strangers Host Sonny Melendrez 160
minI (R)
ED - College Basketball. North Caro
line at Virginia (2 hrs )(R)

9:00 A.M.

(/) -

(t)

•

•

eig -

•

8:00 P.M.
emecue_ Young Riders (CC)
(In Stereo)
0o CC - Cheers (CC). (In Stereo)
elp melt_ Island Son (CC) (In
Stereo)
Mystery!: Poirot (CC.) Part 5
of
- MOVIE:'Docaor Detroit' A timid
college professor is conned into posing
as a flamboyant mobster Dan Aykroyd, Howard 14esseman, Donna
Dixon. 1983.
5- Children of Theatre Street Princess Grace gives us a look behind the
walls of the Vaganova Choreographic
Institute -- also known as the Kirov ballet school -- to explore the dreams of
two Russian dancers who hope to follow in the footsteps of Baryshnikov,
Nureyev and Makarova (2 hrs.)
- Boxing An NABF Super Featherweight Championship bout scheduled
for 12 rounds featuring Juan Laporte
(35-9, 19 KO's) vs a challenger to be
named later, also on the card Keith
Stevenson (27-5-1, 15 KO's) vs. Billy
Young (26-2-1, 20 KO's) in a junior
welterweight bout scheduled for 10
rounds. (2 hrs.) (Live)
0
€0 --;r_ee
NnovAac‘rc
ec
s)

o

•

•

•

•

•

•-

•

•

(Nintendo)
Machines & Games

Over 65 Different Games Including:
Castlevania II, Fighting Golf,
& Blades of Steel

Special
Weekend
Rates!

Stereo)
- Tennessee Outdoorsmen
Eagle and the Bear
0- My Three Sons
Eon- Wild America (CC).(In Stereo)
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
410 - Created to Be One

•

CD

▪ - MOVIE: 'But Not for Me' A
young secretary pursues a romance
with a Broadway producer Clark Gable, Li111 Palmer, Carroll Baker 1959
- MOVIE: 'Short Circuit 2' (CC)
Robot Johnny 5 ventures to the big city
to help his unemployed creator break
into the toy business •Fisher Stevens,
Michael McKean, Cynthia Gibb 1988
Rated PG. fin Stereo)
ED - MOVIE: 'Papillon' A convict

P.M.
Different World (CC) (In

CE) -

serving a life sentence on Devil's Island
is determined to escape
Steve
6:30 P.M.
McQueen, Dustin Hoffman, Anthony
1:45 P.M.
Zerbe 1973 Rated PG
Family Feud
ED- MOVIE: 'The Thin Red Line' A
€13- Don't Eat the Pictures: Sesame young private is taunted by his sadistic 0 X - Entertainment Tonight (In
Street at the Metropolitan Museum sergeant for stealing a pistol as he Stereo)
of Art Big Bird and his friends visit the lands on Guadalcanal Keir Dullea, Jack o
sa_ Cosby Show (CC) (In
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New Warden, Red Daley. 1964
Stereo)
York 160 min ((H)
O - Night Court
2:00 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
9:05 A.M.
World
Cup
Skiing
downhill
Men's
ED
- MOVIE: 'The Grass Is Greener' from Chamonix, France (60 mm n )(R) IS)(ft) - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
When an American millionaire invades
0- Looney Tunes
2:30 P.M.
the private quarters of an Earl's man
- Stanley and the Dinosaurs A ED - She's the Sheriff
sion, he falls in love with the lady of the
caveman
is thrown out of his cave be op- Disney's Young People's Guide
house Cary Grant Jean Simmons De
to Music: The Greatest Band in the
cause
he
is too well-mannered (R)
borah Kerr 1961
Land Roger Rabbit and the Pittsburgh
P.M.
3:00
Symphony Orchestra present a classi- €15) - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Leather Saint' A cal concert for kids.
EC- MOVIE:'Ghost Fever' A routine
5- MOVIE: 'See China and Die' A
maid who fancies herself as a detective
eviction turns into an encounter with young minister, who is mistaken for a
- Remote Control
searches for the killer of one of her emsome unfriendly spirits in a haunted boxer, steps into the ring to raise mo- Profiles
ployers Esther Rolle, Kene Holliday,
house Sherman Hemsley, Luis Avalos, ney for medical equipment John De
6:35 P.M.
rek, Paul Douglas, Jody Lawrence
Jennifer Rhodes 1987 Rated PG
Paul Dooley 1980
Sanford
and
Son
- MOVIE: 'They Live' A roughED - Tennis: SkyDome World Tour- 1956
7:00 P.M.
nament Early rounds from the Sky EID - MOVIE: 'Mistress' A onceand-tumble drifter stumbles across an
promising
actress
faces
rejection
and
Dome in Toronto 12 hrs I (Live)
0X0C3]0 - Father Dowling alien plot to infiltrate and control manemotional distress when her wealthy Mysteries (CC). (In Stereo)
kind. Roddy Piper, Meg Foster, Keith
11:15 A.M.
lover's death forces her to attempt a
CD -MOVIE:'Key to the City' Anon comeback Victoria Principal, Don Mur- Stereo) (ID- Cosby Show (CC). (In David. 1988. Rated R. (In Stereo)
aClo
ED - College Basketball: Ohio State
inhibited small town mayor finds ray. Kerrie Keane 1987
Dec& _ 48 Hours (CC). (In at Wisconsin (2 hrs I (Live)
O
romance with a female mayor at a conToo
Step
Judge
Slow
Reinhold
131:1 Stereo)
13) - Invitation to Life
vention Clark Gable, Loretta Young, plays a high school basketball
player 0
- Tennessee Crossroads
Raymond Burr 1950
8:30 P.M.
who learns to handle rejection with the
- Grand (CC) In Stereo)
help of an unexpected new friend. (R) 0- MOVIE: 'Blade Runner' A spe11:30 A.M.
cial 21st-century cop is sent to hunt
- Donna Reed
- MOVIE: 'Hell to Eternity' A
3:30 P.M.
down and destroy a quartet of runaway
young American raised by a Japanese
MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6: androids. Harrison Ford, Rutger Hauer, (1) - Video Soul (R,
ED
family finds his background valuable
City Under Siege' Those bumbling Sean Young 1982
To
0
M.
0 p.prim
0 2 0(
during World War II Jeffrey Hunter cadets take
to the streets when three
etime Live
Gunsmoke
David Janssen 1960
inept goons successfully orchestrate a
(CC)
Heroes
Babar
The
ED
Elephant Comes to metropolitan crime wave
Bubba
0031- L.A. Law (CC). (In Stereo)
America Animated Peter Ustinov nar- Smith, Michael Winslow, David Graf CD - Bewitched Part 2 of 2
Knots Landing (CC). (In
•
MOVIE:
'Ten
Minutes to Live' A
rates the tale of Babar, his wife Celeste 1989 Rated PG
Stereo)
14
young woman is terrified by a note that 5(1)5e
and their mischievous young cousin Ar- MOVIE:'Good Day for a Hang- says she
- Voices & Visions (CC)
only has a short time to live
thur's adventure-filled trip across ing'
A former lawman sees a killer Lawrence
Chenault, Lorenzo Tucker,
America to Hollywood (R)
shoot the town marshall, and he takes
111 - Best of Saturday Night Live
Willor Lee Guilford 1932
the marshall's place Fred MacMurray,
12:00 P.M.
41)- Kentucky General Assembly
- MOVIE:'Flying Leathernecks' A
V- MOVIE:'James Michener's Dy- Maggie Hayes, Robert Vaughn 1959 strict Marine officer is
- MOVIE:'Double Exposure' PhoED
disliked
by
his
nasty' The stormy relationships of a
4:00 P.M.
squadron, but in wartime he is appre- tographers doubling as amateur
frontier family hamper efforts to build a
- Motorweek Illustrated
ciated John Wayne, Robert Ryan, sleuths discover a strategically placed
ED
dynasty in the Ohio valley of the mid
tattoo holds the key to solving a murJanis Carter 1951
4:30 P.M.
der Mark Hennessy, Scott King 1987
- Kentucky Afield
ED - Harness Racing '90
Church Street Station (In Stereo) Rated R. (In Stereo)
ED
5:00 P.M.
ED - MOVIE:'Rocket Gibraltar' A re- Moonlighting
- Vail Figure Skating Festival Pro ED
tired writer with a penchant for living in
11,
MOVIE:
'Young
Guns'
(CC)
In
fessional figure skaters and Olympic
the past is visited by his children and
1878
New
Mexico,
six
deputized
reguchampions, including Brian Orser and
their families on his 77th birthday Bun
lators
led
by
Billy
the
Kid
become
the Lancaster, Suzy
Debi Thomas showcase the grace and
Amis, Patricia Clarkbeauty of the sport Hosts: Jim Lam- objects of a massive manhunt Emilio , son 1988 Rated PG
pley and Scott Hamilton. (60 min )(R) Estevez, Kiefer Sutherland, Charlie ED - 700 Club
SD - MOVIE: 'White Feather' A Sheen 1988 Rated R. (In Stereo)
5-Cope
young prospector aids in bringing ED - MOVIE: 'The Journey of Natty
9:15 P.M.
about a peace treaty of 1877' Robert Gann' (CC) A 13-year-old girl be- MOVIE: 'Flight Command' A
Wagner, John Lund, Debra Paget friends a gentle wolf on a cross-country
search for her missing father Meredith cadet -earns his wings- in a rough
1955
and-tough Naval flight squadron Rob- MOVIE: 'Hey There. it's Yogi Salenger, John Cusack, Lainte Kazan
ert Taylor, Ruth Hussey, Walter PidgBear' Animated Yogi cornris out of 1985 Rated PG
eon 1941
winter hibernation and hunts for food e _ MTV Prime Time
MOVIE.
9:30 P.M.
which leads him to search for Cindy 5'Kentucky' A romance
Bear Voices by Dews Butler, Don Mes between members of two fighting fam- co- News (CC)
ilies bongs an end to an 80-year-long •
sick. Julie Bennett 1964
- SCTV
feud Loretta Young, Richard Greene,'
- On Stage (In Stereo)
▪
Supercross: Best of AMA Rac- Wafter Brennan 1938
9:45 P.M.
ing (R)
•
- Our World
ED-MOviE:'Full Metal Jacket'(CC)
5:30 P.M.
705 P:M.
Stanley Kubrick's portrait of the Viet- SportsLook
- East of Eden
nam War as seen through the eyes of
•

5:00 A.M.

7:30
O0 CO_; -

•

-

12:05 A.M.
(I)0EI3D - Liquid luster
eat_ Night Heat (R)
News (R)
- MOVIE:'Caribe' A smuggler and
- Our Century Part 3 of 3 (R)
•
a British agent try to stop an arms ship- Bewitched Part 1 of 2
ment bound for Central Amenca John
Our Voices (R)
Savage, Kara Glover. Stephen McHate_ MOVIE: 'Love With the Proper tie 1988 Rated R
▪

1800s. Stacy Keach, Sarah Miles, Har
6:00 P.M.
ns Yulin. 1976.
0CZO0X0C7001t - MOVIE: 'The Emperor's New News
Clothes' Adapted from Hans Christian O X - Current Affair
Andersen's fable of two scoundrels 0 C) ED It) - MacNeil/Lehrer
who capitalize on an emperor's vanity
Newshour
Sid Caesar, Clive Revill 1987 Rated 0- Abbott and Costello
NR
0- Three's Company
12:05 P.M.
O - Inspector Gadget
- MOVIE. 'Valley of the Kings' A O - Conversation With Ed
Gordon
romantic triangle develops during an (R)
archaeological dig in turn-of-thee- VideoCountry (R) (In Stereo)
century Egypt Robert Taylor, Eleanor
ED Day by Day (R)
Parker, Carlos Thompson 1954
(1) - MOVIE: 'Short Circuit 2' (CC)
12:30 P.M.
Robot Johnny 5 ventures to the big city
at- MOVIE:'King Kong'Kong, taken to help his unemployed creator break
to New York as an attraction, becomes Into the toy business, Fisher Stevens,
enraged when he senses that the Michael McKean, Cynthia Gibb 1988
woman he loves is being mistreated
Rated PG (In Stereo)
Charles Grodin, Jessica Lange, Jeff
- Ben Stiller
Bridges 1976 Rated PG (In Stereo)
€11 - College Basketball: Louisville at
1:25 P.M.
Virginia Tech 12 hrs (Live)
MOVIE:'Men in White' A bril- CO - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
liant physician is pressured by his soci- ED - Christopher Closeup
alite fiancee to give up the medical pro6:05 P.M.
fession Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean
- Jeffersons
Hersholt 1934

•

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

•

•

-
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Marines in boot camp and in battle
Matthew Modine, Adam Baldwin Vincent D'Onofrio 1987. Rated R

(10- Thoroughbred Sports Digest (R)
8:30 A.M.
€10 - MOVIE:'The Razor's Edge' Five
characters meet in an exclusive district
of Chicago after World War I Tyrone
Power, Gene Tierney 1947
- Lighter Side of Sports Guest
Jockey Julie Krone (RI
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apartment building on New York's fashionable upper East Side Sean Connery, Dyan Cannon, Martin Balsam
1971 Rated PG
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- Cosby Show (CC) (In

Stereo)
- Night Court
- Andy Griffith
2:00 P.M.
69
- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
Ega - MOVIE: 'Tootsie' (CC) Desper- 103 Looney Tunes
ate for work, a temperamental actor
Personal DiaryiR)
.
disguises himself as a woman and audi- She's the Striff
tions for a soap opera Dustin Hoffman,
- Remote Cont ol
Jessica Lange, Ten Garr 1982 Rated
Ski World
M
PG
M - Day of Discovery
- Golf America
6:35 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
96- Puff the Magic Dragon Puff and •- Sanford and Son
his friend Jackie set out for the land of
7:00 P.M.
Hanalee (R)
_ Full House (CC) (In
919- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
Stereo)

signed to put down a rebellion_ Burt
Lancaster, Nick Cravat, Eva Bartok
1952
10:00 P.M.
69- Post Modem MN
OCUINCEIBEICDOIX6113
- MOVIE: 'Kentucky A romance
8:45 A.M.
ft0
News
between members of two fighting families brings an end to an 80-year-long €11) - MOVIE: 'Protocol'(CC) A naive
▪
- Naturescene
feud Loretta Young, Richard Greene, cocktail waitress becomes a national
Comedy Tonight
heroine when she saves the life of a
Walter Brennan 1938
- Love Connection
visiting diplomat Goldie Hawn, Chris
Catch the Spirit
- Improv Tonite (In Stereo)
Sarandon, Andre Gregory
1984
11:05 P.M.
Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
Rated PG (In Stereo)
Pat Sajak
Church Street Station (R) (In
9:00 A.M.
Stereo)
11:30 P.M.
'Mats Hari' A notorious
Spenser: For Hire
▪
- Nightline (CC)
World War I spy is exposed when she
3:00 P.M.
00(I)- True Blue (CC) (In Stereo)
- Big Picture
CE)
Trial by Jury
•
falls in love with an Allied officer Greta
MOVIE: 'The Caddy' A scatter- ▪ (I)10
Bradys )CC) (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter
O - Late Night With/David Letter- Garbo, Lewis Stone, Lionel Barrymore brained young man and his partner em- 0(1)- Washington
Week in Review
Hardcastle and McCormick
man (In Stereo)
1932
bark on golfing careers with disastrous (CC). (In Stereo)
Come Alive
- Fall Guy
Billiards: World Open 9-Ball results Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
- MOVIE: 'Home on the Range'
- MOVIE: 'Bonnie and Clyde' A Championship Semifinal round, from Donna Reed 1953
10:30 P.M.
Two people work to ensure wildlife
fact-based
account
Las
Vegas,
Nev
of
(60
the
min.)
(R)
brutal
MASH
bank
O
9118- MOVIE: 'Key Exchange' A New preservation on a zoned ranch Monte
robbers who blazed a trail of terror
Yorker swaps apartment keys with her Hale, Adrian Booth 1946
- Cheers (CC)
9:05 A.M.
through
the Southwest in the 1930s
Tonight Show (In Stereo)
MOVIE: 'I Was a Mail Order longtime boyfriend in hopes of wran- ▪ - Gunsmoke
Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway, Gene
Bride' A magazine writer advertises gling a commitment Brooke Adams,
Entertainment Tonight (In
- Footsteps
Hackman 1967
Stereo)
herself as a bridal candidate for an in- Ben Masters, Daniel Stern 1985
1113 - Bewitched
- After Hours
vestigative reporting assignment. Val(i) - College Basketball: Louis- Senior PGA Golf: Aetna Chal- CD- Frank's Place (R)
- Eagle and the Bear (R)
erie Bertinelli, Ted Wass, Kenneth Kim- lenge First round from Naples, Fla 12
iana State at Kentucky (2 hrs)
6)- NBA Basketball Atlanta Hawks
Make
Room
for
O
Daddy
mins
1982
(Taped)
hrs ((Live)
at Cleveland Cavaliers (2 hrs ((Live)
96
She's the Sheriff
- Family Ties (CC)
10:30 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
€1)
- Comment on Kentucky
ED
Video
Disc
Jockey
CD
- Nightly Business Report
9/9 - Kids on Kids on Kids (CC) 69- MOVIE: 'Real Men'(CC) A no- (S)- Church Street Station
(In Stereo)
Soloflex
al
•- Hill Street Blues
American children express their views nonsense CIA operative and a mild(/)- MOVIE:'Having Babies III' Dedion the world around them, including mannered insurance agent join forces
(1) - Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)
11:45 P.M.
cated doctors help three families face
▪ - MOVIE: 'Cry Havoc' Nurses on such topics as love, families, careers, to retrieve a formula that could save the medical and emotional problems. Mitch
- Blackadder Goes Forth
death
and dreams. (R)
Manila, heroically resisting the fall of
world James Belusho, John Ritter, Bar- Ryan, Susan Sullivan 1978.
413 - Car 54, Where Are You?
bara Barrie 1987 Rated PG-13
11:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Ten Minutes to Live' A the Philippines, are caught by the Ja€13 - MOVIE: 'Street Justice' A
young woman is terrified by a note that panese Margaret Sullavan, Ann SothMOVIE: 'Camille' A Pansienne
former CIA agent comes out of hiding
4:00 P.M.
ern,
Joan
Blondell
1944
courtesan finds true love too late Greta 69- MOVIE:'Hot Stuff Miami's light- to save his hometown from greedy desays she only has a short time to live
- MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6: Garbo, Robert Taylor, Lionel Barry- fingered underworld
Lawrence Chenault, Lorenzo Tucker,
velopers Michael Ontkean, Joanna
Is being pursued
City Under Siege' Those bumbling more. 1936.
Willor Lee Guilford 1932
by a trio of unlikely burglary detectives Kerns, William Windom 1987 Rated
cadets take to the streets when three 0- MOVIE: 'Silverado'
ED
- For Veterans Only
(CC) In the Dom DeLuise, Suzanne Pleshette, Os$2) - MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6:
Crook and Chase (R) (In Stereo) inept goons successfully orchestrate a 1880s the paths of two drifters con- sie Davis 1979 Rated PG
metropolitan crime wave
Bubba verge en route to their destiny in a town
City Under Siege' Those bumbling
- News at Night
5:00
P.M.
Michael Winslow, David Graf
called Silverado Kevin Kline, Scott
cadets take to the streets when three
- College Basketball: Oregon Smith,
fia - MOVIE: '18 Again' (CC) An in1989 Rated PG
Glenn, Danny Glover. 1985. Rated PGinept goons successfully orchestrate a
State at Washington (2 hrs )(Live)
nocent birthday wish brings unforseen
13_ (In Stereo)
metropolitan crime wave
12:00 A.M.
Bubba
problems when a wealthy 81-year-old
10:35 P.M.
991 E - Honeymooners Part 1 of 2
ED - Cinemax Comedy Experiment: switches bodies with his teen-age Smith, Michael Winslow, David Graf
69 12 - Night Court
1989 Rated PG
Mike's Talent Show (CC) Michael grandson
- Beauty Breakthrough
George Burns, Charlie
10:50 P.M.
Smith presents a new-wave talent Schlatter, Tony
69Top 20 Video Countdown
O ,SU - News (R)
Roberts 1988 Rated
▪ - MOVIE: 'Ada' A canny ex - World Cup Skiing Mens Super G
PG.
- Children of Theatre Street Prin- show 160 min ((A) (In Stereo)
prostitute maneuvers a naive grass- cess Grace gives us
Tennis: Skydome World Toura look behind the
- New Kids on the Block: Hangin' from Chamonix, France (60 min )
roots politician to the governor's man- walls of the Vaganova
Choreographic nament Quarterfinal rounds from To- Tough Live in Concert The New Kids (Taped)
sion Susan Hayward, Dean Martin, Institute -- also known
as the Kirov bal- ronto (2 hrs.) (Live)
on the Block perform their hottest hits, 0- Zola Levitt
Wilfred Hyde-White 1961
let school -- to explore the dreams of
including "The Right Stuff" and "I'll Be
11:30 A.M.
7;05 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Dead Aim' A police- two Russian dancers who hope to folSir Alfred Goes to the Zoo Sir Loving You," during their 1989 tour
- MOVIE: 'The Autobiography of
man's investigation into a series of ap- low in the footsteps of Baryshnikov. Alfred the Tortoise finds a new friend (60 min.) (RI (In Stereo)
Miss Jane Pitt
n' A 110-year-old
Nureyev and Makarova. (2 hrs.) (R)
parent suicides leads him toward a
when he visits the zoo (R)
Supercross: Best of AMA Rac- woman reflects or her life, from her
deadly international conflict Ed Man- Bewitched Part 2 of 2.
ing (R)
days as a Louisiana lave to the birth of
12:00 P.M.
nar°, Darrell Larson, Cassandra Gaya
0- Our Voices (R)
the civil rights m ement in the '60s
5:30 P.M.
•- MOVIE:'The Great Riviera Bank
1987 Rated R (In Stereo)
- Self-Improvement Guide
Robbery' A spectacular bank robbery €10 - MOVIE:'Feds'(CC) Two female Cicely Tyson, Ba ara Chaney, Richard
11:00 P.M.
ED - Remote Control
takes place one weekend on the French cadets attempt to graduate from Dysart 1974
_ Lightmusic
Night Court
Riviera with a heist of $15 million lan Washington, 0 C 's traditionally all7230 P.M.
au a - Nightline (CC)
McShane, Warren Clarke, Stephen male FBI academy Rebecca DeMora-imp
Family Matters
12:05 A.M.
Greif 1979_
nay, Mary Gross, Ken Marshall 1988 ICC), (In Stereo)
Pat Sajak
▪
- the Prisoner (RI
MOVIE: 'Grease' A young man Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
- Heroes (R)
O (1E) - Wall Street Week: Is the
12:25 A.M.
and his summer sweetheart meet again
SportsLook
Housing Market Dead? (CC)
- Mister Ed
- MOVIE:'The Surrogate' A frus- in their senior year of high school John
- My Three Sons
Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
O
6:00
P.M.
trated couple's first sessions with an Travolta, Olivia Newton-John, Stock
- Conversation With Ed Gordon
- This Evening
ISICEEHICAMICC
unorthodox sex therapist coincide with ard Charming 1978 Rated PG
(In News
- MOVIE: 'The Crimson Pirate' a rash of sex-related murders Art HinO(al)- Kentucky General Assembly
Stereo)
An 18th-century pirate captain be
Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
dle, Shannon Tweed, Carole Laure
- Current Affair
- MOVIE: 'The Purple People Eacomes involved with an emissary as
1984 Rated NR
X •911JJ - MacNeil/Lehrer 0- Art of Disney Animation An exSheb
ter'
Wooley's pop hit inspired
amination of the techniques used to
NtrNshour
this story about a 12-year-old who
create classic animated Disney feaAbbott and Costello
makes friends with a musically inclined
tures (In Stereo)
extra-terrestrial Ned Beatty, Shelley 69 - Three's Company
- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
Winters, Neil Patrick Harris 1988 0 Inspector Gadget
69 VideoCountry (RI (In Stereo)
Rated PG
8:00 P.M.
aupacua- Perfect Strangers
69 - Day by Day (R)
problems when a wealthy 81 -year-old
12:05 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'From Disney, With (CC). (In Stereo)
switches bodies with his teen-age
- MOVIE: 'The Americano' A
- Mancuso FBI (CC) (In
grandson
George Burns
Charlie Texas cowpoke attempts to deliver Love' (CC) Romantic highlights from ED
5:30 A.M.
Stereo)
Schlatter, Tony Roberts 1988 Rated prize Brahma bulls to South America Disney classics are presented 1984
96- MOVIE:'The Seventh Voyage of
0CI)
(1Z - Dallas (CC) (In Stereo)
- Kevin Seal: Sporting Fool
Glenn Ford, Cesar Romero, Frank Love
Sinbad' The swashbuckling adven- MOVIE: 'The Underwater City' joy 1955
69
0- SportsCenter
- Nova ICC)
turer encounters mythological beasts
An engineer reluctantly accepts the lob
- MOVIE: 'Pride of the F:lains'
MOVIE:'The Five Pennies' Banand a ruthless sorcerer on the en1:00 P.M.
of building the first underwater city
chanted island of Cyclops Kerwin Maa
Skate America: Exhibition of dleader Red Nichols nearly abandons Crooks attempt to have a law prohibitWilliam lundigan. Julie Adams 1962
ing the slaughter of horses repealed
thews Kathryn Grant Richard F yer
Champions From Indianapolis (60 his career for his wife and daughter
1958 Rated G
Danny Kaye, Barbara Bel Geddes, Louis Bob Livingston, Smiley Burnette,
7:30 A.M.
min )(R)
Nancy Gay 1944
Armstrong 1959
SportsConter
6:00 A.M.
1:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Airplaner A neurotic
Catch the Spirit
Red Shoes Animated Hans Chns8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Painted Veil' An di ax-pilot takes over the controls of an
tian Andersen's tale about a vain girl 0- MOVIE:'Dennis the Menace' A
6:05
P.M.
unfaithful wife is forced to follow her
airliner when the crew succumbs to
who becomes bewitched by a magical ereilestonc discovery threatens to turn husband into an epidemic of cholera. •- Jtifferaons
food poisoning Robert Hays, Julie
pair of dancing shoes (R)
the Mitchek' neighborhood into an ar
Greta Garbo, George Brent, Herbert
6:30 P.M.
Hagerty, Robert Stack 1980
Marshall 1934.
algosologicail site and a tourist attrac
7:00 A.M.
Feral feud
0- MOVIE: 'Scott of the Antarctic'
View Matto, Patricia Estrin,
MOVIE: *The.Anderson Tastes'
MOVIE. '10 Again' ICC) An inEntertainment Tonight (In Based on the heroic exploits of British
Amu W.
1987
A million-dollar rbbbery'occlos at an Stereo)
nocent birthday wish brings unforfeen
explorer Robert Falcon Scott
•
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- What's Up, Dr. Ruth? (CC).
and -Love Me Do,- before a specially
ge - MOVIE: 'Physical Evidence'
invited audience (R) (In Stereo)
- MTV Friday Night Rock Blocks (CC) A lawyer defending a suspended
policeman from a murder charge be- SpeedWeek
comes dangerously over-involved in
Zorro (RI
the case Burt Reynolds, Theresa RusCD - In Touch
sell, Ned Beatty 1989 Rated R. (In
10:05 P.M.
Stereo)
•- MOVIE: 'Willard' A young man
- Conversation With Carol Carol
has a startling ability to communicate Burnett tapes a one-woman show bewith and control an army of rats Bruce fore an audience at the Disney-MGM
Davison, Ernest Borgnine, Elsa Lanch- Studios in Florida (60 min.)(R)
ester 1971.
- LPGA Golf: Phar-Mor Inverrary
Classic Second round from Ft Lauder10:30 P.M.
dale, Fla. (2 tics.) (Taped)
0
- NI•A•S•H
To Be Announced.
CD0OID - Tonight Show (In Stereo)
- Media Arts Inc. Productions
0
- Entertainment Tonight (In
11:05 P.M.
Stereo)
- Nightline (CC)
- Family Ties (CC)
- Pat Sajak
- Nighty Business Report
Cl)o

12:00 A.M.

•

•

es _

O - Green Acres

selors. Bill Murray, Chris Makepeace,
Harvey Atkin. 1979.
- Inside the NBA
CD lID - Rivergate Toyota Auto Show
O (3D - News (R)
O NWA Worldwide Wrestling
119 - MOVIE:'Scott of the Antarctic'
Based on the heroic exploits of British
explorer Robert Falcon Scott. John
Mills, Derek Bond, John Robertson
Justice. 1948.
0- Bewitched
- Frank's Place (R)
Self-Improvement Guide
- MOVIE:"Father Was a Fullback'
A college football coach has trouble
with both his losing team and his two
daughters. Fred MacMurray, Maureen
O'Hara, Natalie Wood 1949.
Ughtrnusic

McNair and Frederick Gregory (60
min )
- News (CC)
O - Best of Saturday Night Live
▪ - NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics
at Portland Trail Blazers (2 hrs , 50
min ) (Live)
Great Performances: The
Winslow Boy (CC)
€10- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
(CC)
- Pirate TV
Adventure: Great American Events (R)
0- 700 Club
8:30 P.M.
- Cope
ID CIO0Cl) - Just the Ten of Us
- Hill Street Blues
1 1:30 P.M.
(CC).
9:05 P.M.
12:05 A.M.
0- Arsenio Hall (In Stereo)
Cr - Nightfine (CC)
Donna Reed
0- Legacies Legendary black AmeriAmerican Gladiators
- Improv Tonite (In Stereo)
•
Wall Street Week: Is the cans, Judge Constance Baker Motley,
- Late Night With David
0
e
MOVIE: 'That Secret Sun- Car 54, Where Are You?
Housing Market Dead? (CC).
educator Robert Moses, painter Jacob
Letterman (In Stereo)
day' Newspaper reporters attempt to
- Personal Diary (R)
MOVIE: *Band of the Hand' Five Lawrence and Jazz drummer Art
Star Search (In Stereo)
reveal a police cover-up in the murder
Crook and Chase (8) (In Stereo)
teen-age cnminals become unwilling Blakey, meet with up-and-coming
- MOVIE: 'Forced Vengeance' of two young women. James Farenvolunteers in an unconventional pro- youths (60 min )
- One Night Stand (CC) Comic When his casino boss is murdered by
tino, Parker Stevenson, Daphne Ashgram designed to undermine Miami's
Larry Miller ("Not Necessarily the nvals, an unemployed bodyguard
9:30 P.M.
brook. 1986. (R)
drug trade. Stephen Lang, Michael CarNews") gives a stand-up performance seeks revenge Chuck Norris, Mary
- USA Tonight
12:10 A.M.
mine, Lauren Holly. 1986. Rated R. (In
(R)
(In
Stereo)
Cavanaugh.
Michael
Louise
Weller,
- SCTV
Stereo)
MOVIE: 'Love Scenes' Life imi'Siesta'
(CC)
A
young
MOVIE:
1982
- Classic Rock With Woffman
tates art when a filmmaker's actress
- MOVIE:'The Fly II'(CC) Young
woman consumed by passion recount§
After Hours
Jack (In Stereo)
wife begins an offscreen affair with her
Martin Brundle begins to transform into
the last five agonizing days of her life. O - Make Room for Daddy
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
latest co-star. Franc Luz, Tiffany Bolla monstrous insect in this sequel to the
Ellen Barkin, Gabriel Byrne, Julien
- This Evening
ing, Julie Newmar. 1984. Rated R
1986 Oscar-winner, Eric Stoltz, (CC)
Sands_ 1987. Rated R
110 - Quantum Marketing
10:00 P.M.
Daphne Zuntga, Lee Richardson 1989.
- Ready Steady Go! (R)
12:20 A.M.
11:35 P.M.
Rated R. (In Stereo)
ID CID OVIADOCDOCCO0
SportsCenter
- MOVIE:'Five Branded Women'
Trial
by
Jury
0- Snowboarding: OP Pro ChamNews
Five women are scorned by partisans
- Bordertown
pionship 1990 From June Mountain, CD X - Tony Brown's Journal: The
11:50 P.M.
for consorting with the Nazis but prove
P.M.
10:35
Calif (Taped)
Library of Black History Part 3 of 4
- MOVIE: 'Meatballs' At a sum- their patriotism in the underground. Sil0X - Cheers (CC) Part 1 of 2
- American Snapshots
- Comedy Tonight
mer camp,a counselor-in-training's tar- vana Mangano, Van Heflin, Barbara Bel
0 Di - Night Court
Window on the Word
111) - Love Connection
get for the summer is the female coun- Geddes. 1960.
11:00 P.M.
- Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
9:00 P.M.
I)X - Night Court
o lID0CE0 20/20 (CC)
1111) - News (R)
- Pat Sajak
013]
Station
(R)
(In
Church
Street
0
Falcon Crest (CC) ED
Nightline (CC)
(Postponed from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
taD - Footsteps (R)
Stereo)
ED - Spenser: For Hire
MD - Please Help Me Lose Weight
2/17/90
0X - Black Stars in Orbit Profiles
Ready Steady Go! Beatles Live! it3 - Mister Ed
ID - Color Me A Rainbow
blacks within the space program, in- From 1964 The Beatles perform their (1) - Midnight Love
5:00 A.M.
cluding Challenger astronauts Ronald early hits, including "Twist and Shout" •- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
6:05 A.M.
0 - Lone Ranger
NWA Wrestling Power Hour
O - Mysterious Cities of Gold
6:30 A.M.
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
O
Marshal
Dillon
O - Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Fighting Frontier' Fed- CD - World Tomorrow
eral agents go undercover to expose an 0- Bullwinkle
outlaw gang leader. Tim Holt, Cliff Ed- 49 ft - U.S. Farm Report
wards 1943
0- Dr. Snuggles
5- Paid Program
- You and Me, Kid
O - National Velvet
- Great Wok of China
fa) - Bible and Life
Dumbo's Circus
OD - Fishing: Captain's Cup
5:10 A.M.
Superbook
- MOVIE: 'The Muppets Take
Manhattan' (CC) While Kermit and ID - Davey & Goliath
company try to take their college var6:45 A.M.
iety show to Broadway, Miss Piggy's 0EC - Weather Info
lealousy of a friendly waitress threa7:00 A.M.
tens her wedding plans with the frog
Pup Named
0
W
Voices
of
Jim
Henson,
Frank
Oz
1984
Marilyn Thornton, Customer Service RepresenScooby Doo (CC).
tative for Murray Cablevision, recently received the
5:30 A.M.
00 GE) - ALF-tales (CC).
"ESP" Award.
CD - SCTV
Dink, the Little Dino"The award is given each quarter recognizing the
O - Spartakus and the Sun Beneath saur (CC).
the Sea
employes displaying excellence In service and
0X - GED Science
- Between the Lines
performance to our customers, "stated Burnett.
0- U.S. Farm Report
- Paid Program
Ferguson, System Manager.
Remote Control
OD - MOVIE: 'Silent Movie' A has- CD - Kids' Court
Thornton, a graduate of KIrksey High School, is
been movie director tries to save a stustarting her fourth year with Murray Cablevision,as
Video LP
dio owner_ Mel Brooks, Marty Feldan "ESP" winner for the fourth quarter, Thornton
0- Travels of Janiie McPheeters
man,
Dom
DeLuise 1976_ Rated PG.
received a gift certificate, a gift from the headquarO c2t - European Journal
(In Stereo)
ters office, and a personalized plaque.
Remember When (R)
Mousercise
Selection of the "ESP" Award Is made by fellow
O - MOVIE: 'Young Frankenstein'
Motorweek Illustrated
employees and management of the Murray office.
0- Good Morning Mickey!
- Beauty Breakthrough
MARILYN THORNTON
Thornton is married to Joe Thornton of Calloway
Video Disc Jockey
fin - Good News
Representative
Service
Customer
County and has two daughters,Lajeanna Thornton
Sportsman's Challenge
6:00
A.M.
and Jill Named. Sh• and her husband are both
O - Swiss Family Robinson
0 Home Shopping Spree Continmembers of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
4111 - Sunshine Factory
ues
Thornton was also an "ESP" winner In 1989.
7:05 A.M.
0
- Mornings on Five
el National Geographic Explorer (RI
- Larry Jones
7:30 A.M.
O Bullwinkle
Disney's AdvenPerspective
O Adventures of the Little Koala tures of the Gummi Bears (CC)
10 Paid Program
00CC - Camp Candy (CC)
Cit - CalffornieReitins
.
111 - Self-Improvement Guide
753-5005
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CEbITER
.MURRAY, KY
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Smash Hits
ga SportsCenter
- Video Soul (R)
0 - Washington Week in Review
(CC) (In Stereo)
Nashville Now (In Stereo)
- KOVIE:'The Man From Snowy
River' A young man comes of age in
turn-of-the-century
Australia.
Kirk
Douglas, Tom Burlinson, Sigrid Thornton. 1982. Rated PG.
Great Skiing A look at skiing in
New Zealand, Australia and Sun Valley.
(R)
- Missions '90
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o jc, - Justin Wilson's Louisiana her evil stepmother by seven dwarfs o
X - Victory Garden (CC) (R)
Cook in
and a prince 190 min )(R)
o - MOVIE: 'Daredevils of the
- Know Your Heritage Jeff Coop- ED
- Faces of Culture: Marriage Clouds' The head
of a small airline
wood hosts this quiz show that tests and the Family (R)
▪ - Heathcliff
finds larger competition moving in
O At the Movies
black high school students knowledge OD - Tommy Hunter (In Stereo)
▪ - Jackson Five
Robert Livingston, Mae Clark, James
0-SK8 TV An exhibition of the art of
of African American history
O
- Joy of Painting
ED - Moonlighting
Cardwell 1948
skateboarding (R)
- Raccoons (In Stereo)
- LPGA Golf: Phar-Mor Inverrary 0- You Can't Do That on Television
•
▪
- America: The Second Cen- O - Inspector Gadget
O
- Marketing (R)
Classic Third round from Ft Lauder- €1) 213 - GED Series
- Tom Mann's America
tury: Progressives (R)
(431 - This Week in Country Music (In dale Fla (2 hrs ((A)
Country Kitchen (In Stereo)
• Gerber/
- Celebrity Outdoors (R)(In Stereo)
Stereo)
CD - Wagon Train
- Quigley's Village
- Outdoors
ED - Spenser: For Hire
OD - Rodeo Drive
- Bible and Life
New Generation
- MOVIE: 'Places in the Heart'
•
8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Little Nikita' (CC) An
•
(cc)
A widow struggles to keep her
1:30 P.M.
12(1)0CEID- New Adventures of
10:00 A.M.
FBI agent uncovers some disturbing infarm and her family together during the
Focus on Success
Winnie the Pooh (CC)
IDX0(300- Bugs Bunny & formation while investigating the family
depression era in Texas Sally Field,
cf
)
te
e
nlsoq
Captain N: The Game Tweety Show
of an Air Force Academy applicant 0Danny Glover Lindsay Crouse 1984
Master (CC)
- CBS Sports Special:
Sidney Pottier, River Phoenix, Richard
Chipmunks (CC)
Twin 125s at Daytona (CC) Two Rated PG
el CCe
- Jim Henson's Muppet
Jenkins 1988 Rated PG.
- Body Electric (In Stereo)
races will determine starting pole posi- ED - Top 20 Video Countdown
Babies (CC)
o - Anglers in Action
• Videopolis: StarTracks Featured
tions
for tomorrows NASCAR Day- ED - College Basketball: Georgia
o
- WonclerWorks: Prince SD- Wrestling: Challenge Wrestlin
g New Kids on the Block, Neil Patrick Har- tona 500,from Daytona Beach,
Caspian and the Voyage of the Dawn
Fla 190 Tech at North Carolina State (2 hrs
ris
Doogie
Howser
D
M
-)
(R)
(In
O Wild and Crazy Kids A look at
(Live)
min ((Taped)
Treader (CC) Part 3 of 3 (In Stereo)
Stereo)
children taking part in bigger-than-life
- Gunsmoke
•
Gomer
O
Pyle,
USMC
- Charlando
activities, including a human maze and 0- Super Handyman
- Media Arts
o
- Hornetime: Plumbing (CC)
45) - Eat and Be Thin
a BMX bicycle race (R)
11:45 A.M.
Part 2 of 2
3:30 P.M.
Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
- Rap City
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Outsider' This is
College Basketball: Tuskegee at 000CEID- Wide World
0it) - Video Soul
of
- MOVIE: 'The Marauders' A the biography of Ira Hamilton Hayes,
•
Alabama A&M (2 hrs)(R)
Sports (cc)(90 min I
▪ - Hondo
rancher struggles to protect his and the Pima Indian who helped raise the
ED
- Faces of Culture: The Yucafrom overbearing neighbors Dan Dur- flag on Iwo Jima, but had problems
0/19 - Computer Chronicles
tec Maya: A Case Study in Marriage 0(1)- PGA Golf: Shearson Lehman
yea, Keenan Wynn 1955
readjusting to civilian life Tony Curtis,
- Backyard America In Stereo)
•
and the Family (R)
Hutton Open Third round from Torrey
61
- Understanding Human Be- James Franciscus. Bruce Bennett
- Woman Watch
•
ED- MOVIE: 'Who's Harry Crumb?' Pines Golf Club in La Jolla Calif (90
havior
1962
(R)
MOVIE:'Green Ice' An electron(CC) A bungling detective uses a var- min ) (Live)
ics wizard becomes involved in an • Wish You Were Here (In Stereo)
12:00 P.M.
iety of disguises as he searches for the 0liD - Joy of Painting
emerald heist Ryan O'Neal, Omar • Frugal Gourmet
o X - Wade Houston Tennessee kidnapped daughter of a millionaire
O - Out of Control
Shanf, Anne Archer 1981 Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'The Image' (CC) A basketball report.
John Candy, Jeffrey Jones, Annie
- Soloflex
O
prominen
0- Wuzzles (CC)
t TV journalist is forced to
Outdoors With Buck Potts 1989 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
- GED Series
ID- Fishing: Mark Sosin's Saltwater make crucial decisions in order to save McNeely
CO - Good News
his career and marriage Albert Finney
Wish
You Were Here (R) (In
•
Journal
O - Better Your Home
_2:00 P.M.
Stereo)
Marsha Mason, Swoosie Kurtz 1990
Sylvania° Families
0(1)- Peppermint Place
(In Stereo)
PBA Bowling: Bud- •
- Preview Show
• Kid Time
0(I)- Synchronal Research
weiser Classic(CC)From Sunrise Fla
co - Plant Groom
- Club MTV
•
Good Times
8:30 A.M.
(90 min.) (Live)
- Star Shot
•
4:00 P.M.
- Ciao Italia! (In Stereo)
ID X 0 CU 0- Slimer! And the 0- Bonanza:
O - Hard Road to Glory
The Lost Episodes
0- Art of William Alexander and
Real thostbusters (CC).
o - MOVIE: 'Pocket Money' Two
(1)0(i)- Motorweek
Robert Warren
10:30 A.M.
drifters in the modern West try to stage
00GID- Karate Kid (CC)
- MOVIE:
Fair' Romance
- MOVIE:'The Phantom Cowboy'
O0 - Saved by the Bell (CC) a get-rich-quick scheme by swindling a develops in the'County
- Heart of Chicago
world of harness rac- A cowboy
poses as a masked avenger
pp CID 11) Ctt - Dungeons and Dra- gullible rancher Paul Newman, Lee ing Rory Calhoun,
College Mad House
Jane Nigh, Florence to scare
land-grabbers off a young
gons (CC)
Marvin. Strother Martin 1972
Bates 1950
Finders Keepers
woman's ranch Don -Red- Barry, Vir
ID CU- Sewing Without Pins
O - MOVIE: 'Uphill All the Way' In • MOVIE:'American Flyers' Two ginia
(b)- Middle School (R)
•
Carroll, Milburn Stone 1941
1916,
pair
a
of
bumbling
huckster
Soul
s
Train
•
(In
brothers enter a grueling cross-country
Stereo)
- Joy of Gardening (In Stereo)
•
Charles in Charge (CC)
0
hightail
it
to
Mexico
when
they
are
mis- Dennis the Menace
bike race when the younger learns he
What Every Baby Knows: The
CD - Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
taken for bank robbers. Roy Clark, Mel might have a terminal hereditar
•
Understa
y
nding
condiHuman
First Three Years
Be- Till's, Burl Ives.
1985
havior (R)
tion Kevin Costner, David Grant, Rae O - Video LP (R)
O - Donald Duck Presents
11)- Man From UNCLE
go 4- CBS Sports Special: Count- Dawn Chong 1985
O - Side by Side (In Stereo)
- Jimmy Houston Outdoors
down to the Olympics (90 min.)
ED
Firing Line: Ed Koch, Veteran
MOVIE:
'Sol
Madrid'
narcotics
A
by
Day
Day
• Hello Kitty's Furry Tale Theater
(Taped)
Politico Speaks Out
agent
poses
as
a
pusher
to
gain
evidMOVIE: 'White Feather' A
- Cisco Kid
•
Lassie
- Side by Side (13) (In Stereo)
ence about the Mafia's drug-smuggling •
young prospector aids in bringing
- Soloflex
activities David McCallum, Stella Stev- OD- MOVIE:'Six Weeks' A politician
9:00 A.M.
about a peace treaty of 1877 Robert
befriends a widowed tycoon whose
Business of Management (A) ens, Telly Savalas 1968
- Srnurfs (CC)
00
Wagner, John Lund, Debra Paget •
- Remodeling & Decorating To- terminally ill daughter dreams of being
ID(I)0
•
• CountryClips (In Stereo)
- Pee-wee's Playhouse 1955_
part of an ideal family Dudley Moore,
day (R) (In Steieo)
(CC)
• Best of Mickey Mouse Club • Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
Mary Tyler Moore, Katherine Healy
ID - MacGruder & Loud
(CC)
al Cl)- Miracle Planet(CC) Part 5 of (CC)
1982.
6 (In Stereo)
•
- Gameday
• MOVIE: 'The Time Machine' OD - MOVIE: 'Time Flyer' (CC) An
Disneyland Story (CC) Host
•
11
-year-old
The
boy
inventor
travels
back
of
a
to
- Minority Business Report
time
machine
1927
jourAfrican Update
neys into the future, where man is the to alter the events surrounding his Harry Anderson presents the history of
al - RollerGames
11:00 A.M.
slave
cannibalistic subhumans Rod grandfather's death Peter Coyote, Disneyland (60 min )(R)
• Double Dare (CC)
•xemal- Flintstone Kids Taylor,ofYvette Mimieux,
Huckleberry Fox, Art Carney 1985 • Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Alan Young
- How the West Was Won
•
(CC).
- Quantum Marketing
1960. Rated G
- Video Disc Jockey
•
•
America: The Second Cen- O0Il) - ALF (CC).
•
- Big Valley
O - To Be Announced.
4:05 P.M.
tury: Election of 1896 (R)
Adventures of Rag- Media Arts
•
Fishing With Roland Martin
12:15 P.M.
- Remodeling & Decorating To- gedy Ann and Andy (CC). (R)
'Anna and the King of
day (In Stereo)
2:05 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
Sewing With Nancy: Accent
Siam' A widow accepts a post in Siam 0- MOVIE:'Heaven With a Gun' A
- Attitudes
- This Old House (CC)
on Accessories Part 3 of 3
as tutor for the King's children. Irene peace-loving preacher's past threatens
- MOVIE: 'Dangerous Curves'
•
•- New Lassie (CC)
- WWF Superstars of Wrestling Dunne,
Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell to disrupt his attempts to bring some
Two college roommates run into unex- Dennis the Menace
•
1946
solidarity to a troubled Western town
pected trouble after being hired to de- up - Star Trek
gi)- Jackson Five (R)
Glenn Ford, Carolyn Jones, Barbara
liver a new Porsche to a tycoon's •
- Teen Summit
P.M.
McLaughlin Group
Hershey. 1969
daughter Tate Donovan, Danielle Von al 211- Marketing (R)
- Classic Rock With Wolfman
•
Zemeck, Grant Heslov 1988 Rated •
cp- Please Help Me Lose Weight
2:30 P.M.
- Celebrity Outdoors (In Stereo) •
Jack (In Stereo)
PG (In Stereo)
Supermarket Sweep
11.- Branded
O - College Basketball: Florida at 0- MOVIE: 'Star Trek: The Motion
- MOVIE: 'Bugs Bunny, Super•
Tenness
ee (2 hrs , 30 min.) (Live)
- Dukes of Hazzard
- Teen Win, Lose or Draw
Picture' To prevent the earth's desstar' Orson Welles narrates this retrosCollege Basketball: Louis- truction, the U S S Enterprise must
College Basketball: Tennes- 01
Video Disc Jockey
pective of the wisecracking hare's carchallenge an alien force that is sweepCollege Basketball: Old Domi- see Tech at Murray State (2 firs) ville at Virginia (60 min ((Live)
toon career 1975
DI CI) - Make Yourself at Home
(Live)
ing through outer space William Shatnion at Jacksonville (2 hrs )(Live)
- Vol MTV Raps
King Grizzle Beard Animated A ner, Leonard Nornoy, Deforest Kelley
- Twin Star Productions
•
- The Virginian
•
ID - Fishin' Hole
cu - Frugal Gourmet(R)(In Stereo) Brothers Grimm tale about a spoiled 1979. Rated G (In Stereo)
•
Quantum Marketing
princess whose father forces her to • American Telecast
- I'm Telling!
•
Heathcliff
11:05 A.M.
marry a poor man (R)
•p - MOVIE: 'Africa Screams' The
Sports
Report
(60
min.)
4:35 P.M.
MOVIE:'The Four Horsemen of •
(21) - Another Page
•
boys go on a safari Bud Abbott, Lou
Business of Management(R)
0- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
the Apocalypse' The sons of a GerCountry
Costello. Clyde Beatty 1949
Kitchen
•
(R)
(In Stereo)
- She's the Sheriff (R)
man father fight for the Nazis and be •
5:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Honeysuckle Rose' A
•
9:05 A.M.
- Rifleman
come a power in Paris Glenn Ford, •
op a)
•
- News
country
singer
is
torn
between
the
free
MOVIE:'The Last Challenge' An Charles Boyer, Lee J Cobb 1962
•- Outdoorsman
and easy life of the road and his lonely pp (3)5- ABC News (CC)
ex-gunfighter turned marshal restores
11:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
wife who anxiously awaits his return. O- Austin Encore!
peace in a town upset by a trigger
Beauty Breakthrough
Willie Nelson, Dyan Cannon, Amy IrvStar Search (In Stereo)
Mama's Family
happy youth Glenn Ford, Angie Dickining. 1980 Rated PG (In Stereo)
IIICE0- Weekend Special: Runa- pp 01) - Synchronal Research
(I) - Woodwright's Shop
•
son, Chad Everett 1967
way Ralph (CC) A boy (Fred Savage)
- David Wade
Guns of Will Sonnett
•
•- out of This World (In Stereo)
9:30 A.M.
takes care of a mouse that falls off a
- Please Help Me Lose Weight
•
- Lou Hobbs
3:00 P.M.
•
CID0CI)(11 - enpftigoi,c.(Cc'
motcycl
or
e Part 1 of 2 (R)
cu - Travelin' Gourmet
•
1)5
College
•
Basketba
7 t4eY P.Rde.
ll:
•CD•
ID
5._ IChisY Fur (CC)
tptt‘ftigods
Tfi'Stichrrat (R)
- 5111004 White Animated Snow Nous DaMii.sa Wracuse(CC)(2 his.).
•
ICC)
CID pp (e) - CBS Storybreak (CC) White is rescued from the clutches of Alive)
Se,Owe Bunny & Pals.
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ist 0

• - MOVIE: 'Brotherhood of Jus▪ - Mister Ed
C=1) - Golden Girls (CC) (In
• (21'! - World of Ideas With Bill tice' Teen-agers employ vigilante tac- Stereo)
(I)49
Moyers: The Mind of Patricia tics to rid their high school of drugs, •
- Tour of Duty (CC) (In
violence and vandalism. Keanu Reeves, Stereo)
Churchland (CC)
ga '2i) - Tony Brown's Journal: The
_on Loughlin, Kiefer Sutherland 1986
Bordertown (R)
• - Big Picture
- Austin City Limits (In Stereo)
Library of Black History Part 3 of 4 •- MOVIE: 'Africa Screams' The
- Anne of Avonlea: The Continu- 413 - Reporters (In Stereo)
▪ - Zorro (R)
• - CountryCliPs (R) (In Stereo)
ing Story of Anne of Green Gables 0boys go on a safari Bud Abbott. Lou
MOVIE: 'Over the Edge' When
6:00 P.M.
(CC). Part 2 of 4. (R) (In Stereo)
• - MOVIE: 'Gleaming the Cube' Costello Clyde Beatty 1949
their pleas for parental attention go un.2'1
Hee Haw
(CC) A skateboarding teen-ager inves•
R.E.M.
heeded, a group of California teen5:05 P.M.
3 - Webster
tigates the strange circumstances sur▪ - Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) IR)
agers violently revolts against the sysalWorld Championship Wrestling
rounding his adopted brother's death
0 L6 News
tem Matt Dillon, Michael Kramer,
6:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
Christian Slater, Steven Bauer, Mtn
'5' - American Gladiators
Pamela Ludwig 1979
CD
Family
Ties
(CC).
Luong 1988 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo) a CD - ABC News (CC)
0
- Rod and Reel Streamside
0
- Green Acres
O - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
- Secrets & Mysteries
- Anne of Avonlea: The Continu- Abbott and Costello
6)
- Mystery!: Poirot (CC) Part 5
Accent
ing Story of Anne of Green Gables 00
- NBC News
(1)- Star Trek: The Next Generation
of 9
Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
iCC) Part 1 of 4 (R) (In Stereo)
O CD - Carol Burnett and Friends (CC) (In Stereo)
fig - Tennessee Ernie Ford 50 Gol000.000 Fortune Hunt
- Week in Rock
- Synchronal Research
O - Inspector Gadget
den Years A tribute to Tennessee Er12
Wheel
of
Fortune
C)-o McLaughlin Group
a)- Senior PGA Golf: Aetna Chalnie Ford including memories from Dinah
O - For the Record
- Looney Tunes
lenge Second round from Naples, Fla
- My Secret Identity
Shore, George Goble, Della Reese, the
21 - Adam Smith's Money World
Ia)- News
(90 min ((Live)
• - Hee Haw
Everly Brothers and Andy Griffith (60
- Country Kitchen (R) (In Sterecl
sou-Sonia Sanchez A profile of the min ) (In Stereo)
poet, tracing her concerns for African - •- Moonlighting
Americans and women.
•- Bible and Life
0-tT
(In s eh
reio
s)Week in Country Music (R)

mol SATURDAYcomr.

_

€3

CD

-

O

o

CD

0

-

a

HOT PROGRAMS FOR
COLD WINTER NIGHTS.

- Video Disc Jockey
•- SportsCenter
- T and T
•- Gospel Music Today

8:30 P.M.
13 0CD - Empty Nest

(CC) (In

Stereo)

- Donna Reed
•- One Night Stand (CC) Comic
Tom Parks ("Not Necessarily the
7:00 P.M.
News") gives a stand-up performance
(A)
O 00U - Mission: Impossi- (In Stereo)
ble (CC). (13) (In Stereo)
0E) - Good News
00E6D - 227 (CC) (In Stereo)
9:00 P.M.
- Paradise (CC) (In
0 CID - Bob Hope (CC) Tony
Stereo)
1:3
- Lawrence Welk Show: Award winner Michael Crawford
("Phantom of the Opera") and John
Broadway Musicals
Forsythe join the ageless comic in a sa- Hogan's Heroes
tire of television and the movies (60
- Cops (In Stereo)
min.)
((In Stereo)
6)- Biography: Mark Twain-Will Roea- Saturday Night With
CU
gers
Connie Chung (CC) (In Stereo)
113 - College Basketball: Morgan
MOVIE: 'My Darling CleState at South Carolina State (2 his
mentine' Wyatt Earp, his brothers and
- MOVIE:'Green Fire' An emerald the alcoholic
Doc Holliday face the vilprospector falls in love with a coffee- lainous
Clantons at the 0.K Corral
plantation owner while mining in Col- Henry
Fonda, Linda Darnell, Victor Maombia, South America. Stewart Gran- ture 1946
ger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas. 1955
- Arsenio Hall (R) (In Stereo)
WonderWorks: Runaway
Best of Saturday Night live
(cc)
ta(1)
(
U.S. Olympic Gold (60 min )
•- Grand Ole Opry Live Backstage
Video
Soul (R)
(In Stereo)
Lonesome Pine Special (In
fia- MOVIE: 'Halloween 4: The ReSterl
eo
t)turn of Michael Myers'(CC) The infa- 4111
mous mass murderer escapes and re- 69 - Thanks. Troubadour, Thanks:
turns to Haddonfield, Ill , to start a new Ernest Tubbs A musical documentary
reign of terror. Donald Pleasence, Dan- profiling country music performer Erielle Harris, Ellie Cornell 1988 Rated R. nest Tubbs, from his beginning in
Depression-era Texas to the Grand Ole
(In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The In-Laws' A mild- Opry (60 min ) (In Stereo)
Days
oi
and Nights of Molly Dodd
mannered dentist becomes an unwilling cohort in crime with his soon-to-be
- HBO Comedy Hour: Whoopi
in-law. Peter Falk, Alan Arkin, Richard
Goldberg & Billy Connolly in PerLibertini 1979. Rated PG.
- MOVIE: 'Star Wars' A motley formance (CC) Whoopi Goldberg and
group of rebels and robots band to- British comic Billy Connolly share the
gether to oppose the evil Galactic Em- stage in a stand-up performance at the
on s
olkely
Academy of Music (60 min )
ren0)
A
pire in George Lucas' Oscar-winning Bro
space fantasy Mark Hamill, Carrie
MOVIE:'Heathers'(CC) A highFisher, Harrison Ford. 1977 Rated PG
school girl becomes disenchanted with
(In Stereo)
- College Baseball Teams to be her fellow members of an elite social
group Winona Ryder, Christian Slater.
announced (3 his ) (Live)
MOVIE: 'Zorro. the Legend Be- Shannen Doherty 1988 Rated R
- MOVIE: '9 to 5 Three working
gins' A corrupt dictator in Old Califor
nia finds his rule challenged by a women rebel against their subjugation
masked swordsman Duncan Regehr, by a male chauvinist boss Jane Fonda,
Efrem Zimbalist Jr, Patrice Camhi Dolly Parton, Lily Tomlin 1980 Rated
PG
1990
Hardcastle and McCormick
•- Sing Out America
Q)- Joy of Music
CD

o

o

INN MAN

TWOS

WOMBSPK

(I)

-

•

-

•

as -

•

TIE NMI*FROM TIE
RU3WNW NEW

IMO 011101M MOUE
TIE NW

MAMEIMME

•

1110 COSBY NNE
WAR
WOMBCIAMP111511P
LOVE MOWN
BMW
When the chill of Old Mon Winter starts to ge under your
specials, championship boxing and wonderful family pro
skin, snuggle up with the hottest movies around. They're on gromming. And whim you odd Gomez, yogi get the
HBO, naturally. See movies like "Rain Mon"
most movies on pay TV. More comedies, great
"Twins," "The Naked Gun: From the Files of
classics, thrilling action adventures, vanguard
Poke Squad!" and "Working Girl." And that's
films and film festivals to really make the
not all. There's a new HBO Original Movie
season sizzle. So get HBO and Cinemax
every month. Plus, hilonous comedy
/
and turn the heat up this winter.

„
1 14FIB
1-1181 S

miax.

WeeI. Oka In

nilen enrol 43 Tel(wren

rew.inE ur.re won

tral .11111MAS

HBO

$10.50

Cinemax

$10.50

Wei Wecalt
'

▪-

•

•_

7:05 P.M.

gi - MOVIE: 'The Sheepman' A
sheep owner brings his herd into the
heart of cattle country Glenn Ford.
Shirley MacLatne, Leslie Nielsen 1958

neve k.°Ike We

Sign Up For HBO, Cinemax or Both
And Save '10 On Installation!
HBO & Cinemax
Combo
Save $6.05

a-

$14.95

CABLE
VLSI•N
Bet-Air Center
753-5005

7:30 P.M.
00(Ti - Amen (CC) (In

9:15 P.M.
GO -

MOVIE: 'Margaret Bourke
White' A biographical account of the
personal life and professional triumphs
of the renowned photojournalist Farrah Fawcett, Frederic Forrest 1989

Stereo)
College Basketball: Alabama(CC) P.M.
Birmingham at DePaul (2 hrs )(Live) O - News 9:0
Totally Hidden Video (In Stereo) go- On the Television
1111 - Esquire- About Men, for
- My Three Sons
Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo) Women
119
WcIen
Disc Jockey
8:00 P.M.
Bobby Jones Gospel Show
SUDO Cul.- MOVIE:'Christine
10:00 P.M.
Cromwell: Only the Good Die Young'
Premiere, (CC) Chnstine is pitted iswaicIDOescClaciuebe
.
..against a .ke
who i ,109rOY 01!""N"):News
.•,,
Twilight,zon•
the.
'
r4itin-ife<girknr cl*:41

o-

•_
•

•

•

•

-
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(;) Dr. D. James Kennedy
113
- Jimmy Swaggart
0X - Coral Ridge Ministry
_ College Basketball: Florida at O In Touch
CID - Sesame Street (CC)
Tennessee (2 hrs)(Taped)
0- Chicago's Very Own
•A - MASH
110- Biography: Mark Twain-Will RoFaith Crusade Ministries
gers (R)
_ Jerry Falwell
- Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
O - Kids' Court
- MOVIE. 'Born Losers'
- Paid Program
- Rap City (R)
- Popeye
- Grand Ole Opry Live Backstage up
- Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
(R) (In Stereo)
- World Tomorrow
- What's Up, Dr. Ruth? cc)
Eiabar (R)
6. _ MOVIE: 'Do Not Disturb'
- Good Morning Mickey!
- Headbanger's Ball
- Best of Muscle Magazine
- Zola Levitt
up - Swiss Family Robinson
- American Telecast
- Dr. Richard Lee
11:15 P.M.
7:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Voices'
- Flintstones

mol SATURDAYcoNt
e - Comic Strip

Live
O - Jack Scalia at the Improv Host
Jack Scalia ("Wolf") Comedians
Jerry Minor, Jeff Bolt, Wendy Kamenoff and Tom Parks (60 min )
- SCTV
- Night Tracks (In Stereo)
al
- Latenight America With
Dennis Wholey
_ Conversation With Dinah (In
Stereo)
- Women Under Cover Host Betty
Thomas("Hill Street Blues') presents a
profile of female undercover narcotics
agents (60 min )
•- MOVIE:'Who's Harry Crumb?'
pp - House of Style Host model Cindy
Crawford presents the latest trends
and fashions from around the world.
11:30 P.M.
•
- SportsCenter
• - Night Music (In Stereo)
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Saturday Night Live (In
- Lightmusic
Stereo)
fp - Rawhide
10:15 P.M.
- ABC News (CC)
▪
- Love Boat
- Mister Ed
10:30 P.M.
so - Grand Ole °pry Live (R) (In
cu - Night Court
•
Stereo)
(1) - Cheers (CC)
•
- This Evening
O - Saturday Night Live (In Stereo)
- How To Play The Piano Overgi - All in the Family
night
0/D - Simon & Simon
- Soloflex
- World Wide Wrestling
11:35 P.M.
MOVIE:
'Blade Runner'
0- MOVIE:'The Dead Pool'(CC) In
II1§ (ft) - MASH
his fifth cinematic outing, Dirty Harry
- Car 54, Where Are You?
Callahan
faces mobsters and assassins
upo - Classic Rock With Wolfrnan on the streets
of San Francisco_
Jack )R) (In Stereo)
12:00 A.M.
al - Video Disc Jockey
- College Basketball: Brigham 0- Soul Train (R) (In Stereo)
- Entertainment This Week (In
Young at Texas El Paso (2 hrs ((Live) up
Stereo)
(a) - This Is the Life
- MOVIE: Over the Edge' When
10:45 P.M.
their pleas for parental attention go un- MOVIE: 'Retribution' A failed heeded, a group of California teensuicide attempt leaves a middle-aged agers violently revolts against
the sysartist's body host to a demonic entity
tem Matt Dillon, Michael Kramer,
Dennis Lipscomb, Leslie Wing, Suz- Pamela Ludwig 1979
anne Snyder 1987 Rated R (In
O - Make Room for Daddy
Stereo)
- Midnight Love
11:00 P.M.
- This Week in Country Music (R)
▪
_ Runaway With the Rich and (In Stereo)
Famous
- Self-Improvement Guide
up - MOVIE:'Red Dawn'
- Paid Program
01JJ - Gunsmoke
- Quantum Marketing
•

-

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•
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0 0- First Baptist Church
of 9
0 - Nature (CC) (In Stereo)
- Star Search (In Stereo)
- Funtastic World: Richie Rich
- Garner Ted Armstrong
go - All-American Wrestling
- For the Record
O - Star Trek
0- MOVIE:'A Ticklish Affair' When 0- Paid Program
a Navy widow's six-year old son
- MOVIE: 'Never Steal Anything
flashes an SOS from his window, a Small' A dishonest labor
leader stops
handsome commander responds Shir- at nothing to become boss of the watley Jones, Gig Young 1963
erfront James Cagney Roger Smith
3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
Shirley Jones 1959
131- Truckin' USA Featured off road
Sonia Sanchez A profile of the
racing from Uwharrie National Forest
poet, tracing her concerns for African - Family Practice Update
Americans and women
0- MOVIE:'The Care Bears Movie'
- Physicians' Journal Update (R)
- Scholastic Sports America
0- MOVIE: 'torn thumb'
(1) - Pole Position
0 - Skiing: U.S. Mens Pro Tour
CB - Come Alive
From Snow Summit Calif (Taped)
€B - The Virginian
9:05 A.M.
- ACTS Presbyterian Hour
0- Good News
- Mystery!: Poirot (CC) Part 5

o

•

•

Oa-

ea -

•

•

•

11:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M.

•

7:15 A.M.
M - This Week With David Brink0
- Two Rivers Hour
0- What's Nu?
ley (CC)
fJ (i)- Robert Schuller
- Rich Herrin
7:30 A.M.
0- Amazing Facts
- Amazing Grace
0- Funtastic World: SuperTed
(1)- In Touch
up cU - Day of Discovery
▪
- Amazing Grace Bible Class O - Inspector Gadget
0- Paid Program
- Gamer Ted Armstrong
- Gamer Ted Armstrong
gi X- Young at Heart
(r)- Comment on Kentucky (R)
•
- Larry Rice
- Heritage of Faith
▪
- Voyage to the Bottom of the (f) - In-Fisherman Angling Adventure (In Stereo)
- Heathcliff
Sea
eg - Paid Program
O - MOVIE: 'Real Men'(CC) A noO - Video Gospel
nonsense CIA operative and a mildelp
- Sesame Street (CC)
t11 - Newton's Apple (CC)
mannered insurance agent Join forces
- Self-Improvement Guide
- Trucks and Tractor Power
to retrieve a formula that could save the
up - Jim Henson's Ghost of Faffner
- Internal Medicine Update
world James Belushi, John Ritter, BarHall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- MTV Unplugged
bara Barrie 1987 Rated PG-13
- Raccoons (In Stereo)
()) - This Week in Sports
O - Destination Skiing Select mo- Lee Haney Workout
- Starcom
ments in skiing from filmmaker Warren
- Gerbert
Miller
9:35 A.M.
0- Ben Haden
O _ MOVIE: 'Thirty Seconds Over
12:00 P.M.
7:35 A.M.
Tokyo' General Jimmy Doolittle pre
Synchronal Research
Gj - Flintstones
pares for and commands B 29s in the
1_6,1 - College Basketball. Oklafirst bombing missions over Japan. Co
8:00 A.M.
homa at Missouri (2 hrs Iftis,e)
!wired version Spencer Tracy, Van
M 0(4- Sunday Morning (CC)
O - Health Show
Johnson Robert Walker 1944
- James Robison
- Nova (CC)
9:45 A.M.
CD- MOVIE: 'Cattle Annie and Little
CP - Jerry Falwell
- MOVIE: 'The Anderson Tapes' Britches'
fa
- It Is Written
O - Lassie
0
- Sunday Today
10:00 A.M.
O - Paid Program
O - Dr. D. James Kennedy
- Kenneth Copeland
0 .21) - Portrait of a Family: Great
0X - Wild America (CC) Part 1 of 0cø - World Tomorrow
Expectations
- Siskel & Ebert
- Bassmasters (In Stereo)
- Sunday Mass
0 - Tennessee Crossroads
Internal Medicine Update (B)
fit) - In Touch
0- Wild, Wild West
Week in Rock
O - Looney Tunes
0 - Funtastic World Paddington el) -- LPGA
Golf: Phar-Mor lnverrary
111) - Bobby Jones
Bear
Classic Final round from Ft Lauder
0- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Paid Program
0 - Hidden Heroes Featured crew 0 at - WonderWorks Runaway dale, Fla 12 hrs ((Live)
a)- Baptist Hour
chief Don Devendorf (In Stereo)
(CC) (R)
12:30 P.M.
- Physicians' Journal Update
- Exciting World of Speed and
0- MOVIE:'Her Alibi'(CC) A mys- Beauty Featured Rolls Royces. motor O (2:J - Business World
O0- James Kennedy
tery novelist suffering from writer's cycle desert racing, sand drag racing O (3) - Billy Packer's College Bas- Adventures of the Little Koala
block becomes involved with a beauti- ;tri Stereo)
ketball
5:00 A.M.
ful murder suspect Tom Selleck, Pau- a)- Cardiology Update
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
- Searching the Scriptures
- Mysterious Cities of Gold
lina Porizkova, William Daniels. 1989
- Paid Program
- Top 20 Video Countdown
Heathcliff
O
- World Tomorrow
Rated PG. (In Stereo)
- Fraggle Rock
- Sports Reporters
- Paid Program
- Paid Program
up
Wuzzles
(CC)
- Self-Improvement Guide
- Funtown: Archies (60 min I
C21) - Portrait of a Family: Intimate
(11 - Courtship of Eddie's Father
- Video Disc Jockey
up - Welcome to Pooh Corner
Catch the Spirit
Connections (R)
- Frederick K. Price
up
Inside
PGA
the
Tour
- SportsCenter
- Hank Parker's Outdoor Maga
10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Poltergeist II'
O Little Clowns of Happytown
- This Is the Life
zine (In Stereo)
Woodmont Baptist
0
- You and Me. Kid
- ACTS Methodist Hour
al
ley M)This Week With David Brink- a)- Orthopaedic Surgery Update
6:30 A.M.
up - Video Disc Jockey
8:05 A.M.
up - Just Say Julie
(CC)
11§
It's Your Business
- Major League Baseball Maga
0 - Brady Bunch
- Rifleman
- Nashville Gospel Show
O CID - Larry Jones
O
n.
8:30 A.M.
M - Coral Ridge Ministry
all
- Weather Info
12:35 P.M.
e - Newsight
- Beauty Breakthrough
O CU - Kenneth Copeland
Marshal Dillon
0-MOVIE:'PT 109' John F. Kenne- Joy of Music
cu - James Robison
cu _ Word on Words
dy's exploits on the PT-109 are chroniRobert Schuller (CC)
- Day of Discovery
- Funtastic World: Fantastic Max cled Cliff Robertson, Ty Hardin. James
Out- Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran
5:30 A.M.
Gregory 1963,
01)- Littlest Hobo (CC)
up - Jackie Gleason
Dr Snuggles
0- SCTV
Beaver
Leave
It
Dennis
to
Menace
the
Paid
Beneath
Spartakus
Program
1:00 P.M.
and
the Sun
O - Total Panic
up - Fraggle Rock
- Paid Program
the Sea
College Basketball:
O(Ti0
_ It Is Written
th Zoobilee Zoo
- Rodeo: Mesquite Championship Michigan at Ohio State (CC)(2 hrs)
MOVIE: 'Iron Eagle II' Gen
"Chappy- Sinclair leads a misfit team
- Paid Program
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (In Rodeo (60 min ((In Stereo)
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
- Firing Line: Ed Koch, Veteran
- MOVIE:'The Magic Snowman' of American and Soviet pilots against a Stereo)
Politico Speaks Out
MOVIE: 'Running on Empty'
- MOVIE: 'Lady Jane'(CC)
A friendly Finnish snowman (voice of Middle Eastern nuclear missile silo
112(IVCL
:
itie 1;44
Roger Moore) helps two children pre- Louis Gossett Jr. Mark Humphrey, al- Donald Duck Presents
MOVIE: 'Wonder Woman'
- Best of Mickey Mouse Club 0
pare for a skating event Justin Fried, Stuart Margolin 1988 Rated PG (In
- Magic Years in Sports: High- (CC).
O
- Kelly School Annual HeartDragana Marjanovic, Jack Aronson Stereo)
lights 1965 A look at the year 1965
Throb Ball All the boys of the Kelly
- Gameday
- Dumbo's Circus
1987 Rated NR
with a profile on "Red- Auerbach (R) ap - Day of Discovery
School compete to take Desdemona, a
- Bodyshaping
up - Mousercise
new pupil, to the ball (R)
- Get Along Gang
11:00 A.M.
- Westbrook Hospital
•
- SpeedWeek
up
Program
A.M.
8:35
O - Folk Jordan Sunday Showcase up --Paid
▪ - Reality Living
MOVIE: The Lady Takes a
6:45 A.M.
_ Andy Griffith
cp
- Auto Racing: Daytona Flyer' A female pilot leaves her avia- Christopher Closeup
•
O 4)- Hamilton Brothers
9:00 A.M.
500
(CC) Flag-to-flag coverage of the tion ace husband at home to care for
6:00 A.M.
7:00 A.M.
gp - Robert Schuller
32nd running of this prestigious NAS- their child while she flies to England_
Community Worship
(I)- Oral Rnborts
O clj - Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour •
CAR auto race, from International Lana Turner, Jeff Chandler, Richard
•ap Mornings of1 fly*"
•
(i)- Ag Day Weekend Edition
▪ Gerald and Brenda Duncan
Speedway in Daytona Beach, Fla
Denning 1958
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11:15 P.M.
- America's Most Wanted (In • - Paid Program
O
- University of Kentucky 0
Stereo)
MASH Part 2 of 2
Roundtable
Around the World in 80 Days
11:20 P.M.
0-MOVIE:'Cujo'
- Paid Program
O
• - MOVIE: 'Cabin in the Sky'
• - Family Practice Update (R)
Americans and women
• - MOVIE:'Many Rivers to Cross' al - To Be Announced.
- MOVIE: 'And God Created
• - MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6: ▪ - Superboy
- Miracle Planet(CC) Part 5 of 111) - Day of Discovery
•
Woman'
City Under Siege'
- Dennis the Menace
6 (In Stereo)
10:15 P.M.
11:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Memories of Me'(CC) O - Paid Program
- Physicians' Journal Update (R) 0- ABC News (CC)
Russ Reid
O
• - MOVIE: 'The Best of Walt Dis(E) - This Old House (CC)
- MOVIE:'Her Alibi'(CC)
41)
- News
0- MOVIE: 'The Hunters'
ney's True-Life Adventures' (CC)
- Exciting World of Speed and
- MOVIE: 'Tootsie' (CC)
10:30 P.M.
Beauty
€10 - Video Disc Jockey
(3 - Friday the 13th: The Series (In
a)- Baptist Hour
(13- Missing/Reward
Stereo)
(19- Wagon Train
- Orthopaedic Surgery Update (R)
7:30 P.M.
- ABC News (CC)
O
CI - American Marketing Systems
•- In Touch
00 - MOVIE: 'Papillon' A convict
Elvis (CC). (In O - Benson
serving a life sentence on Devil's Island
C)- World Tomorrow
1:30 P.M.
o
Stereo)
is determined to escape
All in the Family
Steve
41) - Paid Program
0
- World War I
McQueen, Dustin Hoffman, Anthony 111)- Simpsons (CC) (In Stereo)
0C1)- MSU Basketball With Steve
- Hidden Heroes Featured crew
▪
- Marketing
Zerbe 1973 Rated PG
My Three Sons
Newton
chief Don Devendorf (R) (In Stereo)
- Hidden Heroes Featured crew
- One in the Spirit
0- Paid Program
- MOVIE:'Carbine Williams'
• - MOVIE: 'Ice Station Zebra'
chief-Don Devendorf (R) (In Stereo)
E@ - Performance Plus
John Osteen
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
4:35 P.M.
•
•- Cardiology Update (R)
- Preview Show
al - Media Arts Inc. Productions
61) - Video Disc Jockey
• - Jeffersons (CC)
2:00 P.M.
- Kevin Seal: Sporting Fool (RI
C)- Winning Walk
11:35 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
o - SportsWorld: Michael Carbajal OMOOCD-N
- Insight
•
8:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Naked Vengeance'
ews
vs. Tony "Bazooka" Deluca Junior
0X000- Kennedys of MasABC News (CC)
10:45 P.M.
11:45 P.M.
Flyweight bout scheduled for 12
sachusetts Premiere (CC) Part 1 of 3
CU- Entertainment This Week (In
- CBS News (CC)
rounds, from Phoenix, Ariz (60 mon.)
Rich Herrin
(In Stereo)
Stereo)
(Live)
- Rotten Truth: A 3-2-1 ConNorm Stewart
o
0CI)- MOVIE:'The Death of the
tact Extra (CC) The growing garbage
MASH Part 1 of 2
C9 CC. - Twin Star Productions
12:00 A.M.
Incredibl
e
Hulk'
Premiere, (CC)
- Bowling: Young American crisis. Host: Stephanie Yu (In Stereo) 0(0
11:00 P.M.
Siskel & Ebert
(11C_Ii) - Masterpiece Theatre:
MOVIE:
'Fabulou
Senorita'
s
O
Bowling
Alliance Championship
00- Magnum. P.I.
00- News (RI
After the War (CC) Part 7 of 8
Tournament From Tampa, Fla (60 O - Star Trek - The Next Generation
0-Benso
cu _ G un
nsmoke
▪
Married..
0 CI) - Synchronal Research
.
With
Children
(CC)
(CC) (In Stem.,
min )(R)
All Creatures Great and Small
19 rtZ - CBS News (CC) (In Stereo) Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
113 - Paid Program
- Dallas
(R)
O - All Creatures Great and Small o
- Paid Program
(P)- Business of Management
•
- Around the World in 80 Days (R) •- Gateway Research
0- Green Acres
▪ - Portrait of America: Northern
0- Big Valley
CI
- Self-Improvement Guide
▪ - 'Til Help Arrives
▪
National
Geograph
ic
Explorer
California
0- Human Dimension
O - Beauty Breakthrough
- Paid Program
▪
Bobby
O
Jones
(R)
0 21 - Amish Cooking From Quilt
2:30 P.M.
€E) - Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
igg - Inside Winston Cup Racing (R) • - Paid Program
Country (In Stereo)
ge CD0 - NBA Basketball: Bos- Trucks and Tractor Power
(In Stereo)
- Cardiology Update (RI
- Truckin' USA
ton Celtics at Los Angeles Lakers
- Cable Kitchen
Ea - Best of Ozzie and Harriet
• - Carole King: Going Home(CC)
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
(CC)(2 hrs . 30 min I (Live)
(1EI - Moody Science
- In Touch
- 120 Minutes (2 hrs )
O
- MOVIE: 'Short Circuit 2 (CC)
CB ' - Fishing With Virgil Ward
13) - Ladies Bowling (90 min ) (Live)
a)- ACTS Methodist Hour
12:15 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Badlands of Montana' • - Danger Bay (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
(EID - Larry Jones
O 3 - Better Your Home
8:30
P.M.
- Senior PGA Golf: Aetna Chal- MOVIE: 'The Quick and the
- Media Arts Inc. Productions
CBS News (CC)
Dead'(CC) A swashbuckling cowboy lenge Final round from Naples, Fla.(90 • - Open House (CC) (In Stereo)
O - On the Television
comes to the aid of a family of homes, min (Taped)
- Bill Dance Outdoors (R) (In
leaders in this adaptation of Louis L'A- Bordertown (R)
mour's novel Sam Elliott, Tom Conti C)
United Methodist Church Stereo)
Kate Capshaw 1987 (In Stereo)
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
5:05 P.M.
- Preview Show
- R.E.M. (R)
•
• - NWA Main Event Wrestling
(E) - Missions '90
8:35 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
2:45 P.M.
Elp - MOVIE: 'Police Academy 6:
ABC News (CC)
City Under Siege'
0- MOVIE: 'The Hunter'
O0- Wild Kingdom
9:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
'
00.10 - NBC News
o 8 -- Lonesome Pine Special:
Cii2i104)10 - College Basketball. 00 News
Christine Lavin and the Rounder ReRegional Coverage - Arizona at
O - Superboy
cords Allstar Bluegrass Band (In
Nevada-Las Vegas or Louisiana State
- Degrassi High CCI
Stereoi
at Vanderbilt (CC) 12 hrs
(ii) Snakmaster
- PGA Golf- Shearson Leh- C)
O News ((Xi
Mister Ed
• - Tracey Ullman (CC). (In Stereo)
man Hutton Open
- Congestive Heart Failure: PutMOVIE: 'Julie' A woman learns
O - Jimmy Buffett: Live By the Bay
ting the Puzzle Together (RI
that her husband murdered his first
▪ - Best of Saturday Night Live
(E0
Animals
of Africa
wife Doris Day, Louis Jourdan. Barry
(3- For the Record (R)
€11 - Zorro IR)
Sullivan 1956
C)- MOVIE: 'Cries and Whispers'
Kennedy
James
•21 - Faces of Culture Part 1 of 2 C)
SED CD) - All Creatures Great and
•- Advances Against Endome6:00 P.M.
Small
triosis
OX0(1)01- Life Goes On (CC)
- In-Fisherman Angling Adven13) - MOVIE:'Herbie Goes Bananas' (In Stereo)
ture IR) In Stereo)
plus
Two Americans find trouble as they
MOVIE: 'The Goonies'
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
head for a Brazilian car race in an old
60 Minutes (CC( (In (RI
O
Volkswagen that seems to have a mind Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Rain Man'(CC)
of its own
CC- Bookmark (CC)
o
€1)
- MOVIE: 'Going in Style' Three
Gunsrnoke
with this coupon
0- Booker (CC) (In Stereo)
friends, living on welfare and social seCD - Thirty Good Minutes
Expires March 10, 1990
Inspector Gadget
curity, decode to spice up their lives by
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Invitation to a Gunfigh- robbing a bank. George Burns, Art Car510 Main St.
C) - Out of Control
ney, Lee Strasberg 1979 Rated PG.
ter'
753-2975
Paid Program
- Milestones in Medicine Part 1 of • Video Disc Jockey
- Family Films
2
•
Ben Haden
(1) - MOVIE 'Susannah of the
- Richard Jackson
3:35 P.M.
Mounties'(CC) An orphan raised by a
O - Beverly Hillbillies (Ct.)
9:30 P.M.
Mountie helps her guardian repel an
O - It's Garry Shandling's Show (In
4:00 P.M.
Indian attack Colorized version. Shirley
plus
O - MOVIE 'Mexicana'
Temple Randolph Scott, Margaret Stereo)
SCTV
O
Charles
Lockwood 1939
in Charge (CC)
▪ - Video Gospel (R)
- Pirate TV
C3- Mr Wizard's World (c(:)
• - Bassmasters "(R) (In Stereo)
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (R)
0 Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
- Family Practice Update (R)
On Stereo)
with this coupon
6:30 P.M.
fElF) John Ankerberg
- Physician's Guide to Gallstone o 18 - World of Ideas
Expires /larch 10. 1990
With Bill
Disease (RI
9:40 P.M.
Moyers
The Mind of Patricia
510 Main St.
• - Vail Figure Skating Festival
Churchland (cc)
o - Instant Replay
•
753-2975
- Looney Tunes
10:00 P.M.
CB Bonanza The Lost Episodes
Q) - Paid Program
(t)
())004)0(6)0
Joy of Music
News
- Milestones in Medicine
4:05 P.M.
CS) - Spirit of Place
o
7:00
P.M.
▪
averne & Shirley
- America's Funni- O - Monsters
4:30 P.M.
- Ron Shumate Show
est Home Videos (CC) (In Stereo)
- Sonia Sanchez A profile of the ga CID.01_0-,.,49yiE
: 'The Color C)- Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In
ocret, tracing her.conOtilffet African- Purple'
••=rimimmommim
Future Watch
(C9c..*..,,,•,•,•,
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•ja 11,..
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PICAS
DELIVERS FREE
Two

CC

CC

•

FREE 20 Oz. Coca-Colas

-

-

$1WOFF Any 12" Pizza

-
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PAG
EAS
I.
Two FREE 20 Oz. Coca-Colas
$')O
°oFF Any 14" Pizza

•
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